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PARK TRAMMELL AND THE FLORIDA
DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL PRIMARY OF 1916
by STEPHEN KERBER *
hardfought and bitter campaigns waged in
twentieth-century Florida politics, none has surpassed in
excitement or intensity the 1916 gubernatorial fight between
William V. Knott and Sidney J. Catts. In addition, the passions
stirred by that contest spilled over into the United States Senate
race and completely dominated it. Although historians have
written a good deal about Knott and Catts, they have failed to
describe or explain in depth the senatorial contest between incumbent Nathan P. Bryan and Florida Governor Park M. Trammell.
Trammell was in the final year of his four-year term as governor in 1916. The son of John W. Trammell, long-time Democratic stalwart and former superintendent of the state mental
hospital at Chattahoochee, Park was raised in Lakeland. After
graduating from Cumberland University Law School in 1899, he
won three consecutive terms as mayor of his hometown. Trammell
then served in the Florida house (1903) and senate (1905, 1907),
gradually winning a reputation as a Broward progressive. In
1908, in his first statewide race, he defeated Attorney General
William Ellis in the Democratic primary. His victorious 1912
primary campaign for governor against William H. Milton dealt
with the issues of good roads and the labor of state convicts,
neither of which were extremely controversial matters. Bypassing
controversy and conflict-or using them to his advantage-became
the hallmarks of Trammell’s political career.
Since the Florida constitution, at the time, prohibited a governor from succeeding himself, Trammell began to look around
for other available offices that he might secure. The two most
likely spots which would be attainable by election in 1916 were
the United States Senate seat held by Nathan P. Bryan and the
first congressional district post occupied by Stephen Sparkman.
F THE MANY

*

Mr. Kerber is library technical assistant, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida
History, University of Florida, Gainesville.
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Trammell indicated at the end of January 1915, about halfway
through his term as governor, that he intended “at a later date to
become a candidate for congress from the First Florida district.“ 1
Herbert Drane of Lakeland had already announced for the seat,
and most observers expected Stephen Sparkman of Tampa to
seek reelection. In addition, Trammell’s longtime friend, Allie J.
Angle, the harbormaster at Tampa, had expressed an interest in
the position. 2
By the spring of 1915, Trammell had begun to change his
mind. On May 12, in response to a reporter’s question about his
candidacy for Congress, he stated, “I have nothing to say in that
connection just at present,” but, he admitted with a smile that
he might soon have some other announcement. 3 Two factors undoubtedly influenced Trammell’s reasoning. First, he realized that
a seat in the United States Senate was certainly more prestigious,
secure, and desirable than a House of Representatives position.
Actually, he had had ambitions to go to the Senate as early as
1908, but had temporarily sidetracked them to stay in state politics. Second, the always politically-aware Trammell must have
perceived the danger that Sidney J. Catts’s gubernatorial campaign would pose to the reelection plans of Senator Bryan. Even
before Trammell had indicated his intention to run for Congress,
astute newspapermen like Jacksonville’s Charles E. Jones had
warned that Catts’s speeches and sermons were striking a resonant
note of nativism among Florida’s rural white masses. The Guardians of Liberty, “a secret political society,” wrote Jones, was
offering “a candidate for governor in the person of one Catts, who
came here [to Florida] a few years ago from Alabama.” The
Guardians, Jones reported, would “oppose Nathan P. Bryan for
re-election . . . because Senator Bryan decreed to select P. A.
Dignan [Peter A. Dignan, a Catholic] for postmaster [of Jacksonville].” The Guardians, continued, Jones, might “also oppose
Governor Trammell.“ 4
The 1916 Florida Democratic primary races for governor and
United States senator cannot be comprehended separately. The
contest for the governorship directly influenced the Senate race.
1 . Jacksonville Dixie, January 30, 1915.
2. Ibid., January 30, February 6, 1915.
3. Tallahassee Daily Democrat, May 12, 1915.
4. Jacksonville Dixie, January 23, 1915.
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The key figure in the race for governor, Sidney J. Catts, defined
the issues in both contests.
Catts came to Florida in 1911 to become pastor of the First
Baptist Church in DeFuniak Springs. He was a passionate speaker,
although his pride and temper caused problems for him on more
than one occasion. A hardworking and frugal man, Catts shared
the views of his parishioners on such subjects as the need for
prohibition and the inherent inferiority of blacks. He also displayed an abiding hatred of Catholicism which was generally
typical of white rural Protestants in the South at the time, although he seemed able to maintain that dislike on an abstract
level, as he did with his racist feelings. Despite his prejudices, he
kept up friendly relations with individual Catholics and blacks.
Catts never really enjoyed his pastorate. After three years, the
combination of low pay and the familiar pattern of a clash in
personalities between preacher and congregation led to his resignation. His dream was to enter politics, and by 1914, Catts had
made up his mind that he would run for governor of Florida two
years hence.
In 1911, the Guardians of Liberty, a nativist organization led
by a number of prominent clergymen, military officers, and businessmen, had been organized on the national scene. The hostility
of this semi-secret organization was directed primarily against
Catholics. The South, with its strong patterns of religious fundamentalism and fraternalism, provided a receptive environment
for the Guardians and similar hate organizations.
In Florida, and throughout the South, the Baptist clergy generally led the protest against Catholics and foreigners. The
Baptists constituted the largest religious denomination in Florida
in 1916, with a membership of 57,732, organized into 686 churches.
The Roman Catholic denomination in Florida had a membership
of only 24,650, the fifth-hugest; its property values ranked it sixth.
In need of cheap labor, Florida businessmen and promoters
had urged immigrants to settle in the state in the years after the
Civil War. By the end of the century, however, attitudes had begun to change, and animosities began to emerge. Religious
prejudice contributed to this change in opinion. In 1909, Thomas
Watson, Georgia Populist leader, began publishing a series of
anti-Catholic articles in his Jeffersonian newspaper, which was
widely circulated and read in Florida. Anti-Catholic organiza-
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tions began to be formed. In 1910, one such society fought Lewis
Zim, a St. Augustine Catholic running for Congress against Frank
Clark. Thus, it was within the context of a state and nation experiencing a decided rise in nativist feeling and religious bigotry
that the 1916 gubernatorial and senatorial races were waged in
Florida.
One of the most controversial incidents of the campaigns came
when the state Democratic executive committee passed resolutions, known as the Sturkie Resolutions, which were designed
to prevent members of secret nativist societies from voting in
the Democratic primary. These resolutions, directed against
the rising anti-Catholic bias, backfired on their proponents. 5
The fight within the executive committee and the entire Florida Democratic party for their repeal benefited both Trammell and Catts. Trammell, appealing to the nativist voters, attacked the resolutions as being violations of the freedoms of religion and speech. Senator Bryan foolishly, as it turned out, chose
to champion the resolutions on high moral ground, and he made,
as a result, a fatal political mistake. Bryan was forgetting that the
Sturkie Resolutions discriminated against thousands of loyal,
although bigoted, Florida Democrats.
On June 22, 1915, Trammell released a short announcement
indicating that he had decided to enter the Senate race the following year. He declared that he would run on his record as a
public official, but that he was so occupied with his responsibilities
running the state government that he would not begin campaigning actively for several months. 6
The Jacksonville Metropolis immediately sought the reaction
of Senator Bryan to Trammell’s statement. “Well, there is not
much ‘news’ in the announcement,” Bryan pointed out. Trammell, he noted, had “been running ever since he was elected.”
“But,” interjected the reporter, “he announced for representative
from the First District?” “Maybe he is still running for that,”
Bryan responded. “I have seen no statement from him that he has
withdrawn from that race, and, therefore, suppose that he is a
candidate for both places.”
“Not at the same time?” came the reply. “Why not?” asked
5.
6.

Wayne Flynt, Cracker Messiah, Governor Sidney J. Catts of Florida (Baton
Rouge, 1977), 55-93.
Pensacola Journal, June 23, 1915.
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Governor Park Trammell,
photographs from the Park
Trammell Papers, P. K.
Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida.
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Governor Trammell and Grandmother Park on porch of Governor’s
Mansion, ca. 1913. Photograph from Park Trammell Papers, P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History, University of Florida.
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Senator Nathan P. Bryan,
copy of portrait at the University of Florida.

Governor Sidney J. Catts
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Bryan. “He would have two chances instead of one and . . . perhaps his wonderful record which he promised to tell us about at
an early date, coupled with his powers of oratory, equal to, if indeed they are not the same as those of Henry Grady, entitle him to
generous treatment at the hands of the people of Florida.“ 7
Bryan’s reference to Grady related to charges that Trammell
often borrowed ideas, and indeed words, from the speeches of
that New South spokesman-without giving him credit. The antiTrammell press and Bryan accused Trammell of plagiarism
throughout the campaign. 8
Nathan Bryan, a native of Orange (now Lake) County, Florida, had practiced law with his younger brother William James
Bryan in Jacksonville. 9 The two brothers became interested in
politics and subsequently managed and helped finance the successful gubernatorial campaign of their cousin, Napoleon Broward,
in 1904. Broward appointed Nathan Bryan chairman of the
Board of Control when the legislature created that body in 1905
to oversee the state colleges. He also appointed Will Bryan to the
United States Senate in December 1907 when Stephen R. Mallory
died. Then, when Will himself died suddenly in March 1908,
Broward offered to appoint Nathan to fill out the remainder of
the term. Nathan, however, refused and urged Broward to seek
the position. 10
Broward accepted Nathan’s advice and ran in 1908, only to
lose to Duncan U. Fletcher. He did not give up, however, and in
1910, he ran and won in a second primary against the incumbent,
Senator James P. Taliaferro. Then, unexpectedly and suddenly,
Broward became ill and died on October 1, 1910. 11 It was at that
juncture that Nathan decided to try and finish what his brother
and friend had sought to accomplish. He was elected to the Senate
by the legislature after winning a second special election against
William A. Blount of Pensacola. Thus, Bryan was running for a
second term in 1916.
7. Ibid., July 1, 1915, quoting the Jacksonville Metropolis.
8. Ibid., June 18, 1915, quoting the Tampa Times; Pensacola Journal,
August 7, 13, 22, 1915; Jacksonville Dixie, July 10, 1915.
9. Harry Gardner Cutler, ed., History of Florida, Past and Present, Historical
and Biographical, 3 vols. (Chicago, 1923), I, 179; James L. Harrison,
comp., Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 1774-1949 (Washington, D. C., 1950), 907.
10. Samuel Proctor, Napoleon Bonaparte Broward, Florida’s Fighting Democrat (Gainesville, 1950), 203, 206, 228, 237, 269-70, 273-75, 298.
11. Ibid., 275-306.
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Two other major candidates, besides Trammell and Bryan,
sought the Democratic senatorial bid in 1916-wealthy businessman Perry Wall of Tampa and former Governor Albert W. Gilchrist of Punta Gorda. Wall operated a successful hardware store
and billed himself during the campaign as a businessman rather
than a politician. His strongest newspaper support came from the
Tampa Times, but his candidacy never really threatened the two
leaders. 12 Gilchrist had been enjoying a very active and successful
political career when he decided to run for governor in 1908.
He had represented DeSoto County in the legislature for several
sessions, and in 1905 he was elected speaker of the house, a
role in which he had served effectively. In fact, he became floor
manager in pushing Governor Broward’s legislative program.
Gilchrist ran for governor as a middle-of-the-road candidate,
using as his motto the device of the three monkeys: “Hear no evil,
speak no evil, see no evil.” He was successful in his bid for the
governorship, but the senatorial campaign in 1916 would be another matter. He was a genial, personable man, but he lacked the
brilliance of Bryan and the sagacity of Trammell. He tried to
conduct a campaign similar to Trammell’s, but he did not have
the ability to carry off this kind of operation. 13
It was the action taken on January 6, 1916, when the state
Democratic executive committee met in Jacksonville, that caused
much of the political trouble in 1916. R. B. Sturkie of Pasco
County introduced the motion which ultimately hurt Senator
Bryan’s cause more than any other event in the campaign. 14
Sturkie’s proposals urged voters not to be influenced “by any religious test or on account of religious belief, denomination or sect
with which the candidate is affiliated.” They also called on each
Democratic voter to pledge that he was not a member of “any
secret organization which attempts in any way to influence political action or results.“ 15
The executive committee’s action in adopting the resolutions
12. Jacksonville Dixie, July 31, 1915; Pensacola Journal, August 13, 1915,
May 30, 1916; Tallahassee Daily Democrat, November 3-12, 1915, January
20, 1916; Cutler, History of Florida, I, 319; II, 52-53.
13. Mary E. Staid, “Albert Waller Gilchrist, Florida’s Middle of the Road
Governor” (M.A. thesis, University of Florida, 1950); Charlton W.
Tebeau, A History of Florida (Coral Gables, Florida, 1971), 335-37, 348.
14. Tallahassee Daily Democrat, January 6, 1916.
15. Flynt, Cracker Messiah, 53.
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spurred immediate protest from newspapers and politicians. 16
Gilchrist argued that, “There should be no restrictions placed
upon a white voter, voting in the Democratic primary, other than
he will not vote against any of the State, Congressional and
County nominees of the primary.” “This,” Gilchrist continued,
“is the first time in the history of the State in which a religious
test has ever been applied to a voter.” The committee’s decision
was “against the spirit of the Constitution.“ 17
Governor Trammell, who had been in south Florida on an
Everglades drainage inspection trip at the time the committee was
meeting, joined the chorus of protest on his return to Tallahassee.
He labelled the action “uncalled for, arbitrary and in . . . conflict
with the spirit and fundamental principles of Democracy.” He
denied that he belonged to any group mentioned in the Sturkie
Resolutions and urged the executive committee to “reconvene and
rescind the resolution in question.“ 18
To committeeman J. S. Smith of Green Cove Springs, Trammell implied that the resolutions were intended to help a “certain
candidate” [Bryan]. He also pointed out the other possible consequences: “Are there not numbers of fraternal orders whose
members [sic] might feel this resolution so far reaching as to be
aimed at them and they might hesitate to take the oath prescribed? Might not some members of organized labor feel that
they were included? The Farmers Union might also accept the
resolution as including them. . . . Who knows what collection of
Democrats may in the future be made victims of such drastic and
discriminative policy. . . . Recently the Florida Conference of the
Methodist Church assembled in Tampa, urged the members of
that church to favor men for public office who believed in a prohibition of the liquor traffic. Would the Committee exclude the
members of the Methodist Church? The Florida Baptist Convention has in the past adopted resolutions along this line. Would
the Committee exclude the members of the Baptist Church?“ 19
Despite the outbursts by Gilchrist, Trammell, and many
others, Chairman George P. Raney declined at first to recall the
committee to reconsider its action. He contended that the resolu16.
17.
18.
19.

Ibid., 54-57.
Tallahassee Daily Democrat, January 13, 1916.
Ibid., January 18, 1916.
Ibid., January 19, 1916.
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tions did not constitute a religious test for voters or candidates,
but instead eliminated the possibility of such a test. 20 The Democratic party hierarchy and many newspaper editors supported the
resolutions. 21
In a letter to the editor of the Gainesville Sun, Bryan denounced both Gilchrist and Trammell and pointed out that the
resolutions had been directed only against nativist organizations
such as the Guardians of Liberty, whose members sought the defeat of the incumbent Democratic President of the United States.
“The resolution,” claimed Bryan, “was not prepared at my request, nor for my benefit. But I did, at the . . . time it was offered,
and do now approve of its provisions.” Patriotic Democrats, Bryan
predicted, would soon “learn the truth” and then “repudiate these
[nativist] societies and their leaders, and endorse the action of the
State committee.“ 22
Protest continued to mushroom however, and on February 14,
Chairman Raney finally called the committee back into session. 23
Newspaper advertisements placed by Trammell demanded that
sections four and five be rescinded: “Senator Bryan seems to want
all of the religious liberty . . . for the candidate and none for the
voter.“ 24 The evening before the committee was scheduled to reconvene was the time selected by Bryan to launch his campaign
against Trammell. Addressing a crowd estimated at 1,500 in
Jacksonville’s Morocco Temple on February 23, Bryan announced
his intention “to charge Governor Trammell with abandoning the
duties of his office to further his political ambitions, with using
his appointive powers to pacify secret political societies, with
plagiarism, with nepotism in office and with using his office for his
own personal advantage.“ 25
Bryan’s speech was well received by his hometown audience,
but it also heightened the already charged political atmosphere in
Jacksonville. The following day when the committee met, such a
large crowd appeared to witness the proceedings that they had to
be moved from the Seminole Hotel on Hogan Street to the
Morocco Temple several blocks away. After two hours of debate,
20. Ibid., January 26, 1916; Pensacola Journal, January 24, 1916.
21. Flynt, Cracker Messiah, 56.
22. Jacksonville Dixie, February 5, 1916, quoting the Gainesville Sun.
23. Pensacola Journal, February 15, 1916; Flynt, Cracker Messiah, 56-57.
24. Pensacola Journal, February 23, 1916.
25. Ibid., February 24, 1916; Tallahassee Daily Democrat, February 24, 1916.
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the committee finally voted, twenty-six to fourteen, to repeal sections four and five. Bryan and Trammell both attended the meeting as interested spectators but did not speak. 26
Even after the vote for repeal, Trammell continued to use the
issue of the Sturkie Resolutions against Bryan. “I am not a
Guardian of Liberty,” he insisted, “but I know many of them who
are good Democrats.” He insisted that Bryan’s position meant “a
discrimination against a large number of Protestants, and the
favoring of a large number of Catholics.” 27
Early in March 1916, Bryan challenged Trammell to a series
of joint debates, and Trammell accepted. 28 Their first meeting was
in Tallahassee on the evening of March 10. John Ward Henderson, a prominent local attorney, banker, and conservative politician, presided over the affair. Among many other statements
made during his speech, Bryan claimed that the Guardians of
Liberty were attempting to run Florida politics from New York. 29
Trammell spent his time on the platform discussing his record
in office. He defended involvement in the appointment of his
brother Worth as superintendent of the Florida Hospital for the
Insane, the same position once held by their father. He said that
Worth was an able man and had been recommended for the job
by others in the state. He dismissed charges of plagiarizing Henry
W. Grady, arguing that any man who read widely would unconsciously adopt the words and phrases of others. Before an obviously friendly crowd which interrupted his presentation frequently with applause, the governor seems to have carried off this
initial debate successfully. 30
The following morning, March 11, the two candidates appeared in Milton, where Mayor W. W. Clark presided over the
debate. Trammell opened and again discussed his own political
career. Bryan followed, lashing out at newspapermen who had
criticized him for leaving Washington to campaign. He spoke of
his work in the Senate and repeated his support for the Sturkie
Resolutions. He ended by again accusing Trammell of plagiarism. 31
26. Flynt, Cracker Messiah, 57; Tallahassee Daily Democrat, February 25,
1916.
27. Pensacola Journal, March 8, 1916.
28. Ibid., March 9, 1916.
29. Ibid., March 11, 1916.
30. Ibid.
31. Milton Gazette, March 14, 1916.
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Trammell was allowed to answer Bryan. He strongly denounced the Sturkie Resolutions which Bryan had just endorsed,
and he accused his opponent of borrowing ideas from others.
Perhaps because of the early hour (11:00 a.m.), the crowd did not
respond with very much enthusiasm to either candidate. 32
That evening, a pro-Bryan crowd of 500 braved chilly weather
in Pensacola to hear the two politicians. The Pensacola Journal,
which editorially supported Bryan throughout the race, admitted
that Trammell had displayed a “better speaking voice” than
Bryan. 33 Mayor Adolph Greenhut presided over the debate, with
Bryan making the opening statement. He first reviewed his own
record and discussed Woodrow Wilson’s legislation, which he had
supported. Then he again charged Trammell with plagiarism and
rather strongly criticized him for advancing from one public office
to another. He insisted that it had always been the custom in
Florida politics to elect a United States senator to a second term,
and he saw no reason to change that tradition. In a southern
version of waving the bloody shirt, Bryan charged that the
Guardians of Liberty admitted blacks to membership, and he
denounced General Nelson Miles, the head of the Guardians, as
the man who had put chains on Jefferson Davis after the Civil
War. 34
When Trammell spoke, he compared his record with Bryan’s,
reviewing his career in the state legislature, as attorney general,
and as governor. He claimed that Bryan had modified his stand on
the Sturkie Resolutions and no longer endorsed them as actively
as he had earlier. He also denounced Bryan for his exaggerated
accusations of plagiarism. According to the Pensacola Journal,
Bryan won this debate, but Trammell’s supporters might have
argued otherwise. 35 On Monday, March 13, probably travelling by
automobile, Bryan and Trammell moved on to DeFuniak Springs,
Chipley, and Marianna. That night, some 1,500 people jammed
the Jackson County courthouse in Marianna to hear the two men
trade charges of plagiarism, nepotism, and partisanship. 36
These debates probably accomplished little for either of the
participants, although the audiences may have enjoyed the excite32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Ibid.
Pensacola Journal, March 11, 12, 1916.
Ibid., March 12, 1916.
Ibid.
Ibid., March 13, 15, 1916.
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ment. Neither candidate proved willing or able to discuss substantive issues instead of personalities, and yet neither man could
afford to ignore the furor raised by the gubernatorial contest. In
fact, the contest for the governor’s office dominated most of the
attention of the press and the public. The political realities of
campaigning in Florida at this moment prevented Bryan and
Trammell from discussing the national issues which really constituted the ordinary business of a United States senator. The war
in Europe was already two years old and was having an impact on
many aspects of American life, and yet Bryan and Trammell never
seemed to get around to discussing its implications for the future
of the country.
During the remaining months of the primary campaign, Bryan
and Trammell pursued the narrow partisan issues that they had
exhorted in their debates. Trammell continued to discuss his past
record, and he hammered at Bryan for his endorsement of the
Sturkie Resolutions. Bryan portrayed himself as a staunch and
effective supporter of President Wilson’s policies and he triedbut without success-to eliminate the Catholic and fraternal bigotry issues from the campaign. He tried to talk about the benefits
of the parcel post system, which had come to Florida during his
term in the Senate, and other advantages for Florida that could
be realized because of his seniority and his support of the national
Democratic administration. Audiences seemed not too interested
in these matters, however; personal attacks launched by the
candidates against each other tended to generate more excitement
and enthusiasm.
Much anti-Catholic feeling had been stirred up in Florida by
1916, and an event which took place in April of that year has
sometimes been misunderstood in light of that bigotry. The
episode probably reveals as much about the persistence of racist
beliefs in the South as it does about the growing intensity of
nativist feelings. On April 24, the sheriff of St. Johns County
arrested three sisters from the Convent of St. Joseph in St.
Augustine upon the charge of teaching black children. Reportedly, a group of Negroes had petitioned Governor Trammell to
have this practice, which violated a 1913 state law, stopped. The
governor had responded by instructing the sheriff to enforce the
law.
Three nuns-Mary Thomasine, Mary Scholastica, and Mary
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Beningus-were arrested. When Sister Mary Thomasine, alone of
the three, refused to be released upon her own recognizance or pay
a bond of twenty-five dollars, County Judge George W. Jackson
ordered her restricted to the convent, under the custody of Father
John O’Brien, rector of the Cathedral in St. Augustine. 37 The
hearing in the case took place on May 15 before St. Johns County
Circuit Court Judge George Couper Gibbs. E. N. Calhoun, Alston
Cockrell, and George Bedell, appearing on behalf of the sister,
contended that the law in question was discriminatory since it
only affected two races, and it also deprived a teacher from selling
his or her services to the best advantage. The defense also argued
that the 1913 law applied only to tax-supported schools. 38 Judge
Gibbs, in his decision issued on May 20, agreed that the law in
question did not apply to private schools, and he ordered Sister
39
Mary Thomasine freed. Two points are worth emphasizing in
this series of events. First, the 1913 legislature wrote the law as
much to further racial segregation and deprive blacks of educational opportunities as to harrass Catholics. 40 The best proof of
this is the fact that the sisters taught without harrassment for
three years, until 1916. In addition, newspaper accounts of the
affair indicate that Trammell was involved only in responding to
a request to the governor’s office to have the state law enforced. 41
Trammell may have been motivated by political ambition and
religious bigotry, but no positive evidence exists to support such
conclusions. It must be observed, however, that Trammell’s action
must have pleased all nativists, racists, and Catts supporters.
Also in April 1916, stories appeared in the Suwannee Democrat, Jacksonville Dixie, and Pensacola Journal to the effect that
the Philadelphia American Citizen, a Guardians of Liberty organ,
had announced that it would circulate 100,000 copies of the paper
in Florida in order to help defeat Senator Bryan. 42 The Florida
papers bitterly resented what they regarded as outside interference
in the state’s affairs. Another report claimed that Charles M.
37. St. Augustine Evening Record, April 24, 1916.
38. Ibid., May 15, 16, 1916.
39. Ibid., May 22, 1916; David P. Page, “Bishop Michael J. Curley and AntiCatholic Nativism in Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLV (October 1966), 110-11.
40. Laws of Florida, 1913, 311.
41. St. Augustine Evening Record, April 24, 1916; Tallahassee Daily Democrat, May 18, 1916.
42. Pensacola Journal, April 2, 9, 1916.
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Schwab of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation hoped to defeat
Bryan because the latter had helped push a bill through the
Senate establishing a government armor plate plant. A facsimile of
a telegram from Senator Ben Tillman of South Carolina praising
Bryan for his help was circulated. 43
As the primary date neared, Bryan relied more and more on
endorsements from the national Democratic administration. Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels obligingly sent word to
Florida that Bryan had been a strong supporter for increasing
American naval power. This was an important endorsement in
west Florida particularly, for the Wilson administration had
opened the Pensacola Naval Aeronautic Station in 1914. This
action had helped to alleviate the hard feelings that had existed
ever since the navy yard had been closed on October 20, 1911.
Senator Mark A. Smith of Arizona also endorsed Bryan in glowing
terms in a letter that was circulated. 44
On the Sunday before the primary, a message appeared in the
Pensacola paper signed by the President of the United States.
“Senator Bryan’s record in the . . . Senate has certainly been such
as to entitle him to be considered an active and effective advocate
of the present administration,” said President Wilson. “He has
always supported it with a very generous loyalty.“ 45
In his advertisements, Bryan claimed credit for the establishment of the naval air facility at Pensacola and its resultant economic impact on the community-estimated, by December 1915,
at 1,000 jobs on the base alone, in addition to others in the town.
In answer to any charges that he was neglecting his responsibilities
while campaigning, Bryan claimed that he had missed only seventy
out of 935 record votes in four years. He advocated a large army
and navy, a government armor plate plant, federal aid for road
construction, and a marketing bureau within the United States
Department of Agriculture. 46
Trammell never tired of using the Sturkie Resolutions against
Bryan in his speeches and advertising. Most of his platform, however, was very much like Bryan’s, and those of the other two
candidates, who seemed to have been forgotten both by the media
43.
44.
45.
46.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

April 30, 1916.
May 7, 30, 1916.
June 4, 1916.
May 11, 1916.
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and the public. Trammell favored preparedness for defense, an
improved parcel post system, rural credits, a marketing commission, federal dollars for roads, an adequate merchant marine,
better harbors and inland waterways, aid to fight crop pests, funding for Everglades drainage, and reestablishment of the navy yard
at Pensacola. He also wanted laws to prohibit interracial marriages, segregated streetcars in the District of Columbia, and a
national prohibition amendment. In a gesture to earlier campaigns, Trammell attributed much of his opposition to corporation politicians and railroad-influenced newspapers. 47
The final appearance of all of the senatorial candidates took
place on the evening of Saturday, May 27, in Pensacola. Perry
Wall did not attend, but Gilchrist, Bryan, and Trammell were
present. The rally was in San Carlos Court at the corner of
Palafax and Gadsden streets. Trammell spoke first and defended
his record, attacked Wall for not appearing, and explained his
actions in the St. Augustine teaching case by saying that he had
acted on a complaint and had sought only to enforce the law. 48
Gilchrist promised not to vote for a national prohibition
amendment unless it seemed to be the clear will of the people of
Florida. (The action taken by many Florida counties to go dry
already indicated the expressed will of most Florida voters.)
Gilchrist noted that he had always supported Everglades drainage, and he said that he had been the first prominent Democrat
to oppose the Sturkie Resolutions. Gilchrist also claimed that
Trammell in some way was trying to get around the intent of the
constitution, which prevented a governor from seeking reelection,
by becoming a candidate for the Senate. 49 Bryan, speaking last,
also chided Wall for avoiding debate with the other candidates.
In addition, he derided those who had attacked him while he was
absent in Washington carrying out his elective responsibilities. 60
The primary campaign came to a close on June 6, 1916.
The Bryan primary election law, with its provisions for first- and
second-choice voting, resulted in much confusion on the part of
voters and election officials and greatly delayed the vote count. In
the gubernatorial contest, which had created most of the excite47. Ibid., April 13, June 4, 1916.
48. Ibid., May 28, 1916.
49. Ibid.
50. Ibid.
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ment for the voters, official returns gave Catts 33,983 votes, with
33,439 for Knott, a margin of only 544 votes for Catts. 51
In the Senate battle, despite some delays in the count, results
were announced fairly soon. Trammell, as was predicted, ran well
all across Florida, particularly in the rural counties. On the evening of Thursday, June 8, he issued a victory statement in Tallahassee, and Bryan acknowledged defeat. The official count gave
Trammell 37,575 first-choice and 6,014 second-choice votes, a total
of 43,589. Bryan only secured about one-half of Trammell’s total:
19,536 first- and 3,647 second-choice ballots, a total of 23,183 votes.
Wall finished third with 14,404 first-choice and Gilchrist fourth
5 2
with 9,863 first-choice votes. That Trammell won was no surprise; that he would beat Bryan so overwhelmingly had not been
expected.
The conditions which had spawned and had been aggravated
by Catts’s candidacy for governor had spilled over and made the
Senate primary race a bitter and frustrating one, particularly for
Nathan Bryan, the incumbent. A proud and competent man,
Bryan believed that he had not been defeated in a fair or honorable contest. Despite his claim that his defeat constituted only “a
matter of minor importance to the state and not of much concern
to me,” Bryan’s bitterness was obvious in his concession statement. He pointed to the “secret political societies that are tolerated within the Democratic party” as the main cause of his
defeat. They had made him, he concluded, their chief victim.
Nor had they stopped with him; twenty-two-year veteran Congressman Stephen Sparkman had also been defeated by Herbert J.
Drane. That fact, said Bryan, represented “little less than a
calamity” for Florida. Bryan thanked his friends and supporters:
“I have tried to be true to them. I have not appealed to passion
or to prejudice. I have not surrendered principle for success. I
have denounced wrong and did my best to uphold what seemed to
me to be right. I have striven to justify their confidence in me.“ 53
Bryan was a decent and dedicated man, who particularly prized
and worked hard to foster education. Yet he lacked the ability to
understand or to manipulate his constituents. Even in calmer
51. Flynt, Cracker Messiah, 61.
52. Pensacola Journal, June 9, 1916; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, June
9, 1916; Allen Morris, comp., The Florida Handbook, 1977-1978 (Tallahassee, 1977), 498.
53. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, June 9, 1916.
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times, Trammell or any other politician using similar tactics probably could have defeated Bryan, although perhaps not quite so
badly.
The final financial reports filed by the candidates became
available on June 16, 1916. According to these statements, Gilchrist had been the leading spender and Trammell the most
frugal, although the amounts varied only slightly. Gilchrist expended $3,954.68; Bryan, $3,944.47; Wall, $3,887.60; and Trammell, $3,633.77. It is impossible to tell from extant records if these
figures were accurate. They are substantially lower than the
amounts reportedly spent by candidates in the gubernatorial contest four years earlier, however. 54
Having defeated Bryan, Trammell did not become actively involved in the battle between Catts and Knott in the November
general election. Catts, denied the Democratic party nomination,
had become the candidate on the Prohibition party ticket in order
to assure himself a place on the ballot. Because Trammell was
not publicly involved in the campaign, and because he had repeatedly used the Sturkie Resolutions against Bryan, some historians have concluded that Trammell did support Catts against
Knott. There is no sound evidence for this conclusion, however.
Trammell stayed out of the gubernatorial contest after the
primary because it was the prudent thing to do, because he could
not know how the courts would rule, and because he could not
afford to alienate either man by endorsing the other. After the
court had awarded the victory to Knott, Trammell felt that he
still should not interfere. Catts might bolt the party in November;
there were rumors to that effect circulating throughout Florida.
Furthermore, Trammell’s endorsement of Knott, the party’s
candidate, would only have given Catts another weapon to use in
his fight. It would be additional proof that the power structure,
“the ring” as Catts called it, intended to deny him the victory he
had already fairly won in June.
Faced with the alternatives of backing the wrong horse, or of
remaining aloof, Trammell chose to sit on the fence. This was
never an uncomfortable position for Trammell the politician to
assume. He announced that he was too busy with his own duties
as governor to campaign for anyone in the general election. 65 Just
54.
55.

Ibid., June 19, 1916.
Tallahassee Daily Democrat, October 26, 1916.
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before the election, he sent a rather ambiguous letter to the chairman of the state Democratic executive committee: “I trust that
every Florida democrat [sic] will go to the polls on November 7th,
to assist in giving oru [sic] party nominees a great victory.” Obviously, this inocuous statement could have been interpreted
favorably by supporters of either candidate. 56
The Tampa Times, a paper that had opposed Trammell in
the primary, pointed out in mid-October that the governor’s
silence actually harmed Catts more than Knott. The Times believed that Trammell had tricked the Catts organization, and that
his campaign had enabled him to reap the benefits from the
whirlwind that Catts had stirred up without making any kind of
committment to support the Catts cause. As evidence for this
view, the Times cited an editorial in the Jacksonville Free Press,
the newspaper identified as Catts’s campaign organ. The October
12, 1916, issue of the Free Press stated: “Florida has in effect a
despotic throne; and upon it sits as a ruler some puppet of
despotism and perfidy, pliant as a potter’s clay, to the wiles of the
devil. Governor Trammell may not be a figurehead, but he is
merely the bailiff of the invisible throne of a diabolical despotism,
and the office of governor here at any time might be called upon
to enforce the mandates of that invisible government which Florida is now resolved to overturn at any cost.“ 57
R. A. Gray, Trammell’s long-time aide and confidant, later
recalled a revealing incident concerning Trammell’s true feelings
about Catts. When the two were driving Trammell’s secondhand
Buick automobile to Jacksonville to prepare it for shipment to
Washington, Trammell tried to persuade Gray to come to the
Capital with him and serve as his secretary. Gray, he argued,
would never be happy as state auditor working for a man like
Catts. Gray declined the offer, but he later found the prediction
accurate and moved to Washington rather than continuing to
work under Catts. 58
In Palatka, on February 9, 1916, the Florida Republican party
nominated a banker from Orlando, William R. O’Neal, for
United States senator to oppose Trammell. He had been his
5 6 . Ibid., October 31, 1916; Jacksonville Dixie, November 4, 1916,
57. Jacksonville Dixie, November 4, 1916, quoting the Jacksonville Free Press,
October 12, 1916, and Tampa Times.
58. R. A. Gray, My Story, Fifty Years in the Shadow of the Near Great (Tallahassee, 1958?), 97.
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party’s candidate for governor four years previously. 59 He was
not a serious contender, and the outcome of the election was a
foregone conclusion. Trammell cast his ballot on election day,
60
November 7, 1916, in Lakeland. In the returns for senator, he
received 58,391 votes to 8,774 for O’Neal, or 82.9 per cent to
12.5 per cent. Catts defeated Knott for governor by a vote of
39,546 to 30,343. 61
Trammell’s victory had been made possible by his profound
knowledge and understanding of the grass-root level workings of
Florida politics. Trammell was a master of saying and doing what
the electorate expected-usually nothing. This was impossible for
a man like Bryan. Bryan had lost contact with Florida and his
constituency. He took his role as a legislator more seriously than
his role as a candidate, which turned out to be a serious error. He
could not effectively adapt to the conditions which Catts and
others had precipitated. Trammell’s ability to remain in touch
with the feelings and prejudices of the voters enabled him to
make the unprecedented leap from the governor’s chair to the
Senate at the age of thirty-six. In doing so, he became the first
senator elected from peninsular Florida.
59. Pensacola Journal, February 10, 1916; Cutler, History of Florida, III,
111-12.
60. Tallahassee Daily Democrat, November 10, 1916.
61. Ibid., November 25, December 3, 1916; Flynt, Cracker Messiah, 90.
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MARY GRACE QUACKENBOS,
A VISITOR FLORIDA DID NOT WANT
by J ERRELL H. S HOFNER
twentieth century the Florida turpentine industry was at its zenith. Hundreds of thousands of pines were
boxed for turpentine, and thousands of men in scores of isolated
camps tended the trees for their employers. The operators of the
camps in turn sold their products to naval stores marketing firms
in Jacksonville, Savannah, or Tampa. These large factors then
disposed of the turpentine and resin according to price quotations
usually established by the Savannah market and followed by those
of other cities. It was big business and heavily influenced by the
harshest competitive practices of the day. Fierce competition between the large marketing firms often brough ruin to one while
giving temporary advantage to the victor. With no alternative
but to sell through the large factors, turpentine farmers were
obliged to trim their costs to bare minimums. As was often the
case, those at the lowest level of the industry bore the brunt of
the sharp competition. The workers in the forests labored long
and hard for bare subsistence wages, and in many camps it appears that they realized no gain at all. This was certainly true
where state and county convicts were leased to turpentine operators when the practice was still legal. It was also the case for many
others who were trapped by ignorance, abject want, and lack of
alternatives. Workers often found themselves in perpetual debt
and peonage. Employers who perpetuated this labor system felt
that their well-being depended upon it, that it was a reasonable
way to deal with black workers, and that anyone who criticized
the system was an enemy to be dealt with swiftly and severely.
When Mary Grace Quackenbos of New York City began trying
to expose the system, turpentine farmers and their powerful allies
and supporters in and out of goverment used all the methods at
their disposal to quiet her.
Y THE EARLY

* Mr. Shofner is professor of history at the University of Central Florida,
Orlando, and president of the Florida Historical Society.
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Although the outcry against convict leasing had reached
crescendo proportions by the early 1900s, little attention had been
paid to its counterpart, the holding of otherwise free persons to
labor until their indebtedness was liquidated. Peonage was an
institution which evolved gradually to replace slavery following
the Civil War. For several years after 1865, planters and other
employers, freedmen, and federal officials had attempted to establish a free labor system. It had not been possible, however. Instead, a system of tenancy farming, called sharecropping, supported by crop liens, evolved. The underlying premises of this
system spread to other forms of employment. Then, to further
secure themselves against debtors who might leave the farm without paying their debts, white landowners, supported by other
employers of black laborers, pushed through the 1891 legislature
a law giving legal sanction to peonage. According to it, anyone
who left his employer while still indebted to him was guilty of a
crime. 1
Since workers sometimes skipped out on their debts, it was
perhaps reasonable for landowners to seek some security against
losses. At the same time, in a region where most whites regarded
blacks as natural and perpetual laborers-and as irresponsible and
unreliable in fulfilling their obligations-it was easy to abuse the
law by advancing provisions or services to the prospective worker,
then keeping him in perpetual debt by a system of high commissary prices and low wages. Such a practice was widespread by the
early twentieth century, but it had attracted little attention as
long as blacks constituted the labor force.
This changed about 1905 because of an acute labor shortage
in the southeast. Construction of the Panama Canal and the
Florida East Coast Railroad overseas extension, and the expanding lumber and naval stores industries exaggerated the labor
problem. According to long-standing beliefs-blacks would not
work unless compelled-turpentine farmers, lumber mill operators, phosphate mining companies, and even agricultural employers first called on local authorities to use the vagrancy laws to
put allegedly idle Negroes to work. 2
The demand for laborers brought a revival of interest in
attracting immigrants to Florida and neighboring states. Immigra1. Laws of Florida, 1891, chapter 4032.
2. Tampa Morning Tribune, July 31, August 14, September 25, 26, 1906.
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tion conventions were held in several cities, and southern states
considered various ways of bringing in people from Europe. But
while the methods of inducing foreign immigration were being
debated, some employers resorted to more direct action.
With potential employers all over the country seeking unskilled laborers, and hundreds of thousands of immigrants arriving in New York annually, usually in need of immediate employment, enterprising individuals organized labor recruiting agencies.
For a fee, these men would procure laborers and transport them to
a specified site on demand. Since they were interested mostly in
obtaining their fees, these middle-men were not always accurate in
informing potential workers of the conditions of their proposed
employment. Men were sometimes told that they would be employed in a skilled trade, only to find themselves in turpentine
camps or railroad construction sites once they reached their
destination. The agents also often neglected to tell them that they
would be charged for their transportation in advance and that it
would be deducted from their pay. Dissatisfied and feeling they
had been misled, many recruits felt they had the right to abandon
the employment at will. On the other hand, the employers had
paid considerable money to get the laborers there and they sometimes used force to keep them. In early 1906 reports of forced
labor, brutality, deprivation, and even murder were filtering out
of the southeastern turpentine camps into the immigrant communities of New York City. There they reached the ears of Mary
Grace Quackenbos, a militant, middle-class reformer whose legal
training and personal economic independence enabled her to
undertake a crusade against corrupt New York labor agents and
their southern employers.
Mrs. Quackenbos had earlier become concerned about the way
European immigrants were being perfunctorily registered upon
entry into the United States and then left to fare for themselves in
a strange land. She had organized the People’s Law Firm in
Manhattan to aid the newcomers in adjusting to their new home.
By 1906 she had won their trust and was widely known among
immigrants of diverse ethnic origins as a person who could be
called on for help. 3 Early that year Russian Jews, Hungarians,
Italians, Greeks, and others-including some native New Yorkers
3. Pete Daniel, The Shadow of Slavery: Peonage in the South, 1901-1969
(Urbana, 1972), 83-84.
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-were complaining to Mrs. Quackenbos of sons, brothers, and
husbands being held against their will in southern turpentine and
lumber camps. A few had escaped to bring back vivid stories of
their ordeals. They had been beaten, locked up, worked under
guard, chased by hounds, arrested by local officials in collusion
with employers, and kept in virtual slavery. More to the point,
many less fortunate than they were still being held against their
will.
Angered by these stories which were often supported by such
physical evidence as whip scars and emaciated bodies, Mrs.
Quackenbos decided to act. A woman of immense physical energy
and not a little sense of adventure and drama, she decided to go
“under cover” to Florida and have a first-hand look at the
alleged peonage there. Assuming her maiden name, Grace Winterton, and aided by a $300 grant from S. S. McClure, the well-known
publisher, and additional financial assistance from the Jewish Aid
Society, she set out for Florida posing as a reporter for McClure’s
Magazine. Apparently shocked at what she found in Florida and
Alabama, she contacted the United States Department of Justice,
demanding an investigation of blatant peonage and offered her
assistance in obtaining evidence for prosecution of the guilty
parties. Her request coincided with a lengthy account of peonage
in eastern Florida from United States Attorney John M. Cheney
of Orlando. Cheney also requested investigative personnel to
assist in gathering evidence. 4
Assistant Attorney General Charles W. Russell, a West Virginia Democrat with long legal experience and a distinguished
career as a public servant who was then acting attorney general,
gave enthusiastic support to both requests. He assigned A. J.
Hoyt, a secret service agent with lengthy experience in the South
to aid Cheney, and Agent Eugene V. McAdams was dispatched to
cooperate with Mrs. Quackenbos. Unfortunately, she was impulsive, enthusiastic, and anxious to obtain quick results, while
Cheney, more accustomed to the difficulty of enforcing federal
law in Florida, was careful and painstaking in gathering evidence
and preparing cases. She had become impatient with Cheney and
chastized him in a letter to the attorney general. He in turn ex4. Eugene V. McAdams to John E. Wilkie, September 5, 1906, File 50-162,
Department of Justice Records, Record Group 60 (hereinafter cited as
RG), National Archives (hereinafter cited as NA), Washington, D. C.
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plained his doubts about her legal judgment. The two never cooperated in what should have been a combined effort. McAdams
was also somewhat shocked at Quackenbos’s methods. Ordered to
accompany her in investigating the Jackson Lumber Company at
Pensacola, Florida, and Lockhart, Alabama, Agent McAdams
complained of the “manifest unwisdom, if not impropriety, of
investigating a case for criminal prosecution in the company of a
magazine writer,” and asked for new instructions. He was told to
assist the determined woman as she had requested. Although he
doubted that “a prosecution can be successfully maintained . . .
against the Jackson Lumber Company,” he complied and subsequently reported “the labor situation at the lumber and turpentine camps in Florida and Alabama to be deplorable.” He found
“practices . . . in vogue, particularly with reference to the colored
laborers, which show an utter disregard for the rudimentary and
constitutional provisions of the law and the vested rights of the
individuals.“ 5
To the surprise of McAdams and almost everyone else, five
officials of the Jackson Lumber Company were convicted of peonage. General Manager W. S. Harlan, described as “a man of very
high standing . . . with plenty of money and influence,” and four
subordinates were sentenced to prison terms. 6 While the convicted
men were unsuccessfully employing every legal means of remaining out of jail, Florida civic leaders, politicians, and businessmen
began a concerted effort to discredit the federal officials and others
who had brought about the convictions. They denied that peonage existed in Florida and accused their detractors of making unfounded accusations to besmirch the good name of the state.
Quackenbos and Russell were made special objects of castigation.
In mid-October 1906, sensational stories were carried by
national and Florida newspapers of a woman who had visited
President Theodore Roosevelt and reported the “existence of
virtual slavery in Southern Florida.” She was Emma Stirling, a
well-known and highly regarded winter resident of Lake Thono5. Ibid.; Mary Grace Quackenbos to Attorney General, September 13, 1906;
McAdams to Wilkie, September 5, 1906; Tampa Morning Tribune,
August 4, 5, 1906.
6. Charles W. Russell to Attorney General, November 14, 1906; W. B.
Sheppard to Attorney General, May 29, 1907, File 50-162, RG 60, NA;
Tampa Morning Tribune, November 13, 24, December 15, 1906; Daniel,
Shadow of Slavery, 85-94.
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tosassa and a member of the Florida Humane Society who was
trying to end the state’s much-criticized convict leasing system. 7
But Floridians were convinced that the woman was really Mary
Grace Quackenbos, and she was roundly denounced for interfering in the state’s affairs. Miss Sterling received little adverse attention. When Quackenbos was appointed special assistant
United States attorney to help prosecute the peonage cases-becoming the first woman ever to hold such a position-Floridians
were further outraged, seeing the appointment as the act of an
unfriendly national government willing to endorse what they
regarded as slander upon the state and some of its leading citizens.
The Turpentine Operators Association, the United Groceries
Company-which supplied the turpentine camp commissariesthe Georgia-Florida Sawmill Association, and the state newspapers, led by the Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, gradually
convinced a receptive Florida public that the peonage prosecutions were nothing more than slanderous assaults by unfriendly
outsiders and another case of federal interference in the state. The
success of their propaganda was first demonstrated by the outcome
of several peonage cases in Jacksonville in the winter of 1906-1907.
In December 1906, F. J. O’Hara, a partner of the Hodges and
O’Hara lumber and naval stores firm operating at Buffalo Bluff,
Maytown, and other sites near Palatka, and several of his supervisory employees, were tried for peonage on evidence obtained
from disgruntled Russian Jewish and German immigrants by
Mrs. Quackenbos and her interpreters. She had become interested
in the case when Benjamin Wilenski, a Russian Jew whose relatives were acquainted with the People’s Law Firm, escaped from
O’Hara’s camp and returned to New York with lurid tales of
forced labor, beatings, and imprisonment. Although her primary
interest was in S. S. Schwartz, a New York labor agent who had
delivered Wilenski and some 200 others to Hodges and O’Hara,
she provided the United States attorney at Jacksonville with
strong evidence against the Florida entrepreneur. Because United
States Attorney Cheney was ill when the case came to trial, Assistant Attorney General Charles W. Russell, who had recently

7. Tampa Morning Tribune, October 13, 16, 1906; Jacksonville Florida
Times-Union, October 16, 1906.
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been assigned exclusively to handle peonage prosecutions, tried
the case. 8
At a nine-day trial ending on Christmas Eve, Russell presented
damaging evidence of a conspiracy to commit peonage on the part
of O’Hara and his accomplices, but it was difficult to obtain an
impartial hearing in Jacksonville, the headquarters of the Turpentine Operators Association, home office of the United Groceries
Company, and the place from which the Florida Times-Union
had been leading the newspaper attack against the peonage
prosecutions. W. M. Toomer, a prominent Jacksonville attorney
and president of the Turpentine Operators Association, was chief
defense counsel. C. B. Rogers, president of the United Groceries
Company, was foreman of the jury. Accusing the prosecution of
“running after publicity,” Toomer especially denounced “ ‘the
woman in black,’and her stories of the Wilenski whippings.” The
government’s case was simply “a play for sensationalism,” Toomer
argued. After the lengthy trial, the jury took just seventeen
minutes to find all defendants innocent. Several subsequent cases
also quickly ended with acquittals. 9
With these victories behind them, Floridians accelerated their
criticism of the prosecutors. When Charles J. Bonaparte was
named United States Attorney General shortly afterward and declared his intention to continue the government’s effort to stop
peonage, Congressman Frank Clark denounced him from the floor
of the House of Representatives. Observing that “Bonaparte is
making a very poor beginning as Attorney General,” the Tampa
Tribune praised Clark for effectively answering Bonaparte’s
“absurd rant about the exercise of the peonage abomination by
Southern men.“ 10 Florida Congressman Stephen M. Sparkman
introduced a bill to prevent recognition of ungrounded charges
by the federal courts in relation to peonage. 11
The controversy was raised to a higher pitch when Cosmopolitan Magazine carried a story by Richard Barry about peonage
in the South. Because he had interviewed Mary Grace Quackenbos, she was scored for having used her official position to gain
8.

Tampa Morning Tribune, July 22, December 7, 1906; Quackenbos to
Attorney General, September 13, 1906, File 50-162, RG 60, NA.
9. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, December 25, 1906; Russell to Attorney General, January 27, February 14, 1907, File 50-162, RG 60, NA.
10. Tampa Morning Tribune, January 27, 1907.
11. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 22, 1907.
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information for an unofficial purpose. The 1907 legislature passed
a resolution condemning Richard Barry and William Randolph
Hearst, whose New York Evening Journal had reprinted his
article. It also thanked Congressman Clark for “his defense of the
fair name of the state in the halls of congress.“ 12
Frank Clark had made himself the personal defender of
Florida in the peonage controversy, and the legislature’s gratitude
was specifically in response to a resolution he had introduced in
the House of Representatives. Although it was not passed, the
chairman of the house judiciary committee sent it to Attorney
General Bonaparte for a reply. It called for an itemized account
of money spent by the Department of Justice on the Florida investigations, chastized the department for employing such unreliable persons as Mary Grace Quackenbos, and asked why
Charles W. Russell had tried the Jacksonville cases instead of the
United States attorneys in Florida, thus casting aspersions on the
qualifications of Florida lawyers. Bonaparte answered that it
would be impossible to furnish the cost figures since no separate
accounts by state were kept. Mrs. Quackenbos was a member of
the New York bar who had from philanthropic motives established a legal service in New York City for “persons too poor to
pay.” She had thus become aware of illicit employment agencies
there. That in turn had led her to Florida and other southern
states. She had greatly benefited the department as special assistant attorney general in the peonage matter. As for Russell’s
presence in Jacksonville, John Cheney had been ill when the term
of court began and his assistant, Richard P. Marks, was financially
involved with some of the defendants and was thus disqualified.
Russell was the logical person to replace them. 13
While this interchange was going on, Mrs. Quackenbos probably allowed her enthusiasm to damage her legal attack on the
labor agents and the peonage system when she took on Henry
Morrison Flagler and the Florida East Coast Railroad. Second
only to Schwartz on her list of corrupt labor agents was Francesco
Sabbia. Working closely with Edward J. Triay of Jacksonville,
attorney and labor agent for the Florida East Coast Company,
12. Tampa Morning Tribune, April 5, 1907; Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion, April 4, 1907.
13. Charles J. Bonaparte to John J . Jenkins, February 27, 1907, File 50-162,
RG 60, NA.
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Sabbia had shipped more than 4,000 immigrants from New York
and Philadelphia to work on the overseas extension of that road
in the Florida Keys. When escapees from the company’s camps
began filtering back to New York in early 1906, complaining of
being taken to Florida in guarded trains, unloaded behind fences
and closed gates on the company’s Miami docks, and forced to
board boats for the keys, Mrs. Quackenbos rallied to action. The
disaffected workers further alleged that they had been forced to
work in water, sleep on rocks, buy supplies from the monopolistic
company commissary where goods were over-priced, and remain
on the islands until they had worked themselves out of debt for
transportation charges advanced to them. Some force had been
used against a few of the men, but the primary method of keeping
them on the islands was the company’s control of transportation
back to the mainland. On the basis of the testimony of numerous
witnesses to these allegations, Quackenbos obtained indictments
in New York against Sabbia and Triay. 14
The information gathered in the Sabbia and Triay case led to
indictments of J. C. Meredith, superintendent of construction of
the overseas extension, and his assistant, W. J. Krome. Urged on
by Quackenbos, Russell sought the indictment at Jacksonville.
District Attorney Cheney opposed this course of action. Noting
that Jacksonville was the center of the turpentine and lumber
industries, as well as the home of the Times-Union and some of
Flagler’s strongest supporters, he argued that it would be disastrous to try a comparatively weak case against someone as
popular as Flagler in a place where there was so much concentrated opposition to the government’s allegations. He thought it
far better to try the stronger cases against turpentine and lumber
people in Jacksonville and delay the railroad case until the
southern district court met in Miami, 366 miles away from Jacksonville, where the population was less aroused, and where newspaper coverage would be less intensive. He also argued that the
cases had better be tried by Florida attorneys because “outside
assistance will prejudice the public against these peonage prosecutions. These cases must be handled on broad lines that will take
in the tremendous influence of public opinion.“ 15
14. Henry L. Stimson to Bonaparte, April 22, 1907, ibid.
15. John M. Cheney to Attorney General, February 13, 23, 1907, ibid.
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Russell, who was apparently touched with a bit of Mrs.
Quackenbos’s zeal, disregarded this advice and proceeded against
“those who have combined to thwart our purposes,” including
“Flagler, the millionaire lord of the East Coast, to whom every
thing there good or bad is attributed, the turpentine association,
the United groceries concern, [and] the newspapers which take
their cues . . . and their news from the Times-Union.” He was
anxious to try the cases and “let it be determined whether Flagler
and the wealthy men associated with him can successfully prevent
the government of the United States from executing in Florida its
laws for the protection of human liberty.“ 16 Neither the New
York nor the Florida cases were tried for nearly two years, but
when they were Russell must have been disappointed by the
answer to his question.
Angered by the indictment of Meredith and Krome, the state
board of trade-chairman of which was S. A. Rawls, a prominent
turpentine operator and holder of the state convict-lease - called
for an investigation, not of peonage, but of the continuing
agitation of the “peonage question.” Several local boards endorsed the state body’s action. District Attorney Cheney declared
this “an organized effort . . . to prejudice the people against all of
the peonage cases . . . caused by the very serious error in taking
up the Florida East Coast peonage cases before the recent Grand
Jury.“ 17
In a news story entitled “Peonage Stories Reeking with Evident Falsehoods,” the Tampa Tribune denounced articles in the
Cosmopolitan Magazine and in other periodicals as being “interwoven with malicious falsehoods and expressed malice.” This
paper did note, however, that a Chamber of Commerce committee
had admitted that “there do exist in the state of Florida some laws
that are so loose that it gives to those who employ unskilled labor
and convicts the chance to so conduct their private interests in a
way that has brought shame and reflections upon the good name
of our State.“ 18 But about the same time it applauded a Jacksonville Metropolis lament that “It is hard to bear the falsehoods and
insults aimed at this section . . . by parties North evidently bent
16. Russell to Attorney General, February 14, 1907, ibid.
17. Cheney to Attorney General, February 23, 1907, ibid.; Tampa Morning
Tribune, January 18, 1907; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 18,
February 21, 1907; Daniel, Shadow of Slavery, 100.
18. Tampa Morning Tribune, March 14, 1907.
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on obstructing . . . the success of the . . . Southern people to
secure immigrants. . . . There seems a combination, a conspiracy,
inaugurated in New York recently to thwart efforts to secure
white help for these States.“ 19
Clark presented the state legislature with a “contract labor
bill” which he declared necessary for the “protection of the
farmer against irresponsible helpers.” It would alter the 1891
statute by adding an important rule of evidence. Whenever an
employee accepted “money or any other thing of value” as an
advance on a contract to perform labor and subsequently failed
to perform, that failure “shall be deemed prima facie evidence of
intent to defraud.” The proposed act would reverse the burden of
proof so that instead of his accuser having to prove his intent to
defraud, the worker would have to prove his innocence of such
intentions. According to an outraged Mrs. Quackenbos, the proposed act “is little short of a repeal of the peonage statutes insofar as they affect the State of Florida.” Employers already had a
tremendous advantage over their workers under the 1891 statute,
she insisted. The difficulty the department of justice had encountered in obtaining convictions in the peonage cases abundantly demonstrated that. And she noted that it was not the
“farmer” who was seeking the new law, but the large companies
which employed hundreds and sometimes thousands of workers
in their lumber and turpentine operations. Why did the employer
need additional protection, she asked. If a laborer quit his employer and boarded a passing freight train, he was at once
arrested. If he remained in the area after quitting his job, he was
taken into custody as a vagrant. If he tried to leave on foot, he
was arrested as a suspicious character, “for the towns to which
these men are brought are usually built by the employer who
owns many miles of the surrounding country.” In each of these
cases, the worker found himself before the authorities, fined, and
if unable to pay the fine, he was leased out as a convict, usually
to the same employer from whom he had attempted to escape. If
the bosses had such control over their workers under existing
statues, why, she asked, did the legislature need to enact a law
such as the one proposed by the congressman. 20
Quackenbos was not alone in her objections. R. Pope Reese,
19. Ibid., March 9, 1907, quoting Jacksonville Metropolis.
20. Quackenbos to Attorney General, May 18, 1907, File 50-162, RG 60, NA.
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a state representative from Escambia County, a member of the
progressive wing of the Democratic party, and one of the attorneys
who had assisted in convicting W. S. Harlan and his associates,
led a fight in Tallahassee to defeat the bill. It was Reese’s belief
that it would illegally authorize the collection of a debt and
justify imprisonment for debt in violation of both the federal
and state constitutions. 21 But most Florida legislators were determined to show the federal Department of Justice, northern
muckraking magazine writers, and crusading female lawyers that
they could not interfere in Florida affairs. Unconstitutional or
not, the measure was enacted. 22
While the legislature was still in session District Attorney
Cheney began trying peonage cases at Tampa before Judge James
W. Locke. He correctly anticipated that “the interests who are
determined to defeat any convictions for peonage” would be
active there. After the boards of trade had passed resolutions
denouncing peonage prosecutions, Cheney said “the press of the
State has fallen into line almost unanimously.” Still, things were
not the same at Tampa as at Jacksonville the previous winter.
The case of W. C. Sprott ended, not in a speedy acquittal, but in
a hung jury divided eight to four in favor of conviction. A new
trial a few days later resulted in Sprott’s conviction. Then, Cheney
was elated when F. J. Howden, a Mulberry phosphate mine
superintendent, and E. H. Benson, who held a similar position at
Port Inglis, were convicted on evidence that was almost identical
to that in the O’Hara case. 23
Back in Jacksonville a month later the case of United States v.
J. Edward Geiger also ended in a hung jury. A. J. Hoyt, Cheney’s
chief investigator, was “encouraged beyond expression” because
the peon in the case was a Negro. “This fact alone, astonishes
nearly every one, as it is generally understood in this section that
no white jury will convict a white man for anything he might do
to a negro.” He erroneously interpreted this to mean that “sentiment created by the Press and public State Officials is gradually
being overcome, and, eventually the public will realize that the
21. Florida House Journal, 1907, 421-22.
22. Ibid., 949-50; Laws of Florida, 1907, chapter 5678, p. 182; Daniel, Shadow
of Slavery, 101.
23. A. J. Hoyt to Bonaparte, May 17, 1907, File 50-162, R G 60, NA; Tampa
Morning Tribune, May 11, 14, 1907.
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Department of Justice is only endeavoring to mete out justice,
instead of persecuting Florida’s most prominent citizens.“ 24
Cheney was probably correct in his suggestions that local attorneys could be more successful than outsiders like Charles
Russell and that careful strategy should be used in scheduling
cases rather than the all-out battle urged by Mary Grace Quackenbos on all fronts simultaneously. Hoyt, however, was seriously
mistaken in his estimate of changing public opinion in Florida.
Although she never returned to the state, Mrs. Quackenbos continued investigating and reporting peonage violations in other
southern states. In the fall of 1907 she was in Arkansas where she
attacked Levi Percy’s Sunnyside plantation, located in nearby
Louisiana, a colony of immigrant Italians and Spaniards. Her
charges brought on an investigation by the Italian government
and a blistering assault on Mrs. Quackenbos from Percy, a former
Mississippi governor. He argued that the plantation had been a
model colony until she created dissatisfaction among the settlers.
The Italian government also declared that they had seen no evidence of peonage. As the Sixtieth Congress prepared for its second
session, she was called to Washington to defend herself against
Percy’s charges. 25
The controversy was refueled when Thomas and J. B. Graham,
naval stores farmers of southern Alabama, were convicted at
Pensacola of capturing Jim McCants, a black, at a turpentine
camp in Florida and taking him at gunpoint back to peonage in
Alabama. Then, at Jacksonville in December, Edward J. Geiger
avoided a retrial of his case by pleading guilty of holding a black
man in peonage. But four other turpentine operators were
acquitted of similar charges. 26
By the end of 1907, Floridians were attacking the government’s
peonage prosecutions in general and Mary Grace Quackenbos in
particular on two fronts. While Congressman Clark railed away
in the House of Representatives, other prominent Floridians
were planning an immigration conference at Tampa to combat
the adverse publicity that Florida and the South were receiving.
C. Fred Thompson and other Tampa business leaders got Gov24. Hoyt to Bonaparte, June 18, 1907, File 50-162, RG 60, NA.
25. Tampa Morning Tribune, November 17, 1907.
26. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, November 29, 1907; Tampa Morning
Tribune, November 29, December 7, 1907.
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ernor Broward to call the convention for February 12 during the
state fair. Other southern governors, boards of trade, and labor
union leaders were invited and a number attended. 27
Thompson’s efforts to have Secretary of State Elihu Root
address the convention backfired. Declining the invitation, Root
said that the problem could best be handled if Florida would end
peonage. Stories of its practice, some of which had been authenticated, were doing more than anything else to stop immigration
into the southern states, he wrote. 28
Expressing regret that Secretary Root had “evidently been
influenced by such mendacious publications” as Richard Barry’s
Cosmopolitan article and another by Mary Church Terrill in
Nineteenth Century Magazine, Thompson denounced “Mrs.
Quackenbos, who, after a long series of investigations, in which
trumped-up charges of peonage were brought in our Federal
Courts against employers of labor, has been unable to secure a
single conviction.” Southerners, and especially Floridians, he continued, “deeply feel the injustice which has been permitted by
the Department of Justice in the sending of such discredited
sleuths among us.” He further made the astonishing assertion
that “we are already preventing peonage, but, unfortunately, we
have not been able to offset the misguided work of the Department of Justice or of the slanderers who have brought upon us so
much undeserved censure.“ 29
Addressing the immigration convention, Governor Broward
also attacked “the false charges of peonage which are being
hurled at the south and particularly Florida.” Broward declared
that his official position as governor of the state enabled him to
know positively that the stories were “absolutely false.” Referring
to Mrs. Quackenbos’s crusade against labor agents, a New York
congressman said that his state was also being “constantly
slandered by similar aspersions.“ 30
Still it was Congressman Clark who kept up the most sustained
attack against Mrs. Quackenbos and the justice department.
27. Tampa Morning Tribune, July 4, 1907, January 2, 1908.
28. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 13, 1908; Tampa Morning
Tribune, February 13, 1908.
29. C. Fred Thompson to Elihu Root, January 28, 1908, File 50-162, RG 60,
NA; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, February 13, 1908.
30. Tampa Morning Tribune, February 13, 1908; Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion, February 13, 1908.
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Early in 1908 he introduced a resolution in Congress calling for
an investigation into peonage charges in the entire country. A
lively and sometimes bitter debate over the resolution included
attacks on the justice department led by Clark and supported by
several other southern congressmen. When Clark inadvertently
missed a meeting of the House committee on rules at which both
Charles Russell and Mrs. Quackenbos testified, he was furious.
After reading one of the reports left with the committee by
Russell, he fired off a handwritten note to Attorney General
Bonaparte demanding copies of “any further . . . communications
you may have from either [Russell or Quackenbos], affecting me
personally, or my constituency.” The report, he said, “contains
several absolutely false statements” and he thought Russell or
Mrs. Quackenbos “might have filed with you other reports,
equally untrue and reflecting both upon myself and my constituents.“ 31 When Bonaparte demurred, asking Clark to be more
specific, the congressman replied, “I cannot specify any more
particularly than to ask you to furnish me with a copy of each
and every report . . . relating to alleged peonage conditions in
the State of Florida, by Mr. Russell . . . or by Mrs. Mary Grace
Quackenbos.“ 32 A few days later he flayed Quackenbos on the
House floor and scored Bonaparte for allowing her to continue as
an assistant United States attorney. On March 2, 1908, the House
passed the resolution authorizing the immigration commission
to investigate “charges of peonage in certain states.“ 33 Unable to
obtain the information he sought from Bonaparte, Clark then
introduced another resolution calling on the attorney general for
a statement of expenses “connected with peonage investigations
and prosecutions.” When the judiciary committee reported the
resolution out, Clark took the floor once more to denounce the
attorney general as “no lawyer and unfit to hold office,” and for
trying to regulate sociological conditions instead of attending the
legal business of the nation. The resolution was tabled by a majority of the House. 34
While the fulminations of Congressman Clark and his sup31. Frank Clark to Bonaparte, February 19, 1908, File 50-162, RG 60, NA.
32. Clark to Bonaparte, February 24, 1908, ibid.
33. Tampa Morning Tribune, March 3, 1908; Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion, March 3, 1908.
34. Tampa Morning Tribune, April 2, 1908; Jacksonville Florida TimesUnion, April 2, 1908.
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porters resulted in a three-year investigation by the immigration commission, attention turned again to the cases against
Sabbia and Triay in New York and Meredith and Krome in
Jacksonville. After extended public debate, the trials finally began in the fall of 1908. Although New York state finally revoked
Sabbia’s license as a labor agent, there were no convictions. At
Mrs. Quackenbos’s suggestion, Russell had made the mistake of
charging Sabbia and Triay with slavery rather than peonage. The
defendants then admitted they were guilty of peonage and argued
that therefore they could not be guilty of slavery as charged. They
further argued that, since the thirteenth amendment had abolished slavery in the United States, there could be no such thing in
the country. The judge agreed and ordered a verdict of acquittal
without even hearing the last of the prosecution witnesses. The
cases against the construction supervisors of the popular Florida
East Coast overseas extension were ended shortly afterward with
similar results. 35
Congressman Clark chortled over the decisions: “This is some
of the fine legal work of the present attorney general. . . . The
Florida defendants in this case were citizens of my district, one of
them Hon. E. J. Triay, a former treasurer of my state, an honorable citizen and [one] who will not suffer by comparison with the
present attorney general, either in respect for law or in any of the
elements which go to make up real manhood and genuine American citizenship.” He was pleased to see “a silly, unwarranted,
prosecution” end without result except to “outrage citizens and
mulct the government in an enormous bill of costs.“ 36
Headlined “Peonage Prosecutions Halt Florida Development,”
a Tampa Morning Tribune story declared that, following the
New York decision, “Hundreds of men are being rushed southward to work on completion of the great Florida East Coast Railroad. . . .” It had been more than “a year and a half ago when
this great work was interrupted by the United States attorney
general.” The Tribune declared that “It has since been shown
that the whole so-called ‘peonage’agitation was started by irresponsible workmen who had been sent south by the company and
then, after the usual manner of ‘hoboes,’had run away from their
35.
36.

Henry L. Stimson to Bonaparte, April 22, 1907, File 50-162, RG 60, NA;
Tampa Morning Tribune, March 17, 1907, November 13, 1908.
Tampa Morning Tribune, November 24, 1908.
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37

work.“ When Congressman Clark introduced still another resolution calling for a statement of expenses incurred in the peonage investigations and for “a detailed account of the status and
duties of Mrs. Quackenbos, the U.S. female detective,” the Live
Oak Democrat congratulated him and then summed up the attitude of most Floridians regarding the entire affair: “Let the
light be turned on with its full power. The southern people want
no peonage among them, and while at rare intervals a white man
may be found sufficiently degraded to attempt that kind of business, he is in no sense representative of the people of this section.
But we believe that Mrs. Quackenbos is doing much more harm
than good, and while she is doubtless an honest, well-meaning
woman, she is probably also a confirmed sentimentalist on the
negro question, and that means that she has precious little common sense on the subject. Employers of negro labor in the south
are constantly encountering difficulties of the most exasperating
character because of the chronic unreliability of that labor and
the perfectly conscienceless facility with which it makes contracts,
secures valuable advances and then ‘jumps the job.’We have state
laws to prevent this as far as possible, but the efforts of Mrs.
Quackenbos and her kind have the direct effect of rendering these
laws nugatory and practically encouraging the negro in his dishonest methods. . . . Put Sister Quackenbos in the limelight, show
up her methods minutely, and let the country see if she is helping
the cause of justice and promoting good relations between the two
races in the south by her meddlesome work.“ 38
The light was never turned on. The immigration commission
published its findings in 1911 in forty-two volumes; seven pages
dealt with peonage. Some peonage had existed in 1906-1907, it
said, but there was no general practice of it anywhere. 39 Immigrants never came to the South in large numbers, and gradually
Southerners decided that they were not wanted anyway. Mrs.
Quackenbos continued to work with the immigrants in New
York, but she apparently ended her crusade in the South after
Schwartz and Sabbia lost their licenses as labor agents in her
state. Floridians were left to employ Negro laborers in the manner
to which they had been accustomed since before the Civil War.
37.
38.
39.

Ibid., December 6, 1908.
Ibid., December 21, 1907, quoting Live Oak Democrat.
Daniel, Shadow of Slavery, 107.
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The 1907 contract labor law was repealed when a similar Alabama law was declared unconstitutional in 1911, but an identical
one was enacted in 1919 which remained on the books until 1944.
Perhaps the most dismal outcome was that white Floridians had
once again been able to avoid facing a basic human problem.
Instead of looking at their labor practices and recognizing that
they did not square with the constitutional and moral principles
of the nation, they managed to rid themselves of the need to do so
by attacking their accusers. By discrediting the source of criticism
they avoided the necessity of dealing with the problem which had
brought it about. In the same way that they had handled “carpetbaggers” and “scalawags” during the Reconstruction Era and
“outside agitators” in the 1950s-1960s, they convinced themselves
that Mrs. Quackenbos, Charles Russell, Attorney General Charles
J. Bonaparte, the Department of Justice, and, ultimately, the
United States government were meddling in affairs where they
had no business and were unfairly accusing Floridians of wrongs
of which they were innocent.
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CHARLOTTE HARBOR DIVISION OF THE
FLORIDA SOUTHERN RAILROAD
by V ERNON E. P EEPLES *
to span the Florida peninsula was completed
Tbetween railroad
Fernandina and Cedar Key in 1861. This line aided
HE FIRST

the development of the coast south of Cedar Key, although the
Civil War disrupted service for a time. Coastal vessels called at
the small villages and carried products to the railroad terminus
where they were transported to the North and/or the Gulf coast.
Inhabitants in southwest Florida began agitating for a line down
the peninsula after the Civil War, and various settlements in the
area competed to become the terminus for such an operation. As
early as 1866, Tampa was being warned that interests were at
work promoting Charlotte Harbor and that certain persons “had
employed a high priced lawyer to work on getting a railroad
there.“ 1
The following year, 1867, newspapers reported that the
terminus for a Gulf coast line site had been narrowed to Tampa
or Charlotte Harbor. One person, who reportedly knew what was
happening, noted that if the “people of Tampa want this road,
they can get it . . . if they give it the ‘cold shoulder’. . . they may
lose it; for the advocates of Charlotte’s Harbor are alive to the
importance of it.“2 Harrison Reed, who was elected governor of
Florida on the Republican ticket in 1868, supported the cause for
Charlotte Harbor and petitioned Congress for aid to build a railroad to that point. 3
At least one company had plans to construct a line to the
Charlotte Harbor area in 1879. This company, the South Florida
Railroad Company, had completed a line to Orlando by October
*

Mr. Peeples is a director of the Florida Historical Society and a trustee of
the Edison Community College. This article was presented as a paper at
the annual meeting of the Florida Historical Society, Punta Gorda, May
1971.

1. Tampa Florida Peninsula n.d., 1866.
2. Ibid., February 23, 1867.
3. William Watson Davis, The Civil War and Reconstruction in Florida
(New York, 1913; facsimile edition, Gainesville, 1964), 652-53.
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1880, and was preparing to lay rails beyond that point. However,
on May 4, 1883, the Plant Investment Company, owned by Henry
Bradley Plant, purchased a three-fifths interest in the railroad.
The following month Plant, for $50,000, secured from the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West Railroad Company its right to
build a line from Kissimmee to Tampa. 4 The South Florida Railroad constructed this branch, and the first train entered Tampa
over the new line on January 22, 1884. 5
Plant had considered other terminals along the Gulf coast, but
he finally decided on Tampa. His reasons are not known. It may
be that he could not secure the land that he wanted, or perhaps
an erroneous report on the depth of the water in Charlotte
Harbor had influenced him. Certainly the fact that Tampa was
already an established community, although small, was a factor,
and the added cost of constructing a line another 100 miles south
could not be ignored. Plant did work out a settlement with the
Florida Southern Railway whereby that company agreed not to
build into Tampa but rather down the peninsula to Charlotte
Harbor. Plant may have had an interest in the Florida Southern;
that company and the roads controlled by Plant apparently never
competed with each other.
The Florida Southern Railway had its origins in the
Gainesville, Ocala, and Charlotte Harbor Railroad which was
chartered in 1879 to build a line from Lake City to Charlotte
Harbor with a branch to Palatka. The name was changed in
1881, and construction began that same year. 6 The branch from
Palatka to Gainesville was finished first. It was extended to
Pemberton’s Ferry, and later when private interests raised $20,000
for the company, a branch was completed to Brooksville. 7
According to the agreement with Plant, the Florida Southern
ceased construction at Pemberton’s Ferry. The South Florida then
completed construction on a branch from that point to Bartow
Junction on September 23, 1885. 8 The Florida Southern began
surveys south of Bartow Junction, and by May 1885, it was re4. George W. Pettengill, Jr., The Story of the Florida Railroads, 1834-1903
(Boston, 1952), 42, 3, 68, 76.
5. Dudley S. Johnson, “Henry Bradley Plant and Florida,” Florida Historical
Quarterly, XLV (October 1966), 123.
6. Pettengill, The Story of Florida Railroads, 71 quoting the Gainesville
Bee, December 8, 1883.
7. Ibid., 71-73, 76.
8. Ibid., 73.
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ported that routes had been surveyed to Punta Gorda, Hickory
Bluff, and Pine Island. This led to speculation as to the specific
termination point at Charlotte Harbor. The Fort Myers Press
reported in March that the line would be completed within eight
months but that the terminus point had not yet been selected. A
month later survey crews under the direction of the South Florida
Railroad were in the vicinity of Fort Ogden. 9
Henry Plant certainly had a hand in the selection of the
terminus. His crews aided in surveys, and on July 25, 1885,
Sherman Conant, general manager of the Florida Southern, asked
the board of trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund to convey
to the Plant Investment Company 175,000 acres of land which he
claimed was due the Florida Southern Railway Company. The
trustees took the necessary action to transfer the land as requested. 10 The Fort Myers Press reported in August: “The Florida
Southern railroad has entered into a contract with the Plant Investment company and the South Florida railroad company to
build the road from Bartow to Charlotte Harbor, which is to be
operated jointly.“ 11 The charter of the Florida Southern was
supposed to run from Charlotte Harbor, but its exact route was
not designated. It must be presumed that it would be built
wherever its owners believed they could get the most land and
money.
Isaac H. Trabue, the founder of the settlement which he
named for himself but which later became Punta Gorda, may
have been the determining factor in making that community the
terminus of the railroad. He hired Kelly B. Harvey, a young civil
engineer living at Liverpool on the Peace River in 1884, to survey
his property and plat the town of Trabue in order to make it
more attractive as a terminus. His homesites had not been
selling well, but Trabue realized that if the railroad crossed
his property, demand for land would immediately increase. Consequently, Trabue went to Boston to discuss the matter with the
members of the board of directors of the Florida Southern. On
September 6, 1885, he wrote his cousin, then the only resident of
the town of Trabue: “The Railroad President telegraphed me to
9. Fort Myers Press, March 21, April 18, May 9, 1885.
10. Minutes of the Board of Trustees, Internal Improvement Fund of the
State of Florida (Tallahassee, 1904), 364-66.
11. Fort Myers Press, August 29, September 5, 1885.
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come here to see if we could negotiate about the terminus of the
road. I came and I think that we will get the terminus opposite
14 foot buoy. Their notion is to make a city on the Punta Gorda
Peninsula if they go to Trabue. They say that they have big
offers to go to Hickory Bluff, and if I don’t deal liberally with
them they will go to Hickory Bluff or to Pine Island. I have been
on a talking race-ever since my arrival-with the directors of the
road, if they come to our place they will cross through your homestead and if you will only keep it, it will make you a rich man.
So keep it. All of it. The road men don’t want it known in
Manatee County that I have been here to see them, what effect it
would have on their interest I don’t know, so do not write to
anyone about it. If our place is to be the terminus the Yankees
will build grand hotels and Trabue will be a city in reality. When
I see you I will tell you all about it.“ 12 Trabue and the railroad
directors agreed that if he would deed one-half of his holdings in
Trabue to the company, a line would be constructed through his
property. 13
There was much discussion about the railroad throughout the
area from September 1885, to the end of the year. According to
one report, 1,000 men were hard at work laying fifty-pound steel
rails and that trains would be running to Charlotte Harbor by
March 1, 1886. The engineer in charge announced the roadbed
complete to Fort Ogden on September 18, 1885, and a week later,
John Chipman, chief of the surveying party, and Albert Gilchrist,
a surveyor and later governor of Florida, arrived in Fort Myers
to report the survey complete. John W. Chandler, president of
the Florida Southern, was in Fort Myers on October 11, as part of
an inspection trip. During December 100 miles of steel rails arrived. W. P. Cooper, the chief engineer, announced that the road
would be completed to Fort Ogden by March 1, 1886, and to
Charlotte Harbor by the beginning of April. 14
The railroad did not meet this timetable. The roadbed was
completed to Trabue on March 4, 1886; the 28.49 miles north of
Punta Gorda was graded, cross-tied, and bridged, but the iron rails
12.

Isaac H. Trabue to John Trabue, September 6, 1885. Original in possession of author.
13. Vernon E. Peeples, “Trabue, Alias Punta Gorda,” Florida Historical
Quarterly, XLVI (October 1967), 143.
14. Fort Myers Press, September 5, 19, 26, October 11, December 26, 1885,
January 26, 1886, quoting the Pine Level Times.
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were not in place. The road was in operation between Bartow and
Arcadia, and Sherman Conant predicted that in another thirty
days the entire line would be operating. 15 A letter from Fort
Ogden, however, was published in the Fort Myers Press on April
17, 1886, which noted: “No train to Fort Ogden yet; still at
Arcadia; cause unknown. We are now having transportation by
schooners as of old. There is a dead dog under the house as regards the railroad movements.“ 16
Understandably the settlers in the area were impatient. Yet
the Florida Southern was making progress, and the railroad
officers were anxious to impress state officials with their accomplishments. This desire was motivated both by a need for good
public relations and the desire for the thousands of acres of land
which were at stake. Consequently, the railroad company conducted Governor Edward A. Perry, the attorney general, comptroller, treasurer, secretary of state, their families, and other special guests on an excursion over the road from Lake City to the
end of the rails. 17 This was supposed to show that the road would
be in full operation in the immediate future.
By late March 1886, it was claimed that the tracks would
reach Charlotte Harbor within the month. About that same time
Plant was informing the members of the Tampa Board of Trade:
“You are all aware that Tampa is but one port on the Gulf of
Mexico from which a railroad extends to the interior. There are
ports north of it and ports south of it; ports where railroads extend to deep water. Some of them have the advantage of Tampa.
It is useless to mention their names, for you all know them; you
are familiar with the advantages of all these ports. I will not give
the reason why they have not advanced. It may be because they
have not all had the railroad backing that Tampa has had; they
have not had a united line of railroads leading to them and extending from them.“ 18
This may have been Plant’s way of warning Tampa of increased competition or even that he had the power to destroy the
city as easily as he had helped to develop its growth and economic
advancement.
15. Minutes of the Board of Trustees (Tallahassee, 1904), 451-52.
16. Fort Myers Press, April 17, 1886.
17. Plant City South Florida Courier, March 20, 1886.
18. G. Hutchinson Smyth, The Life of Henry Bradley Plant (New York, 1898),
72.
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The first Florida Southern train crossed Shell Creek, six miles
from Punta Gorda, on May 26, 1886. Shortly thereafter regular
trains were running to Cleveland where connections were made
with Fort Myers via the tri-weekly steamer, the Alice Howard. 19
The last rail had been laid by July 24, and the Charlotte Harbor
Division of the Florida Southern was complete to Punta Gorda. 20
If a celebration of any kind greeted the first train, no record of it
has been revealed. There were no large, cheering crowds and no
city or state officials delivering speechs; in fact, there was neither
a mayor of Punta Gorda nor even a town yet. There was only a
dream of settlement, growth, and prosperty. The dream was supported, however, by the presence of a shiny, wood-burning,
Baldwin locomotive puffing black smoke into the tropical air that
hot July day.
The first trains to arrive in the area were loaded with building
materials and lumber for the development of port facilities. They
also carried fill dirt, brick, and other materials for the construction of the Hotel Punta Gorda. Planned on a grand scale, the
hotel would be the most southerly at the time on the Florida Gulf
coast and would offer rest and relaxation, “while winter lingers
in the lap of spring in the less favored regions toward the poles.“ 21
The hotel, when finally completed by the Florida Commercial
Company, contained 150 rooms, all with a view of the bay. The
dining room, according to its advertisements, served the finest
food in that part of the state. Many prominent and wealthy
people came to enjoy the hunting, fishing, sailing, and other activities of this yet unspoiled paradise. 22
In August 1886, construction began on the 4,200-foot-long
dock, which would extend out to a point where the depth of the
water was twelve to fourteen feet. Thus, it was expected that
ocean-going vessels could utilize the port. Rails were laid to the
end of the wharf, and a commercial complex was established there.
A 1,200-foot-long dock was built in front of the Hotel Punta
Gorda so that the pleasure yachts and boats of guests could be
berthed, but at that point the water was only five-feet deep. 23
19. Fort Myers Press, June 5, September 4, 1886, September 29, 1887; interview with Del Huckelby of Cleveland, Florida.
20. Plant City South Florida Courier, July 24, 1886.
21. Punta Gorda Beacon, December 1887.
22. Punta Gorda Herald, February 13, 1893.
23. Fort Myers Press, October 2, 1886.
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The company believed it had earned its land grant and
petitioned the trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund for
505,675.84 acres. It asked that the land be divided among the
Plant Investment Company (249,522.03 acres), Florida Commercial Company, builder of the Hotel Punta Gorda (195,691.79
acres), and the Florida Southern Railway (60,462.02 acres). 24 The
exact relationship between Plant and the Florida Southern is
undefinable, but some arrangement must have existed if the
proposed land grant division was an example.
Trains left Punta Gorda for the North each day at 12:05
P.M. 25 Yet, the fact that the long awaited facility was now a
reality did not seem to satisfy the people in the area. Complaints
were voiced against the company. Jacob Wotitzky, a local
merchant, ordered merchandise from his supplier in Savannah,
Georgia, to be shipped by rail. When the goods arrived, a keg of
whiskey was discovered missing, yet Wotitzky had to pay the
freight on the entire shipment; otherwise the railroad refused
to deliver any of his order. 26
A depot was constructed in March 1887, and tourists in increasing numbers began to travel into the area. Schedules were
not always met and often the trains were late, but that did not
seem to bother the passengers. When the train stopped for fuel
or water, trainmen and passengers would sometimes wander off
into the woods to hunt quail. The southern part of the trip usually occurred at night. Cowboys along the route considered it great
sport to take pistol shots at the swinging kerosene lanterns hanging from the ceilings of the passing train. Saturday night was
usually a bad time to travel from Arcadia to Trabue, because
cowboys were off work that day and many would also be aboard
the train. If they had started drinking earlier they might cause a
disturbance, upsetting both conductor and passengers. 27
The Florida Southern began experiencing difficulties even
before the line was one-year old. A passenger reported that a trip
from Jacksonville to Punta Gorda required changing railroads
five different times, including a frustrating delay at Bartow Junc2 4 . Minutes of the Board of Trustees (Tallahassee, 1904), 429-31.
25. Fort Myers Press, September 25, 1886.
26. Wotitzky v. Florida Southern Railway (uncataloged case), Circuit Court,
Desoto County Courthouse, Arcadia, Florida.
27. Polk County Record, August 11, 1939; interviews with Charles F. Johnson,
Punta Gorda, 1969-1970.
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tion. All lines were standard gauge from Jacksonville to Bartow
Junction, but south of that point the Florida Southern’s track
was the narrow three-foot gauge. A three-rail siding was constructed where the gauges met, and cars coming in from the North
were shunted onto the siding. Workers jackedup the coaches,
removed the standard-gauge trucks, and replaced them with narrow gauge ones for the trip to Punta Gorda. 28
The company added a fast train in November 1887, which reduced the time between Palatka and Punta Gorda to ten hours.
In addition, a special steamboat-train was placed in operation.
This train was supposed to arrive at Punta Gorda in time to make
connections with a Morgan Line steamer sailing to New Orleans
every Friday and to Key West-Havana on Saturday. The fare from
Bartow to Key West, by way of Punta Gorda, was $11.50. 29
Some shippers complained that freight rates were excessive.
The charge was $1.10 per barrel of oranges and fifty-five cents per
box from all points on the Charlotte Harbor Division to New
Orleans. The per box charge was divided among the Florida
Southern, twenty-two cents; the Morgan Steamship Line, thirty
cents; and three cents for pierage at the Long Dock at Punta
Gorda. In December 1887, Benton Hinckly shipped 624 boxes of
oranges from Zolfo Springs and Arcadia to New Orleans. He paid
the fifty-five cents per box freight charge and filed a formal complaint with the newly-established Florida Railroad Commission,
but his action was to no avail. Sherman Conant justified the three
cents pierage charge, insisting that the Long Dock was legally the
property of the Florida Commercial Company, a companion corporation to the railroad with overlapping ownership. 30
Commercial seafood dealers were complaining also. They disliked the railroad’s service and were also displeased with the
freight-rate structure. They said the charges were so high that they
could not stay in business. Passenger rates were five cents per mile.
A company spokesman defended these charges, arguing that it was
costly to operate a short line and that the few passengers and
small amounts of freight moving in and out of the undeveloped
28. Naples Collier County News n.d., 1947.
29. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, November 12, 1887; Bartow AdvanceCourier, November 23, 1887.
30. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, December 27, 1887; Second Annual
Report of the Railroad Commissioners of Florida (Tallahassee, 1889),
135-39.
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Gulf coast area did not justify lower prices. Vandalism caused
the railroad additional expense. One Sunday night the engineer
of the mail train discovered a half dozen cross-ties lying across the
track near Zolfo. Another time the trestle over Peace River was
intentionally burned. Cattlemen were believed to be responsible
for these incidents, but it was never proved, and the guilty parties
were not apprehended. 3 2 The harrassments continued over a
fifteen-year period.
In the meantime, important events were occurring in Trabue.
On December 7, 1887, thirty-four men gathered in a billiard
parlor above a store and voted to incorporate the town and to
change its name to Punta Gorda. 33 It was claimed that this was
the original historical and geographical Spanish name, but Isaac
Trabue believed that the name had been changed because the
citizens were angry with him. Meanwhile, the Punta Gorda hotel
opened. The highlight of the first season was the holding of the
American sculling championship races. 34
Although the area was beginning to attract tourists, the railroad was experiencing financial difficulties. The company, in an
effort to bring in permanent settlers, offered five acres of land to
anyone who would locate within three miles of the railroad rightof-way. The operating division also agreed to haul lumber free for
any settler who planned to build a house. This offer expired on
November 1, 1888. 35 Shortly afterward, the Jacksonville, Tampa
and Key West Railroad secured control of the Florida Southern
and began operating the line after January 1, 1889. 36
Henry Plant was involved in developing Port Tampa as a
deep-water port, and he did not want Punta Gorda as a competitor. A factor in Plant’s decision to develop Port Tampa at
the expense of Punta Gorda may have been a dispute with Isaac
Trabue. According to a newspaper account published years later,
Plant wanted concessions which Trabue would not grant. The
story relates that Plant, while standing on the platform of a departing train, pointed his finger at Trabue and said, “I’ll make a
31.

Demere and Sullivan, Case No. 91, filed January 16, 1889, Circuit Court,
Desoto County Courthouse, Arcadia; First Annual Report of the Railroad
Commissioners of Florida (Tallahassee, 1888), 111-15.
32. Fort Myers Press, April 5, 1888, quoting the Punta Gorda Beacon.
33. Peeples, “Trabue, Alias Punta Gorda,” 144.
34. Tampa Weekly Journal, February 26, 1888.
35. H. F. Martin to author, March 23, 1965.
36. Ibid., Fort Myers Press, August 23, 1888.
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flag stop of your blankity blank town.“ 37 It is certain that most of
Punta Gorda’s early settlers retained a bitter memory of Plant. It
matters not whether the Plant-Trabue story is true; later events
justify some ill-feeling toward Plant by many citizens of the area.
Plant spent over $3,000,000 on improvements at Port Tampa,
but expended almost nothing on developments at Punta Gorda.
As a result, Tampa grew while the southern port remained fairly
static with a population of about 1,200. The Florida Southern
tried to stimulate activity in the area but without much success.
The Hotel Punta Gorda was nationally advertised, but the rate
structure of the railroad remained high and many tourists went
elsewhere for their winter vacations. Consequently, passengers and
freight were less than what was needed by the company to operate
successfully. These shortcomings and the general business decline
in Florida during the late 1880s, combined to force the Florida
Southern Railway Company into receivership on March 18, 1890,
when the New England Trust Company and the American Loan
and Trust Company filed foreclosure suits. The court appointed a
receiver who operated the line until April 27, 1892, when the
property was conveyed to Henry Hyde and Franklin Q. Brown
under a foreclosure sale. The road was then reorganized into the
Florida Southern Railroad Company. 38 During the period of receivership the Florida Railroad Commission gave some relief to
the travellers by ordering passenger rates reduced to four cents
per mile. 39
Henry Plant’s Savanah, Florida and Western Railroad Company purchased the Florida Southern in 1894, and his name appeared for the first time among the directors of the Florida
Southern. 40 It was during this period that the gauge was changed
from narrow to standard. However, this belated improvement
did not benefit the company. The Florida Southern Railroad was
absorbed by the Plant System on November 30, 1895, and after
that it was known as the Florida Southern Division. 41
Within one year of the absorption of the company by Plant,
the tracks were removed from the Long Dock and the 4,200-foot
37. Punta Gorda Herald, May 4, 1934.
38. Martin to author, March 23, 1965.
39. Charlotte Harbor South Florida Home, October 3, 1890.
40. Dudley S. Johnson, The Railroads of Florida, 1865-1900 (Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1965), 166.
41. Pettengill, Story of the Florida Railroads, 92-93.
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wharf was abandoned. A new wharf was constructed, closer to the
center of town, at the foot of King Street. 42 It extended only to a
point where the depth of the water was five-foot, and larger vessels
could not utilitize it. Consequently, the Morgan Line steamers no
longer made Punta Gorda a port of call. Isaac Trabue claimed
that the Long Dock had been abandoned because the Plant System wanted the steamers, which were competitors, to discontinue
their operations. He blamed Congressman Stephen M. Sparkman
of Tampa, a railroad lawyer, for blocking appropriations to
deepen Charlotte Harbor while acquiring appropriations for the
harbor at Tampa. The Long Dock at Punta Gorda was allowed to
decay, and it crumbled into the water in 1906. 43
The railroad’s new pier at the foot of King Street was put into
service in 1897. The trains ran in a reverse position to the end of
the pier where they rested, awaiting the arrival of the little
shallow-draught steamers from “down the bay.” The railroad’s
timetable was set to coincide with the arrival of the Thomas A.
Edison, Saint Lucie, and the Henry B. Plant, but busy steamers
could not be held to a rigid schedule. As time passed, the conductor would keep a close eye on his watch. If the second of departure arrived, and the conductor could not see the pillar of
black smoke of the expected vessel, he gave the signal to pull out.
Passengers on the steamer expecting to make connection with the
train would be forced to spend the night in Punta Gorda and to
catch the train the following day. If the conductor saw a puff of
steamer smoke, he gave the order to wait for the cargo of people,
mail, vegetables, oranges, pineapples, and other freight. 44
The last recorded visit of Henry Plant to Punta Gorda was in
October 1896, during the removal of the track from the Long
Dock. The rumor had been circulating for at least a year that
Plant was going to extend the railroad south to Fort Myers. The
report had started about the same time the Florida East Coast
Railroad began operating to Miami, but the extension was not
made. 45
Plant died in 1899, and contemporary records suggest that
there were few regrets over this event in Punta Gorda and
42. Fort Myers Press, October 29, 1896, qoting the Punta Gorda Herald.
43. Punta Gorda Herald, August 16, 1906.
44. Interviews with Fred Quednau, former sheriff of Charlotte County, at
various times during the 1960s.
45. Fort Myers Press, April 18, 25, 1895, October 29, 1896.
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throughout southwest Florida. In May 1902, the Plant System,
with its 1,745.5 miles of road, located in the states of Florida,
Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina, were merged into the
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company. 46 Before the year was
out, the Coast Line had selected the location of a route from
Punta Gorda to Fort Myers, but building plans were delayed.
After construction had started, reliable information of the railroad’s progress was difficult to secure. In 1904, the Punta Gorda
Herald wrote: “Look for the regular passenger train to Fort Myers
when you hear the whistle. Employees of the railroad have been
warned that they will be fined 12 1/2 % of their salary if they give
out any information that they have or think they have.“ 47
The first train to run between Punta Gorda and Fort Myers
was on Saturday, February 6, 1904. The delegation from Punta
Gorda was met at the train by a crowd of people who drove them
into Fort Myers in gaily decorated carriages. On April 14, to
reciprocate, nearly 200 Fort Myers’s citizens traveled to Punta
Gorda on an excursion train. They were also met by a cheering
throng and music provided by the Punta Gorda Cornet Band. 48
It was a festive occasion, but perhaps it would have been more
fitting to have marked the event with a somewhat subdued
demeanor. The railroad into Fort Myers was signaling the end
of an era-that of the little steamers operating in the Gulf; of
Punta Gorda, the seaport city; and of Punta Gorda as the last stop
on the line. The era ended as it had begun, with a puff of smoke
from the boilers of a railroad locomotive, only this time the train
was departing instead of arriving.
46. Howard D. Dozier, A History of the Atlantic Coast Line Roalroad
(Boston, 1920), 145-47; Pettengill, Story of Florida Railroads, 96. Dozier
claimed the Plant System was incorporated on May 16, 1902, with 1,702
miles of road. Pettengill reported that the merger became effective July 1,
1902, and that there were 1,745.5 miles of road at the time.
47. Punta Gorda Herald, February 10, 1904; Martin to author, March 23,
1965.
48. Punta Gorda Herald, April 21, 1904.
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THE UNICAMERAL LEGISLATURE
IN FLORIDA
by ALLEN M ORRIS

AND

AMELIA REA M AGUIRE *

organized by President James Monroe and the
T Congress in March
1822, for the management of the newlyHE GOVERNMENT

acquired territory in Florida, included a one-house legislature
known as the legislative council. 1 This unicameral legislature
lasted seventeen years, from 1822 until 1838. Efforts to revive the
one-house body did not commence until 1967.
A decade after the unicameral legislature for Florida was first
established, agitation began for a two-house or bicameral legislature. In 1832, a resolution offered by Joseph Simeon Sanchez,
representing St. Johns County on the council, directed Florida’s
congressional delegate, Joseph M. White, to advise Congress of
the territory’s increased population, the huge land area it governed, and the need for a more responsive legislative agency:
“. . . the Legislative Council are well satisfied that their legislation
would be more perfect and more conducive to the welfare of the
people of Florida, if they had another legislative body.“ 2
The Florida pattern of territorial government deviated, as
had the system set up to meet the needs of the Orleans Territory
in 1804, from the scheme devised by Washington for the territories
commencing with the establishment of the Northwest Territory in
1787. 3 In the Orleans and the Florida territories a one-house legislature was created to enact laws for the territory. Elsewhere this
process was the responsibility of a panel of judges. The territorial
*

Mr. Morris is clerk of the Florida House of Representatives. Ms. Maguire
is research assistant to the clerk.

1.

An Act Establishing the Territory of Florida, March 30, 1822, III U. S.
Statutes at Large, 654-59.
2. Journal of the Proceedings of the Legislature Council for the Territory of
Florida, 10th sess., 110-11.
3. Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers of the United States:
Territory of Orleans, IX (Washington, 1940), 202-13, 405-07; “Northwest
Ordinance of July 13, 1787,” The Territorial Papers of the United States:
Northwest Territory, II (Washington, 1934), 39-50. See also Clarence E.
Carter, “Apprenticeship for American Statehood” Department of State
Bulletin, XII (June 17, 1945), 1109-14.
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governors and the Congress retained veto power over all acts
passed by the legislative councils.
The legislative council for Florida consisted of thirteen men
described as “the most fit and discreet persons of the territory”
among the “citizens of the United States residing there.” They
would be appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate for a term of one year. 4 The requirement for membership
on the council was modified in 1823, to limit eligibility to persons
living in the territory for six months, although it did permit “inhabitants of the Territory, resident there at the cession,” but not
necessarily citizens of the United States, to serve. 5 This apparently
was to enable persons of Spanish citizenship living in Pensacola
and St. Augustine to be appointed. The establishment of a territory by Congress was the necessary preliminary step to being admitted to the Union. There “was the virtual promise of [becoming] a new State in the Union.“ 6 An informal formula had evolved
so that Congress considered the granting of statehood when a
territory achieved a certain population level. 7 It was the same
measure that Congress used to determine the seats allocated to
each state in the United States House of Representatives.
There was a steady increase in Florida’s population. There
were 13,554 persons tallied in the 1825 special census and 34,730
in the regular census of 1830. The St. Augustine paper, quoting
the Tallahassee Floridian in 1838, reported the results of another
census ordered by the legislative council: “The whole number
returned amounts to 41,224, including white and black population. No returns have been received from Columbia, Duval,
Mosquito, Nassau and Hamilton Counties. The Floridian estimates the whole population to be 48,831 souls which will give a
population of 39,368 Federal numbers.“ 8
4. III U. S. Statutes at Large, 654-59. For a history of the 1822 legislative
council, see Allen Morris and Amelia Rea Maguire, “Beginnings of
Popular Government in Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly, LVII (July
1978), 19-38.
5. III U. S. Statutes at Large, 750-54.
6. Carter, “Apprenticeship for American Statehood,” 1110.
7. The formula in 1820-1830 was 40,000 inhabitants for one seat; in 18301840, 47,700; and after 1840 the number was set at 70,680. Congressional
Quarterly’s Guide to Congress, 2nd ed. (Washington, 1976), 542. These
numbers were supposed to reflect all free persons. Slaves were counted as
three-fifths, and Indians were not counted at all.
8. St. Augustine Florida Herald, July 28, 1838, quoting the Tallahassee
Floridian. The 1838 Florida population was 47,232 (25,143 whites, 21,131
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The legislative council, by several acts of Congress, kept pace
in membership with the increase in territorial population and in
the number of new counties created. The council grew from the
original thirteen members and two counties in March 1822, to
twenty-nine members and twenty counties in 1838.
The President and Congress doled out sovereignty slowly to
Florida with a succession of amendments to the basic Territorial
Act of 1822. Alabama was granted statehood only two years after
becoming a territory; of the original territories only Michigan had
to wait longer than Florida to come into the Union as a state.
One Florida historian suggested that the delay may have been because “many of the inhabitants were Spaniards having little
knowledge of and no experience with American institutions, and
the Americans living in Florida were by no means universally desirable. The United States already knew full well their capacity
for lawlessness and doubtless wished to permit the growth of a
more stable settlement before relinquishing control of affairs.” 9
By an act approved May 15, 1826, Congress revised the territory’s enabling law to allow the citizens of Florida to vote for
their council members. The governor was to “divide . . . the territory into thirteen convenient districts, so as to give to each district,
as near as may be, an equal number of free white inhabitants for
the purpose of electing members of the Legislative Council.” One
person would be elected from each district. 10 This was the first,
and likely the least controversial, of all the legislative apportionments in Florida history.
According to Robert Luce, in his study, Legislative Assemblies,
bicameral legislatures developed in the British colonies in America, but without conscious imitation of Parliament. In turn, Luce
notes, Parliament as a two-house lawmaking body also was an
accident. The first real Parliament, that of 1295 under King
Edward, could have had six independent houses had the natural
division among classes not shifted the separate groups into two
unified bodies. Medieval France and Spain had three houses;
slaves, and 958 free blacks), Doc. No. 15, Census of the Territory of
Florida; Dorothy Dodd, Florida Becomes a State (Tallahassee, 1945),
131-32, 461.
9. Kathryn Abbey Hanna, Florida, Land of Change, rev. ed. (Chapel Hill,
1948), 149.
10. IV U. S. Statutes at Large, 164-67, sec. 10.
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Sweden, four; and Scotland, one. 11 By the time of the establishment of Florida as a territory, a pattern of bicameral legislatures
had been established throughout the United States. 12
Governor William P. DuVal, in his message to the legislative
council in 1829, claimed that Congress had confused the governmental situation in Florida by providing that certain officers
“shall be elected by joint ballot of both houses” of the local
legislature. 13 This had resulted from amending Florida into a
bill originally applying only to the territory of Arkansas which
already had a two-house legislature.
Again, in 1833, the legislative council petitioned Congress to
“re-organize the territorial government so as to authorize the
people . . . to add a Senate to the Legislative body.“ 14 The Tallahassee Floridian strongly supported this proposal: “The proposition to add a senate to our legislature we believe will receive an
undivided support-The want of a senate has been one of the
principal causes of the hasty and ill-digested legislation, which
has been a subject of so much complaint in this territory-A
greater degree of circumspection, a greater attention to the practicability and policy, as well as phraseology & construction of laws,
will be the consequence of the establishment of such a body.“ 15
Yet, if comment in territorial newspapers may be taken as any
indication, the efforts on the part of Florida’s political leadership
to bring about a bicameral legislature occasioned little interest
among the general public. The voters of Florida were far more
concerned with the war against the Seminoles which erupted in
1835, and the army’s continuing efforts to resettle the Indians west
of the Mississippi. On the political side, the question of statehood-if, as well as when-was being debated. Most East Floridians it seems were opposed to the proposition; those in West and
Middle Florida favored statehood.
In 1834, the council, by resolution, urged Joseph White to
“use his exertions” to bring about a reorganization which would
11. Robert Luce, Legislative Assemblies: Their Framework, Make-Up, Character, Characteristics, Habits, and Manners (Boston and New York, 1924).
3-4.
12. Thomas Francis Moran, “The Rise and Development of the Bicameral
System in America,” John Hopkins University Studies in Historical and
Political Science, 13 Series, No. V (May 1895), 7-53.
13. Tallahassee Floridian and Advocate, October 30, 1829.
14. Journal of the Legislative Council for the Territory of Florida, 11th sess.;
Tallahassee Floridian, January 19, 1833.
15. Tallahassee Floridian, January 19, 1833.
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include a Senate.
The following year, the council dispatched
still another resolution to White. John D. Edwards, a member of
the council from Leon County, sponsored this action which
urged Congress to inquire into the consideration of “constituting
a senatorial branch in our Territorial Legislature.“ 17 The Edwards resolution suggested that “the impolicy of confiding to a
single house of representatives the power of framing laws for
large communities of varied interests, is no longer a matter of
theory or speculation. Its evils are so fully demonstrated by the
unerring test of experience as to be universally admitted.-Rashness and imprudence of legislation, endless change of statutory
enactments, general confusion and chaos of the law, and perpetual
fluctuation of the public policy form part only of the acknowledge
[sic] and deplorable consequences growing out of the action of a
single legislative assembly, annually elected and subject only to
the check of the executive veto.-The experiment now being made
in Florida adds another confirmation to the axiom in political
science, established by past ages and actual examples. The total
failure of the scheme to secure a happy social organization, and a
wise, and wholesome code of laws is obvious to every man in the
Territory, and that our fellow citizens should be generally dissatisfied with the existing system is neither wonder nor dispute.
The people assiduously desire a reform which will assimilate their
government in a most important feature to those under which
most of them were born and educated, and which would promise
them a like security for the engagements of a system of steady
and beneficial legislation.” The Florida council asked for the
creation of “a senatorial branch in our Territorial Legislature, to
consist of at least three Senators from the Eastern, three Senators
from the Middle, three Senators from the Western and one Senator from the Southern Judicial District of Florida.“ 18
There was some opposition to the Edwards resolution, and
according to the Tallahassee Floridian, the council, meeting in
committee of the whole, “after some time spent therein” reported
the resolution “as amended.“ 19 In the roll call vote on adoption
16. Ibid., March 8, 1834.
17. Journal of the Legislative Council for the Territory of Florida, 13th sess.,
58-59.
18. Ibid., 59.
19. Tallahassee Floridian, February 7, 1835.
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of the resolution seventeen members supported it, and five, including Edwards, voted against the measure. 20
When Charles Downing was elected delegate, succeeding
White for a term commencing March 4, 1837, he shouldered the
responsibility for persuading Congress to give Florida a twohouse legislature. On March 5, 1838, Downing pushed a resolution through the House. It called on the committee on territories
“to inquire into the expediency of reorganizing the Legislative
Council of Florida Territory, so as to give another branch to said
Council, to be called a Senate.“ 21 The St. Augustine Florida
Herald cheered: “Success attend it. We may feel the services of the
good old Legislative Council, for years to come.-Go ahead Mr.
Delegate!” 22
On June 5, Congressman Isaac H. Bronson of New York, and
later a resident of Florida, reported Bill 828 out of committee to
reorganize the Florida legislative council. 23 The House approved
the measure and sent it on to the Senate the following day. It
passed there also and was signed into law by President Martin Van
Buren on July 7, 1838. Legislative power would be vested in the
governor and the legislative council. The latter would consist of
two houses, the senate and house of representatives. 24
House members were to be elected from the same districts as
members of the old legislative council. There would be twentynine members in the first house, to be increased thereafter as the
population grew. The eleven-member senate could be reapportioned from time to time until it reached a maximum member20. Journal of the Legislative Council for the Territory of Florida, 13th sess.,
58.
21. Journal of the United States House of Representatives, 25th Cong., 2nd
sess., 520.
22. St. Augustine Florida Herald, March 22, 1838.
23. Journal of the United States House of Representatives, 25th Cong., 2nd
sess., 1036. Bronson had already shown his interest in Florida by reporting
out House Bill 780 from the committee on the territories on May 11, 1838.
It would have allowed the people of Florida to write a constitution and
form a state government. The bill failed, although the territory did write
and submit a proposed state constitution. Journal of the United States
House of Representatives, 25th Cong., 2nd sess., 870. Bronson later moved
to Florida where he was appointed judge for the Eastern District. He
lived first in St. Augustine and then in Palatka. Upon the admission of
Florida into the Union in 1845, he became judge for the Eastern Circuit
Court, and was then appointed judge for the District of Florida on August
8, 1846. Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 1774-1971
(Washington, 1971),642.
24. Journal of the United States House of Representatives, 25th Cong., 2nd
sess., July 7, 1838, 1295-96; V. U. S. Statutes at Large, 263-64.
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ship of fifteen. Senators had terms of two years; representatives,
one year; and sessions would be annual.
The upper house would include three senators from the
western judicial district (area west of the Apalachicola River),
four from the middle judicial district (between the Apalachicola
and Suwannee rivers), three from the eastern judicial district
(east and south of the Suwannee River), and one senator from the
southern judicial district (the peninsula area from the Indian
River on the Atlantic coast to Charlotte Harbor on the Gulf).
The first election for the bicameral legislative council, was
scheduled for October 8, 1838. The voters would fill twenty-nine
seats in the house of representatives, eleven in the new senate, and
fifty-six delegates for the constitutional convention. The St.
Augustine paper remarked: “This election excites uncommon
interest. It will be decided upon principles. Hitherto the elections
in the Territory have been generally influenced more by the
personal popularity and supposed merits of the candidates, than
by any questions of general interest; but that time has passed, and
a new era, we have abundant reason to hope, has commenced.“ 25
Writing specifically of the senate, the Herald opined: “We
ought not from our sad experience, elect for the Senate a single
one of those gentlemen, who has heretofore been a member of
the Council. The lawyers particularly who have hitherto formed
nearly one half of that body, and have shown, however amiable
and worthy men they may be in private life, that God Almighty
never intended them for Legislators.“ 26
“Perpendus,” writing in the Herald, supported as his candidate for the senate one General Peter Sken Smith who was described as “a gentleman of high respectability and wealth, who
came with his family, several years ago, from New York, to settle
in Florida, and who resides in this city.” The general, however,
declined to run: “Were there no other objection-I am from my
recent residence, almost an entire stranger to most of my fellow
citizens of East Florida, and I confess I am not inclined to make
the tour of the country for the sole purpose of electioneering for
-myself.“ 27 Smith did raise a number of questions which he be2 5 . St. Augustine Florida Herald, October 6, 1838.
26. Ibid., August 11, 1838.
27. “Perpendus” apparently was much concerned with current political
situations. His discussions centered upon the St. Joseph’s constitutional
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lieved should be put to those who would be candidates: separating
the legislative from the judicial branch, a system of internal improvements, and a “sound, honorable, liberal and judicious system of BANKING.“ 28
When the election was over and the tally was in, it revealed
that the voters had reelected members of the old legislative
council to occupy nine of the eleven senate seats. These included:
James A. Berthelot, Leon County; Charles H. DuPont, Gadsden
County; Isaiah D. Hart and John Warren, Duval County; George
Sydney Hawkins, Jackson County; William Marvin, Monroe
County; William J. Mills, Alachua County; and George Walker
and Benjamin Drake Wright, Escambia County. The two new
senators were former Governor William Pope DuVal, from Calhoun County, and William Bailey of Jefferson County.
Of the twenty-nine members of the house of representatives,
twelve had already served on the council. 29 Former council members elected were: James W. Bannerman, Leon County; Thomas
M. Blount and Edward L. Drake, Escambia County; John Brett,
Jackson County; S. L. Burritt and Gabriel Priest, Duval County;
A. J. Dozier, Jefferson County; Richard Fitzpatrick, Monroe
County; Archibald D. McNeill, Madison County; William S.
Mooring, Jackson County; Washington M. Tabor, Washington
County; and Ebenezer J. Wood, Franklin County. The others
elected included: Elias E. Blackburn, Jefferson County; Joseph
B. Browne, Monroe County; William Cooley, Hillsborough
County; A. F. Duval, Daniel McRaeny and William Tradewell,
Leon County; William B. McCalland and Isaac Ferguson, Jr.,
Gadsden County; E. B. Gould and Edwin T. Jenckes, St. Johns
County; Daniel McLeod, Walton County; Hiram T. Manly,
Franklin County; James Niblack, Columbia County; William M.
Reed, Hamilton County; Elisha Summerlin, Madison County;
J. L. Thigpen, Nassau County; and William H. Williams,
Mosquito County.
During the constitutional convention which met at St. Joseph
convention and the new bicameral legislature. St. Augustine Florida
Herald, August 4, 11, 18, 1838.
28. Ibid., August 18, 1838.
29. Journal of the Proceedings of the Senate of the Territory of Florida, 1st
sess., 1839; Journal of the House of Representatives of the Territory of
Florida, 17th sess., 1839; Allen Morris, comp., The People of Lawmaking
in Florida 1822/1979 (Tallahassee, 1979), No. 10.
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from December 3, 1838, to January 11, 1839, no amendments
were offered to return to a unicameral legislature. The bicameral
system remained unchallenged through the constitutional conventions of 1861, 1865, 1868, and 1885, and there is nothing in the
records over the years to indicate that there was any noticable
desire to replace the bicameral legislature with any other system.
It was not until 1967 that the first efforts were made to reestablish a unicameral legislature in Florida. Representative Talbot D’Alemberte of Miami and Senator William D. Gunter of
Orlando unsuccessfully introduced joint resolutions at the biennial sessions of 1967 and 1969, and at the annual sessions of
1971 and 1972. 30 Senator Sherman S. Winn of Miami tried again
in 1974, 31 Representative Joseph M. Gersten of Miami sponsored
joint resolutions in 1976 and 1977, and Representative William
E. Sadowski of Miami sponsored a house resolution in 1977. 32
D’Alemberte in an interview, explained that he had sponsored
the unicameral resolutions because he felt the legislative reapportionment decisions requiring division of seats in the senate
and house by population “had struck down the bases for two
houses.” ”Also,” he explained, “I spent some time in England at
graduate school [University of London], and I learned something
that I should have known before I went there and that is that
England no long had a bicameral system. There is a saying that
Americans took as a model for their lawmaking bodies the British
plan about the time the British were moving toward abandoning
that two-house plan. It is not generally realized in this country
that the House of Lords no longer can veto, or even slow down,
30. D’Alemberte participated in drafting the state constitution that was
recommended to the 1968 legislature by the constitutional revision commission. He also prepared the commentary for the 1968 constitution for
the Florida Statutes Annotated, XXVA. Gunter served in the Florida
senate (1966-1972), United States House of Representatives (1972-1974),
and in 1976 he was elected Florida state treasurer. House Joint Resolution 2392, Florida House Journal, 1967, 826; Senate Joint Resolution
1493, Florida Senate Journal, 1967, 633; House Joint Resolution 672,
Florida House Journal, 1969, 72; Senate Joint Resolution 259,
Florida Senate Journal, 1969, 22, 90; House Joint Resolutions 502 and
708, Florida House Journal, 1971, 39, 67; Senate Joint Resolution 822,
Florida Senate Journal, 1971, 128; House Joint Resolution 502, Florida
House Journal, 1972, 18; Senate Joint Resolution 233, Florida Senate
Journal, 1972, 19.
31. Senate Joint Resolution 44, Florida Senate Journal, 1974, 15.
32. House Joint Resolution 2487, Florida House Journal, 1976, 126; House
Joint Resolution 1240, Florida House Journal, 1977, 170; House Resolution 976, Florida House Journal, 1977, 112.
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legislation enacted by the House of Commons. The House of
Lords still serves in various capacities but not as an equal of the
House of Commons. In the beginning, the lower house was regarded as representing the popular will while the upper house
served to check that will.“ 33 “In Florida under the old apportionment, the Senate represented counties and other interests.”
D’Alemberte believed that with apportionment of each house in
Florida on population the justification for a second house was
eliminated. “Too, I thought a case could be made against our
system when it was realized that the important legislative work
was done in conference committees and that the other decisions
made by the Legislature probably were done only to keep the
freshmen and lesser informed legislators busy.“ 34
Perhaps the most significant development in this effort to
create a unicameral legislature occurred in 1969. The 1968 revision of the 1885 constitution opened the door to bypassing the
legislature through petition, allowing the placing of a proposed
amendment “to any section” of the constitution directly before
the electorate. Senator Gunter circulated petitions to procure the
required 175,000 signatures endorsing a unicameral legislature.
Under the Florida constitution this number would have constituted the necessary eight per cent of the votes cast in the previous presidential election in one-half the congressional districts
and in the state as a whole.
When Secretary of State Tom Adams raised questions about
the wording of the petitions, Gunter filed suit to test the constitutionality of the amendment. Circuit Judge Richard H. Cooper of
Orlando ruled in favor of the language, and Secretary Adams
then appealed to the Florida Supreme Court. The court held, by
a four to two opinion on July 30, 1970, that the legislative petition was defective because it would amend, modify, or change at
least thirty-four provisions of the Florida constitution. 36
For the majority, Justice E. Harris Drew, in part, wrote: “The
proposal here to amend Section 1 of Article III of the 1968 Constitution to provide for a Unicameral Legislature affects not only
many other provision of the Constitution but provides for a
33. Interviews with Talbot D’Alemberte, August 28, 30, 1979.
34. Ibid.
35. Adams v. Gunter, July 30, 1970, 238 Southern Reporter, 2nd series,
824-36.
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change in the form of the legislative branch of government, which
has been in existence in the United States Congress and in all of
the states of the nation, except one, since the earliest days. It
would be difficult to visualize a more revolutionary change. The
concept of a House and a Senate is basic in the American form of
government. It would not only radically change the whole pattern
of government in this state and tear apart the whole fabric of the
Constitution, but would even affect the physical facilities necessary to carry on government. 36
Gunter said he undertook the task of circulating the unicameral petitions because, ironically, “we already had it, and in
its worst form: I’m speaking of the conference committee, where
virtually every important issue considered by the Legislature is
ultimately decided.” But there were other reasons also, Gunter
noted; “The one-house legislature would help pin-point responsibility to a far greater degree. It would eliminate a great deal of
the buckpassing that goes on. The people could follow the
process.“ 37
Gunter claimed some 55,000 signatures had been obtained
when the supreme court voided the petition. “I must acknowledge that the unicameral campaign got tied into the increase in
legislative salaries, which was unfair. We had substantial interest
in many counties and rudimentary leadership in every section. A
number of newspapers took up the cause and printed petitions. I
feel we could have carried through as the momentum was developing. I think it was a reachable goal. Now, without the
impetus of the legislative pay raise, it likely would require
$100,000 and the aggressive sponsorship of a popular public
official, say, a governor, or some public interest lobby, say Common Cause or the League of Women Voters.“ 38
Based on his own legislative experience D’Alemberte believed
that the unicameral legislature only could be achieved through
the petition process. “It would take some financing but I think the
people would find it attractive.“ 39 The problem of the “any sec36. Ibid.
37. Interview with Bill Gunter, state treasurer-insurance commissioner, September 10, 1979.
38. The 1969 legislature had increased the pay of senators and representatives
from $1,200 a year to $12,000, effective retroactively, on April 1, 1969. The
senate president and house speaker were raised from $1,200 a year to
$15,000.
39. D’Alemberte interview.
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tion” wording was cured in 1972 through legislative passage of
HJR 2835, introduced by D’Alemberte, and its ratification by the
voters. 40 The corrective amendment, substituting “any portion or
portions” for “any section,” now is section 3 of article XI of the
constitution. As chairman of the constitutional revision commission of 1977-1978, D’Alemberte, joined by former Governor
LeRoy Collins, filed Proposal No. 76 to revise article III by
vesting the lawmaking responsibility of the state in a legislature
“consisting of a single chamber composed of one member elected
from each legislative district.” The commission’s legislative committee rejected the proposal by a six to two vote in October
1977. 41
Bill Mansfield, writing in the Tallahassee Democrat as editor
of the editorial page, urged the merging of the house and senate.
Mansfield wrote from irritation over what he called “the real
Legislature, that is, the one that makes all the major decisions.”
He was referring to the house-senate conference committees,
which possess unlimited power to rewrite bills in dispute between
the two houses, and most particularly the general appropriations
bill. In a unicameral legislature, Mansfield argued, “the run-ofthe-mill lawmaker would at least have a chance to be heard on
important state business. And perhaps the voters could tell who
was doing what to them.“ 42
40. House Joint Resolution 2835, Florida House Journal, 1972, 57, 103, 418,
716, 830.
41. Constitution Revision Proposal No. 76, on file with the secretary of the
Florida senate, Tallahassee; Journal of the Proceedings of the Constitution Revision Commission (Tallahassee, 1978).
42. Tallahassee Democrat, June 3, 1979.
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RUGGLES HUBBARD,
CIVIL GOVERNOR OF FERNANDINA
by MARILYN MAPLE *
one of the four men who became emR broiled inH a powerwasstruggle
over Amelia Island, Florida, in
UGGLES

UBBARD

the late summer of 1817. The island was originally occupied on
June 29, 1817, by General Sir Gregor MacGregor, a Scottish revolutionary who claimed to represent several South American
insurgent governments. He dreamed of freeing Florida from
Spanish control with support he had solicited from certain
United States citizens in Baltimore and Philadelphia. His flag, a
green St. George’s Cross on a white field, was raised over
Fernandina, as he proclaimed his victory in the name of the
independence of South America. However, when Ruggles Hubbard, his fellow conspirator, sailed into Amelia Island aboard the
privateering brig Morgiana, which was then flying the flag of
Buenos Aires, without the supplies of guns, food, and money
which were so desperately needed, MacGregor announced his
departure. 1
MacGregor had never received the support of the inhabitants
of northeast Florida, and American officials in Georgia and in
Washington became increasingly alarmed over his association with
pirates and slaverunners. MacGregor resigned his command on
September 4, and turned control over to Jared Irwin, former
congressman from Pennsylvania, and to Ruggles Hubbard. Irwin,
a native of Georgia, had once served as commissioner for the
valuation of lands and dwellings and the numeration of slaves
for the Second Division in his home state. Later he moved to
Milton, Pennsylvania, where he went into business, served as
*

Marilyn Maple is writer-producer of medical media, University of Florida,
and is working on a Ph.D. in media instruction at the University of
Florida.

1. T. Frederick Davis, “MacGregor’s Invasion of Florida, 1817,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, VII (July 1928), 24-25. For additional information
on MacGregor and the “Amelia Island Affair,” see the Introduction by
John W. Griffen to the facsimile edition of Narrative of A Voyage to the
Spanish Main in the Ship “Two Friends” (Gainesville, 1978), 1-26.
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postmaster, and then as sheriff of the county. In 1811 he was
elected to the Pennsylvania legislature. During the War of 1812,
Irwin was commissioned colonel in the Fifth Rifle Regiment, and
he was then elected to Congress. 2
Hubbard was the product of two substantial and well-educated
Connecticut families. His mother, Anna Gold Hubbard, was the
daughter of the Reverend Hezekiah Gold of Stratford, Connecticut, and the granddaughter of the Reverend Thomas Ruggles, a
graduate of Harvard in 1696. 3 The Hubbard family boasted a
Yale heritage, and it was particularly proud of Bela Hubbard,
Ruggles’s uncle, the well-known theologian. 4
Ruggles was born in 1778, the third son of Levi Hubbard. He
followed in the educational footsteps of his two older brothers,
taking his degree in law from Yale University and graduated in
the class of 1796. 5 William G. Hubbard was graduated in 1785,
and his brother Henry in 1792. Henry’s life was tragically short.
Soon after graduation he went to work for Elijah Austin, a New
Haven merchant. There, sometime in June 1794, as he and his
employer “were engaged in opening a chest of cloths from the
West Indies . . . he contracted yellow fever.” He was taken to the
adjoining town of Derby where he died early on the morning of
June 21. Mr. Austin traveled to New York where he succumbed
to the fever two days later. Both were buried in New Haven,
6
where “the fever raged . . . alarmingly for four months.“
After his graduation, Ruggles began the practice of law in
Troy, New York, where he became known as “an ardent and unscrupulous partisian of Jefferson.” He was appointed postmaster
of Troy, holding this position until about 1812. For some seven
years he served as county clerk of Rensselaer County and as a
member of the state senate from January 1812, to April 1815. 7 In
1812, with the outbreak of the war against England, Hubbard
2. Biographical Dictionary of the American Congress, 1774-1927 (Washington, 1928), 1140.
3. Franklin Bowditch Dexter, Biographical Sketches of the Graduates of
Yale College with Annals of the College History, 5 Vols. (New York,
1885-1911), II, 252.
4. Ibid., 537-39.
5. Ibid., V, 201.
6. Ibid., 20.
7. Ibid., 201. There is confusion in extant records as to Hubbard’s term as
postmaster, Dexter describes his service as lasting until 1812; George
Baker Anderson, Landmarks of Rensselaer County New York (Syracuse,
1897), 300, states that he was postmaster between 1804-06.
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was commissioned captain of the Flying Artillery, which later
became the Fourth Battery of Troy, one of the city’s leading
militia companies. 8 In October 1811, when he was thirty-three
years old, Ruggles married Catherine Storm, daughter of Thomas
and Elizabeth (Graham) Storm of New York City. Ruggles
moved to New York City in 1815, where he secured an appointment as one of the sheriffs of that city, an office he held until his
death. 9
Some insight into Hubbard’s personality and activities while
in New York can be gleaned from references to him in the
minutes of the Common Council of the City of New York:
March 11, 1816-Asked Common Council to assign one
or more convicts to whitewashing and cleaning the jail
under power given by law to employ prisoners in public
works.
September 9, 1816-City Inspector presented ordinances
for correction of “sundry nuisance on the property of Ruggles Hubbard, owner, Columbia Street.”
October 21, 1816-Communication by Ruggles Hubbard, stating that the conveyance sentenced to the penitentiary was expensive and recommended that Alms House
cart be used-Referred to Alms House Commission.
April 14, 1817-Ruggles Hubbard requests to have use
of room in basement [City Hall] which was about to be
vacated. “leave given to withdraw request.” (Refused) Request on Alms House Cart sent to Commissioners of Alms
House.
April 21, 1817-Lots #84, 100, 188 and 163 of the Common Lands leased to Ruggles Hubbard for six years at an
annual rent of $40.00 beginning May 1st.
May 26, 1817-Alms House Commissioners report that
request of Ruggles Hubbard concerning use of their cart
be granted with the following comments: Corporation [city
government] be liable for expense; the Sheriff’s method was
unduly expensive, but as he is paid or liable for sums
charged-that he should be glad for conveyance of convicts
to the state prison except for $6.00 which should be charged
to the state; the expense of conveying prisoners should not
exceed 50¢ per prisoner.
Report Approved and bills paid by Council.
It was sometime during this period that Hubbard became
8.
9.

Anderson, Landmarks of Rensselaer County New York, 215, 300.
Dexter, Biographical Sketches, V, 201.
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owner of the Morgiana, one of the fifty-five New York privateers
that had seen service during the War of 1812 and which had been
sold off after the war. The records show that, “late in the War,
the Morgiana, captained by G. Fellows, took the schooner Sultan
and the ship City of Limerick, the latter with a very valuable
cargo of merchandise.” The most desirable portion of the
Limerick’s cargo was transferred to the Morgiana, and she returned to port with $250,000 worth of goods. 10 It was this vessel
that Hubbard was sailing when he arrived off the coast of northeast Florida in August 1817.
Irwin, with MacGregor’s departure, assumed command of
Amelia Island. Hubbard took over the running of the civil government. A correspondent of the Charleston Courrier, who was in
Fernandina at the time, September 29, 1817, commented on the
situation: “One of the principal leaders at Fernandina comes out
with the following declaration: that his friends want only
Fernandina and Pensacola, as ports to fit privateers and bring in
prizes, and that they are very indifferent as to the fate of the rest
of the Floridas; that if the inhabitants will keep themselves at
home, or will not act with hostility toward them, they may retain
or promise their allegience to whom they please.“ 11 This partnership arrangement between Irwin and Hubbard was destined to
be short lived. Luis Aury, with a notorious reputation as a pirate,
arrived at Fernandina on September 21. His ships were flying
the flag of the defunct revolutionary Republic of Mexico. Earlier
Aury had met with MacGregor at the mouth of the St. Marys
and there received full authority to assume control of Amelia
Island. Ruggles Hubbard was formally appointed civil governor.
Aury took over from Irwin as commander-in-chief of the military
forces, with Irwin serving as his adjutant-general. 12
Hubbard became increasingly dissatisfied with this situation
in Fernandina, particularly with the ragtag “army” that Aury had
brought with him. Most of his followers were pirates including
approximately 130 Haitian mulattoes. They became known as the
“French party” as opposed to the “American party” supporting
Hubbard. The effort to oust Aury was not successful, and Hubbard was replaced as civil governor. He was branded a traitor and
10. Edgar Stanton MaClay, A History of American Privateers (New York,
1899), 441.
11. Davis, “MacGregor’s Invasion of Florida,” 30.
12. Ibid., 33.
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stood accused of treason, cowardice, and of conspiring with the
Spanish. Then suddenly on October 18, 1817, Ruggles, at the age
of thirty-nine, died of “the prevailing fever, which had all the
earmarks of yellow fever.“ 13 His end was described by a contemporary almost in poetic terms: “He survived his shame but a
few days, and died of a broken heart in the agonies produced by
his guilt.“ 14
Hubbard’s death left his widow to contend with many intricate
legal matters as entries in the minutes of New York’s Common
Council would indicate:
August 10, 1818-Petition of Catherine Hubbard, widow
and Administratrix of Ruggles Hubbard, deceased, states
that she cannot pay rents on lots leased from city. Asks that
lease be terminated. Referred to Finance Committee.
August 24, 1818-Finance Committee notes that rent
now due as of August 1, is $60.00 and that leases have preference in law over debts. Corporation has right to “reenter” properties as last resort. Her request will be granted
if the rent is paid on or before November 1st.
December 21, 1818-City Inspector presented ordinance
for correction of sundry nuisances which were passed. They
included: Ruggles Hubbard, occupant 49 Orchard Street,
Privy; George Downey, Owner 47 and 49 Orchard Street,
Privy.
November 8, 1819-Catherine Hubbard states on petition to Common Council that bill for rent on lots leased to
her husband were presented but that her husband died insolvent and that she expects no assets from his estate. Asks
to be allowed to surrender lots. Finance Committee given
the right to accept the surrender.
An examination of the map of common lands drawn by
Casimir Goerck, city surveyor, of New York, in 1796, shows that
property leased to Ruggles Hubbard in the nineteenth century
had the following approximate locations in 1980: lot 84-57th
and 58th Streets, 5th and 6th Avenues; lot 110-66th and 67th
Streets, Park and 5th Avenues; lot 163-88th and 89th Streets,
6th and 7th Avenues (now Central Park); and lot 188-64th and
65th Streets, 6th and 7th Avenues (now Central Park). 15
13.

Ibid., 35; Richard G. Lowe, “American Seizure of Amelia Island,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, XLV (July 1966), 18-30.
14. Charles H. Bowman, Jr., “Vincente Pazos and the Amelia Island Affair,
1817,” Florida Historical Quarterly, LIII (January 1975), 282.
15. Letter to author from James J. Heslin, director, New York Historical
Society, May 15, 1969.
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FLORIDA HISTORY RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
Auburn University
Robin F. A. Fabel (faculty)-“Economic Aspects of British
West Florida” (continuing study).
Robert R. Rea (faculty)-“Governor John Eliot of British
West Florida”; “George Gauld-Surveyor of the Coast of
Colonial Florida” (continuing studies).
Castillo de San Marcos National Monument, St. Augustine
Luis R. Arana-“Spanish Construction and Repair at Castillo
de San Marcos, 1672-1763 and 1784-1821” (continuing
study).
Edwin C. Bearss (National Park Service, Denver Service
Center)-“Castillo de San Marcos: The War Department
Years, 1821-1933” (continuing study).
Randall G. Copeland, Craig C. Frazier, and Terry Wong
(National Park Service, Denver Service Center)-“Architectural Data, Castillo de San Marcos” (continuing study).
Kathleen A. Deagan (National Park Service, Southeast Archeological Center)-“Archeological Investigations of Castillo
de San Marcos Interior” (continuing study).
John C. Paige (National Park Service, Denver Service Center)
-“British Construction and Repair at Castillo de San
Marcos, 1763-1784”; “National Park Service Construction
and Repair since 1933” (continuing studies).
University of Central Florida
Richard C. Crepeau (faculty)-“A History of the Melbourne
Village Project” (continuing study).
Thomas D. Greenhaw (faculty)-“Patrick Tonyn: Last Royal
Governor of East Florida”; “Prisoners of War in Florida
During World War II” (continuing studies).
Jerrell H. Shofner (faculty)-“The Naval Stores Industry in
Southeastern United States”; “A History of Apopka”; “An
Interpretive History of Higher Education in Florida”;
[320]
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“The Black Press in Florida” (continuing studies).
Jerrell H. Shofner (faculty), William Warren Rogers, and
Terrence H. Nolan-“Trouble in Paradise: A Pictorial
History of Florida during the Depression” (continuing
study).
Paul W. Wehr (faculty)-“History of Central Florida”; “English Colonies in Central Florida” (continuing study).
Daytona Beach Community College
Peter D. Klingman (faculty)-“Black Politicians in Reconstruction Florida”; “History of the Republican Party in
Florida” (continuing studies).
Emory University
Elliott James Mackle, Jr.-“The Eden of the South: Florida’s
Image in American Travel Literature and Painting, 18651900” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Flagler College
Thomas Graham (faculty)-“Charles H. Jones, 1848-1913:
Editor and Progressive Democrat” (continuing study).
Michael J. Sherman and Dawn Wiles (faculty)-“Mexico/St.
Augustine Living History Project” (continuing study).
Florida A & M University
Barbara R. Cotton (faculty)-“The Effects of Antebellum
Conditions Upon Postwar Economic Adjustment of Blacks
in Jacksonville, 1870-1895” (continuing study).
James N. Eaton (faculty)-“Collecting and Compiling Records
of Black Secondary Schools in Florida” (continuing study).
Florida Atlantic University
Harry A. Kersey, Jr. (faculty)-“Seminole Indians of Florida”
(continuing study).
Florida Southern College
J. Larry Durrence (faculty)-“The Activities of the ‘Associa-
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tion of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching’
in Florida” (continuing study).

Florida State University
Earl J. Baker (faculty)-“Geographical Variations in Hurricane Risk and Legislative Response” (continuing study).
William R. Brueckheimer (faculty)-“The Quail Plantations
of the Thomasville-Tallahassee Region”; “Historical Geoggraphy of the Tall Timbers-Lake Iamonia Region”; Tourist and Recreation Seasonal Patterns as Revealed by Sales
and Gasoline Tax Collections” (continuing studies).
Gasoline Tax Collections” (continuing studies).
Robert F. Crider-“José Coppinger, Governor of East Florida,
1816-1821” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Robert L. Hall (faculty)-“Slave Religion in the Deep South”
(continuing study); “Florida’s Black Churches in the Nineteenth Century” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Robert L. Hall (faculty) and Paul George-“Black Floridians
as Seen in The Crisis, 1910-1940” (continuing study).
James P. Jones (faculty)-“History of Florida State College
for Women” (continuing study).
Edward F. Keuchel (faculty)-“History of Columbia County”
(continuing study).
Craig R. Miller-“Sequent Land Policy in Colonial West
Florida” (M.A. thesis completed).
Richard Alan Nelson-“A History of the Motion Picture Industry in Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Patrick M. O’Sullivan (faculty)-“The Obliteration of Colonial West Florida” (continuing study).
William L. Oliver, Jr.-“Doak S. Campbell, Educator” (Ph.D.
dissertation completed).
Margaret T. Ordoñez-“A Frontier Reflected in Costume:
Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, 1824-1861” (Ph.D. dissertation).
Derald Pacetti-“The Growth of the Fernandina Shrimp Industry” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Greg Padgett-“A History of the Black Churches in Florida as
an Organ of Protest” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Donald J. Patton (faculty)-“Land and Water Management
and Mismanagement in South Florida”; “Historical and
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Cultural Section of Forthcoming Florida Atlas“; “Environmental Preception in the Everglades in the 19th Century”
(continuing studies).
William Warren Rogers (faculty), Jerrell H. Shofner, and
Terrence Nolan-“Trouble in Paradise: A Pictorial History
of Florida During the Depression” (continuing study).
Fay Ann Sullivan-“Georgia Frontier, 1754-1775” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Burke G. Vanderhill (faculty) and Frank A. Unger-“Geographic Implications of the Georgia-Florida Boundary
Dispute” (continuing study).
Thomas R. Wagy-“Biography of LeRoy Collins” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
J. Leitch Wright, Jr. (faculty)-“Southern Indians since Removal” (continuing study).
Georgia Southern College
George A. Rogers (faculty)-“Stephen Elliot in Florida”;
“William Bartram’s Route through Georgia and Florida”
(continuing studies).
Thomas Ray Shurbutt (faculty) and Janet L. Gritzner-“Historical Archeology of the Colonial Southeastern Atlantic
Coast: A Bibliography” (publication forthcoming).
Guilford College
Alexander Stoesen (faculty)-“Biography of Claude Pepper”
(continuing study).
Hillsborough Community College
Nancy Rachels (faculty)-“Biographical Study of Peter O.
Knight and His Influence on the Tampa Bay Area” (continuing study).
L. Glenn Westfall (faculty)-“West Tampa: The Second Industrial Community in Hillsborough County”; “The
Tobacco Industry in Jacksonville”; “Eduardo Hidalgo
Gato: Migrant to Millionaire” (continuing studies).
Hillsborough County Museum
Mile Mayfield and staff-“Black History of Tampa”; “Florida
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Maritime History” (continuing study).

Historic Pensacola Preservation Board
Linda V. Ellsworth-“Pensacola Creoles, 1860-1970”; “West
Florida Furniture Making, 1800-1920”; “West Florida
Vernacular Architecture” (continuing studies).
Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board
Michael C. Scardaville and staff-“Biographical File of Cathedral Parish Registers, 1594-1763” (continuing study).
Robert Steinback and staff-“Archeological, Architectural, and
Historical Investigations of the Mesa-Sánchez Site” (continuing study).
Historical Association of Southern Florida
Dorothy J. Fields-“Black Historic Archives and Oral History
Collection of South Florida” (continuing study).
Paul George-“The Evolution of a Penal System in Dade
County“ ; “The Ku Klux Klan in Florida during the 1930s“
(continuing studies).
Paul George and Robert Hall-“Black Floridians as Seen in
The Crisis, 1910-1940” (continuing study).
Arva M. Parks-“Pre-1896 South Florida”; “Coconut Grove”;
“History of the Miami Area from 1926 to the present” (continuing studies).
Thelma M. Peters-“Early Homestead Families on Upper
Biscayne Bay” (continuing study).
Jean C. Taylor - “South Dade County” (continuing study).
Jacksonville Historical Society
James R. Ward and Dena Snodgrass-“The King’s Road“
(continuing study).
Jacksonville University
Frederick S. Aldridge (faculty)-“History of the Jacksonville
Planning Board” (continuing study).
George E. Buker (faculty)-“History of the Jacksonville Dis-
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trict, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers”; “The Union Blockade of Florida During the Civil War” (continuing studies).
Joan S. Carver (faculty)- “Women in Florida Politics” (continuing study).
Louisiana State University
Roland Chardon (faculty)-“The Historical Geography of
Biscayne Bay to 1900” (continuing study).
Brian Coutts-“Martin Navarro, Intendent of Louisiana”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Paul E. Hoffman (faculty)-“The Chicora Legend and FrancoSpanish Exploration, Settlement, and Rivalry on the Coast
of La Florida”; “The Population of Sixteenth-Century
Spanish Florida” (continuing studies).
Paul E. Hoffman (faculty), Eugene Lyon, and Stanley South“The History of Spanish Santa Elena” (continuing study).
McNeese State University
Thomas D. Watson (faculty)-“United States-Creek Relations,
1783-1830” (continuing study).
Pasco-Hernando Community College
Richard J. Stanaback (faculty)-“History of Pasco and Hernando Counties” (continuing study).
Pensacola Junior College
Ted Carageorge-“The Greeks in Pensacola” (continuing
study).
Pinellas County Heritage Museum
Ernest R. Dibble-“Joseph M. White and Florida Territorial
Growth”; “The Naval Live Oak Reservation” (continuing
studies).
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Guy Bishop-“Commerce and Trade Between the English and
the Indians, British East and West Florida, 1764-1784”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
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L. David Morris-“The Administration of José Coppinger:
The Incident and Consequence of the International Transfer of Florida in 1816-1821” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).

Stetson University
John V. Hays-“History of Enterprise, Florida, and the St.
Johns River Area” (continuing study).
Gilbert L. Lycan (faculty)-“A History of Stetson University”
(continuing study).
Kevin O’Keefe (faculty)-“Cuban Crisis as Reflected in the
Florida Press” (continuing study).
Tallahassee Community College
Janice B. Miller (faculty)-“History of the Administration of
Governor Juan Nepamuceno de Quesada of East Florida,
1790-1796” (continuing study).
Troy State University-Bay Minette
Randall J. Broxton-“Occie Clubbs: Her Role in Education
and History” (continuing study).
Troy State University at Fort Rucker
Morris Simon (faculty)-“Ethnological and Ethnohisotrical
Reconstructions of the Spanish Colonial Period” (continuing study).
J. Barton Starr (faculty)-“Loyalists of East Florida” (continuing study).
University of Alabama
James F. Doster (faculty)-“The Creek Indian Confederacy,
1700-1825” (continuing study).
Alan Thompson-“Social and Economic Characteristics of the
People of Mobile, Alabama, 1850-1861” (Ph.D. dissertation
in progress).
University of Alabama in Birmingham
Jack D. L. Holmes-“Pensacola Settlers, 1780-1821”; “Studies
in the Spanish Borderlands of the Southeast”; “Descrip-
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tions of West Florida, 1780-1821” (continuing studies);
“Bernardo de Gálvez and Spanish Conquest of Mobile,
1780” (publication forthcoming).
University of Arizona
George R. Adams-“William Selby Harney: Frontier Soldier”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
University of Florida
Elizabeth Alexander (project director), Bruce Chappel and
Lorene McWaters (editorial assistants)-“Calender of the
Spanish Holdings of the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida
History” (continuing study).
Patricia Cockrell Barret-“The Legitimation of an Occupational Role; The Case of the Nurse-Midwife” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Amy Bushnell-“Privilege and Obligation: The Officials of
the Florida Caja Real, 1565 to 1702”; “The Governors of
Florida, 1565-1700” (publication forthcoming); “The
Patchwork Pirates”; “The Continuing Conquest of Florida” (continuing studies).
James Button (faculty) and Richard Scher (faculty)-“The
Impact of the Civil Rights Movement in Six Florida Communities, 1960-1976” (continuing study).
Bruce Chappel-“A History of the Diego Plains in the Second
Spanish Period” (continuing study).
William C. Childers (faculty)-“Garth Wilkinson and Robertson James: Abolitionists in Gainesville during Reconstruction” (continuing study).
David R. Colburn (faculty)-“St. Augustine, 1964: Racial
Crisis and Community Adjustment” (continuing study).
Caroline Johnson Comnenos-“Florida’s Sponge Industry: A
Cultural and Economic History” (Ph.D. dissertation in
progress).
Merlin G. Cox (faculty) and Charles Hildreth-“A History of
Gainesville, Florida, 1853-1979” (continuing study).
Rodney E. Dillon-“The Civil War in South Florida” (M.A.
thesis in progress).
Charles H. Fairbanks (faculty) and Jerald T. Milanich (fac-
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ulty)-“Archeology of the Florida Indians” (continuing
study).
Michael V. Gannon (faculty)-“Documentary History of Florida, Volume I: The Colonial Period, 1513-1821” (continuing study).
E. A. Hammond (faculty)- “History of the Medical Profession
in Florida, 1821-1875” (continuing study).
Ellen Hodges-“The Stephens Family in Antebellum and Civil
War Florida: A Social and Economic History” (M.A. thesis
completed).
John Paul Jones (faculty)-“History of the Florida Press Association, 1879-1968” (continuing study).
Stephen Kerber-“Park Trammell of Florida, A Political Biography” (Ph.D. dissertation completed); “Ruth Bryan
Owen: Florida’s First Congresswoman” (continuing study).
Timothy Kohler-“The Social and Chronological Dimensions
of Village Occupations at a North Florida Weeden Island
Period Site” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Leslie Sue Lieberman (faculty) and Virginia Gardner-“Cultural Food Patterns of Florida: A Handbook” (publication forthcoming).
Lana Jill Loucks-“Political and Economic Interactions Between Spaniards and Indians: Archeological and Ethnohistorical Perspectives of the Mission System in Florida”
(Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Kevin M. McCarthy (faculty)-“A Cultural, Literary, and
Historical Tour of Florida” (continuing study).
Jerald T. Milanich (faculty), Ann S. Cordell, and Brenda J.
Lavelle-“Archeology of the Prehistoric Weeden Island
Culture, North Florida” (continuing study); with Alan E.
McMichael-“Archeology of Horr’s Island, Collier County:
The Calusa Indians and Their Prehistoric Ancestors (continuing study).
Paige Parker-“Political Mobilization in the Rural South: A
Case Study of Gadsden County, Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Ralph L. Peek (faculty)-“Florida in World War II (continuing study).
Julian Pleasants (faculty)-“Zibe King, Jacob Summerlin, and
the Cattle Barons of Florida, 1860-1910” (continuing study).
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George Pozzetta (faculty)- “Ethnic Interaction in Tampa,
Florida, 1885-1920: The Italian, Cuban, and Spanish Communities” (continuing study).
Samuel Proctor (faculty)-“Documentary History of Florida,
Volume II: Modern Florida, 1821-Present”; “Florida Slave
Interviews”; “History of the University of Florida”; “Civil
War Governors of Florida” (continuing studies).
Elizabeth Jenn Reitz - “Spanish and British Subsistence Strategies at St. Augustine, Florida, and Frederica, Georgia, between 1565 and 1783” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Peggy Jo Shaw-”Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings: Profile of a
Writer” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Claire Shulman-“The Stylistics of Zora Neale Hurston’s
Moses, Man of the Mountain” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Willie J. Simmons-“Johnson Crossing: The Study of A Rural
Black Community” (Ph.D. dissertation on progress).
Phillip Slocum-“The Impact of the Panama Canal on Florida
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Malinda Stafford-“Preliminary Design Attribute Analysis of
Weeden Island Ceramics” (continuing study).
Richard Stauffer-“Third Seminole War” (Ph.D. dissertation
in progress).
Linda Vance-“May Mann Jennings: Florida’s Genteel Activist” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Arthor O. White (faculty)-“William N. Sheats: A Biography,
1851-1922” (continuing study).
University of Maryland Overseas (Spain)
Eric S. Beerman (faculty)-“José de Ezpeleta”; “Family Backgrounds of the Major Spanish Explorers” (continuing
studies).
University of Miami
Ira M. Sheskin (faculty) and Thomas D. Boswell (faculty)“Transportation Needs of the Elderly in Central Cities and
Suburbs” (research in progress).
Charlton W. Tebeau (emeritus) - A History of Florida (revision and additions).
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University of North Florida
Dan Schafer (faculty)-“Biographical Study of the Stephens
Family in Jacksonville”; “Biographical Study of Eartha
White” (continuing studies).
University of South Florida
Robert P. Ingalls (faculty)-“Labor Violence in Tampa”
(continuing study).
Steven Lawson (faculty)-“The Civil Rights Movement in
Florida” (continuing study).
Gary Mormino (faculty)-“Tampa and West Coast Immigrants” (continuing study).
John Rupertus-“Tampa Neighborhood History” (M.A. thesis
in progress).
University of Tampa
Lois Benjamin (faculty)-“Florida Folklore” (research in
progress).
James W. Covington (faculty)-“History of the University of
Tampa” (continuing study).
University of Tennessee
Jefferson Chapman (faculty) and Jerald T. Milanich-“Archeology of Useppa Island, Lee County” (continuing study).
University of West Florida
William S. Coker (faculty)-“Papers of Panton, Leslie, and
Company” (continuing study).
Jane G. Dysart (faculty)-“West Florida’s Forgotten People:
The Eastern Creek Indians”; “Social Characteristics of
Pensacola Before 1860” (continuing studies).
Lucius F. Ellsworth (faculty)-“West Florida’s Forgotten
People: The Eastern Creek Indians”; “Lumbering in
Northwest Florida During the Nineteenth and Early
Twentieth Centuries” (continuing studies).
James R. McGovern (faculty) and Walter T. Howard-“Private Justice and National Concern: The Lynching of
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Claude Neal” (publication forthcoming).
James R. McGovern (faculty)-“The Anatomy of a Lynching:
The Death of Claude Neal” (research in progress).
George F. Pearce (faculty)-“The United States Navy in Pensacola”; “The West Indies Squadron and American-Caribbean Diplomacy, 1823-1841” (continuing studies).
Ruth Rogers-“Legal Status of Women in Antebellum Pensacola” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Valdosta State College
Lamar Pearson (faculty)-“Spanish-Indian Relations in the
First Spanish Period“ (continuing study).
Joseph Tomberlin (faculty)-“The Brown Case and its Aftermath” (continuing study).
Woodville, Florida, Historical Society
A. R. Ferrell-“Major Families of the Woodville Area” (continuing study).
Robert Mullins-“Woodville’s Civil War Veterans” (continuing study).
F. A. Rhodes-“The Summer of 1920: Woodville’s Religious
Revivals” (continuing study).
John Ryan - “The Great Woodville Fire of 1929” (continuing
study).
Woodville Historical Society Field Project-“Census of the
Woodville Cemetery” (continuing study).
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Places In The Sun: The History and Romance of Florida Place
Names. By Bertha E. Bloodworth and Alton C. Morris.
(Gainesville: The University Presses of Florida, 1978. x, 209
pp. Foreword, maps, appendices, bibliography, index. $12.50.)
Some years ago, Bertha Bloodworth wrote her doctoral dissertation at the University of Florida on “Florida Place Names,”
and the late Dr. Alton C. Morris was her dissertation advisor.
How sad that we have had to wait so long for their comprehensive compilation of Florida place names to be published. For
years, teachers, researchers, librarians, and interested citizens have
needed a book which brought together all the fascinating and
sometimes unique place names of Florida. This is a reference
work written in narrative style, which is unusual but effective.
The authors have used various chapters to discuss historical
names, commemorative names, Indian, French, Spanish, and
English names, and places named for the flora and fauna of Florida. There is a section on miscellaneous names which includes
the famous Two Egg, Florida. A colored index placed in the
center, rather than the rear of the book, provides a ready reference
feature which makes it easy to use.
The authors have used all the previous compilations of place
names such as those gathered by the Federal Writers Project in
the late 1930s and early 1940s. They have been aided in Indian
place names by the work of J. Clarence Simpson and William A.
Read, and they have searched both historical and contemporary
maps of Florida, as well as countless books, articles, and newspapers. They have had personal interviews, as well as correspondence with a number of individuals. There is an excellent bibliography.
The authors’ professional training is in English and folklore,
not Florida history, so they have had to learn Florida history
through their study of place names. It is not the purpose of this
review to seek out any errors of omission or commission. We
will leave that to the county historians, both official and nonofficial. For example, if the late Theodore Lesley, Hillsborough
[332]
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County’s official historian, were still alive, he would immediately
fire off a letter informing the authors that the name of the Earl
of Hillsborough was “Wills Hill” not “Willis Hill.” Other historians might wonder why the authors, having correctly stated
that Torreya State Park was named for the torreya tree, did not
go one step farther and include the fact that Hardy Bryan Croom
discovered the tree in Florida and named it for the famous botanist, John Torrey. However, these minor points do not affect the
real value of the book.
As an example of bookmaking, this volume is not up to the
usual standards of the University Presses of Florida. The reproduction of the Tanner map of 1850 is almost illegible, although
the Ortehus map of 1584 is satisfactory. The endpapers are the engraving of the Jacques LeMoyne map published by Theodore
DeBry in 1591.
To the authors we owe our heartfelt thanks for the years of
research which have finally given us a most useful and informative
book.
Tampa, Florida

M ARGARET L. C HAPMAN

Maligned General: A Biography of Thomas S. Jesup. By Chester
L. Kieffer. (San Rafael, California: Presidio Press, 1979. xiii,
376 pp. Preface, illustrations, abbreviations, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95.)
Mr. Kieffer presents a welcome biography of Thomas S. Jesup,
a man who played a vital role in the Indian-white struggle in territorial Florida, in addition to being quartermaster general of the
United States Army for forty-two years. Research for this work
has been extensive and includes use of the Jesup papers. The
intent of the study “is to correct some misconceptions and distortions concerning the charactor and conduct of a man who has
been much maligned.” Actually the author goes much beyond
that intent, presenting in an orderly way the military career of
Jesup which began prior to the War of 1812 and ended with his
activities during the first summer of the Civil War.
To use a word like “maligned” in the title of the book is not
overstating the problem. Whether it is the correct word is subject
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to question. Malign “connotes falsehood or misrepresentation.”
The basic accusation against Jesup was that he took Osceola
prisoner under a flag of truce. If he did not then he was truly
maligned. It is difficult today to empathize entirely with what
seems to have been a prickly sense of honor shared by officers of
the United States Army in the nineteenth century. This reviewer
experienced a growing wonder that Jesup (or any other officer)
was able to maintain any continuing military effort while seemingly devoting so much of his time to protecting his own honor
and attacking that of his fellow officers. The author devotes a
great deal of his effort to establishing this position of honorableness for Jesup as he approaches the scene of Osceola’s capture.
His position is, of course, that Jesup had advised the Indians that
they were to be allowed to come into his camp under a flag of
truce only for the purpose of surrendering. Hence, his taking of
Osceola in October 1837 (actually carried out by General
Hernandez) was not a betrayal of the white flag. Unfortunately
for this argument, he describes (p. 202) a later meeting, in February 1838, at which he welcomes a visit by a group of chiefs for
a conference-under a white flag. It seems to this reviewer that
only Jesup knew when a white flag was a sign of truce or surrender. In his own mind then he was maligned by the press and
public, but to others he could reasonably be charged with dishonor. And so the dichotomy goes on.
This biography deals thoroughly and well with the military
person of Thomas Jesup, though the reader who expects to examine the whole life of a man will read in vain. On page 117
mention is made of “Ann’s (Mrs. Jesup) frequent letters.” Very
few lines from these letters are given to help us understand the
quality of their relationship. Almost in an aside it is mentioned
that Jesup and Ann at this point in time had five children-three
girls and two boys. Other than the fact that the general was
away from home for two and three years at a time we find almost
nothing to indicate what sort of husband and father he was. It
comes as a small shock on page 200 to find that Jesup wore
glasses. Suddenly we realize that we know virtually nothing about
his appearance except the cover portrait (which is excellent) and
the frontispiece. A rare glimpse of Jesup as a person comes when
in the midst of battle, “he carefully searched the ground and
picked up as many pieces of his broken glasses as he could
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salvage.” It is regretable that more fragments of Jesup’s private
life were not found, or, if found, not included.
Dade City, Florida

FRANK LAUMER

The Story of a Nun: Jeanie Gordon Brown. By Jane Quinn. (St.
Augustine: Villa Flora Press, 1978. xii, 469 pp. Preface, introduction, illustrations, appendices, sources, notes, index.
$15.00.)
This book is different from other biographies because it attempts to do three things: give an account of the life of Sister
Theresa Joseph Brown, the recent superior-general of the Sisters
of St. Joseph of St. Augustine, Florida; relate the history of the
Sisters of St. Joseph since their arrival in Florida in 1866; and
write the history of the Catholic Church in Florida during the
same period. Published by the Sisters of St. Joseph, the work is
intended to integrate these concepts and provide their congregation with a realistic picture of the past. To some extent these
purposes are realized.
The author of the book, journalist Jane Quinn, a writer for
The Florida Catholic, and author of The Minorcans in Florida,
can be commended for her research of a wide variety of primary
sources both here and abroad, including the Brown papers in
Scotland, the records of the Sisters of St. Joseph, and the archives
of the diocese of St. Augustine. Nor is the author to be faulted on
her use of secondary sources since she has quoted from Florida
historians of the caliber of Charlton Tebeau and Michael Gannon. Miss Quinn has clearly portrayed the development of
Jeanie Brown from a boarder at St. Joseph Academy in St.
Augustine through her conversion to Catholicism and her entrance into the St. Joseph community. Sister Theresa Joseph
emerges as a genuine, unassuming person, a highly-intelligent
teacher whom her students both feared and admired, and later,
as a religious leader of vision and courage, respected and loved by
the members of her community and all who knew her. There is
an interesting account of Sister Thomasine Hehir’s arrest in 1916
for teaching black children in St. Augustine. A Florida law forbade the instruction of blacks by a white teacher. This reviewer
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believes that the complete text of Judge Gibb’s decision is sufficiently important to appear in the appendix. Considering the
scope of the work, the title is somewhat misleading, and the
author’s purpose, “Why did Jeanie Gordon Brown enter the
convent?” appears somewhat simplistic.
Although the author intended to write a “serious biographical
history,” the work falls far short of this goal. Overall, the book is
uneven, boring, often written in encyclopedia style, and filled
with irrelevant minutiae which detract from the principal narrative, e.g. short biographies of the English monarchs or the dinner
menu aboard the R.M.S. Berengaria. The central weakness of the
work is the author’s inability to select only relevant materials.
Miss Quinn lacks a fine sense of proportion: she wants to share
all her research with the reader, who, unfortunately, is not interested. For instance, Jeanie’s student writings, which are reproduced verbatim in the text, could have been included in the
appendix. Besides, the frequent non sequiturs are another weakness in the work. If the author had restricted her content to the
chapter titles, she could have produced a work of greater unity,
strength, and appeal. Also a complete index would improve the
book.
Peripherally, Miss Quinn might have included a sentence or
two attesting to Mother Katherine Drexel’s continued contributions to the education of the blacks in Florida rather than citing
only the original donation to Bishop Moore to build the school for
blacks in St. Augustine. Nonetheless, Miss Quinn has performed a
unique service by providing a large segment of Florida history in
one volume. The book is valuable not only to the Sisters of St.
Joseph and to church historians of Florida, it should be added
to every library of Florida history.
Barry College

EILEEN F. RICE

One Hundred Years of State Leadership in Florida Public Education. By Arthur O. White. (Tallahassee: University Presses of
Florida, 1979. 214 pp. Preface, notes. $18.25.)
Eschewing the current vogue for “bottom up” history based
upon the accounts of ordinary people and their perceptions of
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events, Professor White explores the development of public education in Florida over the last century from the perspective of
those who ostensibly led the movement: the state superintendents
of public instruction, now known as commissioners of education.
The author acknowledges that this volume was sponsored by the
current commissioner of education. I am always suspicious of
subsidized histories; I am doubly so of those underwritten by
governmental agencies to document their contributions to the
common weal. In this case, however, the outcome has been a
fairly balanced presentation which avoids most of the pitfalls
common to sponsored works.
While chronologically treating the incumbency of each superintendent since 1876, the author also established several major
eras in the development of Florida schools. In the post-Reconstruction Era, white Floridians accepted public schools for their
potential to reinforce southern values and stimulate the economy.
An elementary and secondary school program, as well as a state
university system, were achieved prior to World War I. The
boom of the 1920s brought renewed emphasis on adequate school
funding, while the depression years of the 1930s saw the formation
of a lay-professional coalition known as the “school lobby” to insure the economic survival of education. In the decade following
World War II, Florida had one of the most progressive school
funding programs in the nation, but problems soon arose as the
result of a burgeoning population, school desegregation, and attacks on the schools by ultra-conservative groups. A confrontation
between the teaching profession and the governor resulted in the
1968 state-wide “teacher walkout,” and ultimately led both to
teacher unionization and public disillusionment with the schools;
both sides hardened their stances as the state and nation encountered economic difficulties in the early 1970s. The leadership
role of the commissioner of education was viewed as a crucial
ingredient in re-establishing education as a high priority among
the citizens of Florida.
White’s narrative is at its best when he provides the reader
with insights into the personality of leaders such as William N.
Sheats (1892-1904; 1912-1922), who dared invite Booker T.
Washington to Florida to address mixed audiences while promoting industrial education for Negroes. It is at its worst when the
state’s chief school officers are lost in a blur of legislative enact-
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ments, funding proposals, gubernatorial promises, and policy
statements. Also, the treatment of the recent commissioners of
education tends to be one dimensional. This is particularly true
in the case of Floyd Christian, whom, it was noted, “had resigned
rather than endure charges of malfeasance in office,” but the
nature of these charges and their outcome were never explored.
White does an admirable job of synthesizing masses of data
dealing with school law, financing plans, study commission reports, and other matters which are, at best, dull fare even for the
most devoted scholar of educational history. Unfortunately, his
effort to sustain interest was not abetted by the University Presses
of Florida. The choice of type face-actually, a reproduction of
the typed manuscript-was enough to sedate the average reader.
There were no supporting graphic illustrations, no chapter titles,
not even a single photograph to relieve the starkness of the book.
Worst of all, the omission of a bibliography and index severely
impairs the work’s usefulness as a scholarly reference, and is unforgivable in a university press publication. White’s efforts deserved a better showcase.
In sum, this is a book that may be useful to those searching for
the historical roots of many issues still plaguing Florida public
schools as the system embarks on its second century of service.
Florida Atlantic University

H ARRY A. K ERSEY , J R .

Time of the Turtle. By Jack Rudloe. (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1979. x, 273 pp. Acknowledgments, illustrations, epilogue, index, note about the author. $12.95.)
Jack Rudloe’s first book, The Sea Brings Forth, revealed his
talent for biology, and it possessed much charm, tempered only
by some awkwardnesses of technique. In subsequent books, The
Erotic Ocean and The Living Dock at Panacea, his skill has come
to equal his enthusiasm and his ability to communicate that enthusiasm for the world around him to his readers. His voice has
come to be a major one on Florida environmental issues. The
Time of the Turtle is his fourth book; it has already received
wide and well-deserved praise.
It is itself a praise of the turtle. Through its pages we follow
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the life events of massive leatherbacks, of loggerheads, of hawksbills with their ornate shells, of greens and ridleys, and also of
diamondback terrapins who are not true sea turtles but sliders.
Geographic locales range from Rudloe’s home along the Gulf
coast at Panacea, in Wakulla County, Florida, to the beaches of
Georgia, Surinam, and various places in North, Central, and
South America as he follows the science, the lore, and-indeedthe poetry of turtles. Here too is a panoply of rich characters:
shrimpers from Carabelle and crabbers from Panacea (the two
don’t mix); the old Creek Indian of the Gulf marshes who told
Rudloe the turtle legends of his people; and the fisherman
Monkeyleto of Nicaragua, who talked of “Tor-tel Muddah”
(Turtle Mother) and the great rock in the sea which according to
legend oriented the turtles on their journeys and on their lumbering trips up the beaches to lay eggs.
Dr. Archie Carr of the University of Florida is frequently
mentioned as Rudloe’s mentor and colleague. Fascinating questions are posed. How do turtles migrate? Do they possess some
kind of built-in shark repellent? What is the origin of the prevalent Florida idea that the terrapin is a hex (an idea about
which Rudloe is properly scientific but also engagingly respectful)? There is suspense over the captive turtles who would not
eat; even Marineland, near St. Augustine, has had little success
in feeding some captive turtles. Susie and Little Bit, ridleys, were
force-fed by Rudloe until they grew to expect the service. Then
they were gradually weaned into independence.
If we accept the definition that history deals with the geology
and biology and culture of an area, and not merely its chronicled
human doings, The Time of the Turtle is splendid history. It
also has a magical quality difficult to define, for it ranges from
slam-bang humor to classical breadth of view. Here is Rudloe on
a leatherback at a north Florida dock. “Those seven longitudinal
ridges that ran down the entire length of its carapace made it look
. . . streamlined and in a way, beautiful. Many call Dermochelys
the lute turtle, because the raised ridges suggest the strings of a
musical stringed instrument. It is said that the Greek gods of
ancient times used the leatherback to make heavenly music.
Hermes molded the lute after the shell of one he found on the
banks of the Nile. And on Mount Parthenon the gods killed the
venerable trunkback only when pressed by the need for a new
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instrument. No doubt as long as man has been on this planet he
has made turtle music. Deep, mystical, and resonant sounds come
from string instruments built out of tortoise shells. . . . During the
green corn ceremony, Creek Indians dance around the town
square making the shape of a giant turtle to bring rain for their
crops. The Creek women wear box turtle shells filled with pebbles
and rhythmically shake them with their quick steps to alert the
turtle spirit. . . . Was this the great leathery lute that the gods
strummed to make the most heavenly of music? . . . perhaps when
it was alive, swimming far, far out in that endless ocean, hundreds
of miles from the nearest land, perhaps travelling up from the
Guianas or Trinidad, then perhaps it did produce music. The
music of life, the open sea, and freedom.” (pp. 172-73)
It is a measure of Rudloe’s abilities that he is able to range
from lyricism to hardheaded accounts of the failures and successes of turtle conservation, the efforts, for example, of the
Brotherhood of the Green Turtle, of which millionaire John H.
Phipps of Tallahassee was a member, as was Dr. Carr, when it
met at the late Miss Bessie Gibbs’s Island Hotel in Cedar Key.
Subsequently, the Brotherhood evolved into the Caribbean Conservation Corporation.
The Time of the Turtle is must reading for all who care for
Florida, its history, its land, its seas, its living things, and its
pungently honest humanity. It is, quite simply, and in the literal
sense of the word, wonderful.
Tallahassee, Florida

G LORIA J AHODA

Intellectual Life in the Colonial South, 1585-1763. By Richard
Beale Davis. 3 vols. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
1978. xxxi, 1,800 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, abbreviations, notes, illustrations, epilogue, index. $60.00.)
Some historians take considerable pains to establish their
credentials and some certainly need to. Richard Beale Davis
labors under no such obligation and has long been regarded as
among the ablest students of the cultural history of the early
South. Such regard will now be significantly reinforced with the
appearance of his extraordinary Intellectual Life in the Colonial
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South, a major publishing event. Few scholars can match the
breadth and scope of his endeavor and even fewer reviewers will
probably feel they can do him full justice. For Davis has undertaken to do for the southern colonies what generations of historians have constructed for New England. His objective is no
less than to redress the balance of historical attention and confirm the reality of a vital intellectual life in the southern, as well
as the northern colonies. Not that he sees himself as a southern
Perry Miller or Samuel Eliot Morison, nor does he overlook the
contributions of Philip A. Bruce or Wesley Frank Craven. But he
does offer a sustained demonstration that “the colonial southerner
had a mind contemplative and introspective and articulate and
creative and hedonistic and observant,” arguing that “this mind
was shaped by Britain and Europe and its peculiar situation in
the New World,” and postulating that “this mind did at least as
much toward the shaping of the later national mind as did that
of New England.” (p. xxvi)
A study as ambitious and as substantial will inevitably be
seen as encyclopedic, a book perhaps to be used and consulted
rather than read for pleasure and understanding. While readers
will look in vain for a leavening of wit and humor, they will
discover an abundance of information and an overview of
the latest scholarship. The extensive and indeed comprehensive
bibliographies and notes, although they rather awkwardly follow
the text of each volume, are almost worth the purchase price
alone. No serious student of early American history can afford not
to acquire these three handsomely designed and produced volumes, and certainly no scholar pretending to an interest in, or
understanding of, the colonial South can ignore the compendium
Davis has here presented.
Davis admits his book is “formidable in size” and far from
definitive. This reviewer agrees. Despite Davis’s undue prolixity
some readers will surely regret his failure to provide more in the
way of historiography and more attention to southern society and
geography, historical and otherwise. More attention to the political context would also have enhanced the perceptive treatment of major issues engaging the mind of the southern colonist.
Davis has given twenty-five years of his professional life to preparing this study, and perhaps one consequence is his inclination
to be more assumptive of his readers than is always reasonable.
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He is also given to repetition, possibly because his organizational
structure is more than somewhat unwieldy.
Davis has divided his study into ten very substantial chapters
(one runs to nearly 200 pages): the first volume includes chapters
on discovery and exploration, the Indian (primarily as seen by
southern whites), and education; the second volume offers four
chapters, one on books, libraries, and reading interests, another
on religion, a separate chapter discusses sermons and religious
tracts, followed by a chapter on science and technology; the final
volume addresses separate treatments of the fine arts, literature,
and what Davis terms “The Public Mind,” which involves a survey of political writing and oratory. Overlap is inevitable and
sometimes irritating. A more unified treatment of religion would
have helped considerably, as would a combination of chapters
three (education) and four (books). (Such restructuring might
have provided at least one fringe benefit: the author could have
been less repetitive in his criticism-not entirely unfair-of this
reviewer’s failure to give more attention to the southern colonies
in The Lamp of Experience.)
But while Davis sometimes takes other scholars (such as
Walter B. Edgar) to task, his familiarity with the scholarship
pertinent to virtually every aspect of his study is truly awesome.
The results may not always take the form of new perceptions,
but they do constitute invaluable restatements of the information
and knowledge now available. His treatment of books and libraries, for example, is as thorough as it is embracing. He presents
considerable support for the reality of the southern colonist as a
book collector: “There were in the colonial South,” Davis concludes, “book collectors in the best sense, men who bought first
for use and then for entertainment and then for ornament.” He
confirms the proliferation of libraries, particularly in the first
half of the eighteenth century. (p. 626) But Davis gives surprisingly little attention to the political significance of southern
reading proclivities, he is disposed to tell rather than show.
Such reservations do not seriously detract from what is indeed a monumental and remarkably successful enterprise. Davis
has accomplished what many have long sought, and he has done
so carefully and thoughtfully. Judicious in his evaluations, he
steadfastly resists any temptation to extol southern virtues at the
expense of others. By admitting the limitations of the southern
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colonies, he makes clearer the reality of southern accomplishment
and the vigor of southern intellectual activity. He does not overstate his contentions and carefully qualifies many. For example,
he provides an excellent assessment of the southern reliance upon
London’s Inns of Court (pp. 368-71), noting that “the quality of
legal arguments . . . from the Pistole Fee to Independence, was
affected directly and indirectly by learning and practice acquired
in the London law colleges.” Neither Jefferson nor Patrick Henry
studied law in London, but the influence of those who did is undeniable.
In short, we have in Davis’s Intellectual Life in the Colonial
South a scholarly treasure trove. The answer to most questions
pertaining to the southern colonial mind can be found in these
three volumes, be it the popularity and political significance of a
play or the limitations of agricultural science. This reviewer
would offer one final suggestion: read the “Epilogue” first. It constitutes an admirable synthesis of the preceding 1,631 pages and is
in fact a superb introduction to the many riches they contain.
University of Central Florida

T REVOR C OLBOURN

Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 3: January 1May 15, 1776. Edited by Paul H. Smith, Gerard W. Gawalt,
Rosemary Fry Plakas, and Eugene R. Sheridan. (Washington,
D.C.: Library of Congress, 1978. xxix, 735 pp. $10.25.)
The quality of the editorial work in this important new series
of documents continues to be very high-thorough and accurate
as well as judicious and restrained. Almost every letter, diary entry, memorandum, or public writing has a few notes identifying
names and linking it to the larger framework of Revolutionary
politics. But the occasional documents which raise new and significant issues of interpretation receive lavish attention. The result is a documentary collection which stands a good chance of
being completed in the foreseeable future and which will remain
for many generations as the basic reference on the Continental
Congress. The editors have found manuscripts in more than fifty
archives-thus giving the volume a richness and comprehensiveness available in no other single book on the politics of 1776.
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Letters of Delegates is, first of all, a fine research tool for the
study of subjects like saltpeter manufacturing, which has sixty-two
entries in the excellent index, or the procurement of powder (112
entries), or the American invasion of Canada (159 entries), or, for
researchers on East Florida, two references to a proposed attack by
South Carolina and Georgia troops against St. Augustine. But
even more, this volume is a fascinating and accessible literary
source. A useful chronology of dates, a list of delegates, and
fourteen carefully annotated illustrations make the book a pleasure to read. Two classes of documents receive major attention
from the editors. One is the papers of Lord Drummond, a Scottish
nobleman who singlehandedly sought to negotiate a reconciliation
between Britain and the colonies in 1775-1776. The editors’long
note on Drummond, pp. 24-27, is a classic little essay on the
intrigue, idealism, and maneuver surrounding the search for
accommodation. (This note ranks with the equally important
editorial comment in Volume I on the alleged expunging of
Joseph Galloway’s “Plan of Union” from the journal of the Congress.) The second group of particularly important items is five
John Dickinson documents including a long, and hitherto unknown, “Draft Address to the Inhabitants of America” on the
interlocking tactical and moral position of the colonies. A close
reading of the Drummond and Dickinson material alone is a
gripping experience; these sources depict man working under the
most excruciating pressures and conscious of their place in the
vortex of a great historical event. “Such mighty Revolutions make
a deep Impression on the Minds of Men and sett many violent Passions at work,” John Adams exclaimed in a letter to Abigail;
“Hope, Fear, Joy, Sorrow, Love, Hatred, Malice, Envy, Revenge,
Jealousy, Ambition, Avarice, Resentment, Gratitude, and every
other Passion, Feeling, Sentiment, Principle, and Imagination
were never in more lively Exercise than they are now.” (p. 594)
With his usual prescience, Adams not only captured the emotional climate of the Continental Congress; he also indicated the
range and velocity of the actions and ideas preserved in these
documents.
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro
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Pleasure and Pain: Reminiscences of Georgia in the 1840’s. By
Emily Burke. (Savannah: The Beehive Press, 1978. xii, 97 pp.
Introduction. $10.00.)
Pleasure and Pain is a delightful little volume. It is a compendium of twenty-five letters written by Emily Burke, a New
Hampshire school teacher who came to Savannah, Georgia, to
teach at the Female Orphans Academy in 1840. In these letters
Mrs. Burke provides insights into Georgia town and plantation
life during the 1840s, and shares the reaction of a northern observer to a slave economy. One of the main drawbacks of the
letters, first published in 1850, is that time and place are omitted
in most accounts,
During her nearly ten years in Georgia, Mrs. Burke traveled
considerably and had an opportunity to observe not only large
plantations, but also communities of small, poor farmers, often
called “Crackers.” She commented on the food, dwellings, means
of travel, the roads, religion and churches, land clearing, working
conditions, and other aspects of mainly country life.
As might be expected, her most interesting observations deal
with slavery. Mrs. Burke disliked slavery and pointed out some of
its worst features, but she was not a flaming abolitionist. She
sometimes referred to the “good people” of the South, and at one
point said that the evils of slavery may have been worse for the
master than for the slave. She included some examples of harsh
slave treatment, but quickly indicated that such behavior was not
standard practice.
Felicity Calhoun has written a splendid introduction for the
letters. She includes some biographical information on Emily
Burke and gives a sketch of Georgia in the 1840s. This background information makes the letters more interesting and meaningful. The volume is handsomely printed, and will make an attractive addition to the library of those who want to add to their
collection of southern history.
University of Georgia
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Our Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln, John Brown, and the Civil
War Era. By Stephen B. Oates. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1979. ix, 150 pp. Preface, references, index.
$11.95.)
Professor Oates, of the University of Massachusetts (Amherst),
is the author of a biographical trilogy centering on the Civil War
era through the lives of Nat Turner, John Brown, and Abraham
Lincoln. This brief book is by way of summary and contemplation
upon his completion of that undertaking.
Unlike most historians of the past, Oates’s sympathies are with
Turner and Brown. His view of Lincoln also is contrary to that of
most historians, for Oates insists-correctly, I believe-upon the
deeply anti-slavery convictions of that martyr. Another welcome
feature that distinguishes Oates from most of his colleagues is the
felicity of his writing. At times, as in the final chapter of this book,
his writing is deeply moving.
Oates approaches Turner in this volume through the controversy engendered by William Styron’s best-selling novel on the
slave rebel. He affirms that he “refuses to take sides,” but he
clearly does take the side of the critics of Styron, for he writes,
again correctly, that the novelist was “woefully misguided.”
Oates is quite traditional in his insistence on the unanimity of
racism among white people, North and South; in this he is, I
think, wrong. His error is grievous when he insists that the universal racism “melted away class antagonisms” in the South. The
fact is that nowhere, prior to the Civil War, were class antagonisms sharper than in the South. He follows historians such as
Phillips and Nevins in making slavery first of all a device for
racial domination rather than what it was fundamentallynamely, a particularly gruesome form of extreme labor exploitation.
On the whole, Oates’s approach to Brown is an important
corrective to the fiercely hostile writing of Malin, Nevins, Woodward, and Genovese. He cites as those writing from a contrary
viewpoint only Fried and Quarles; there were others, including
Du Bois, Boyer, and Ruchames.
This reviewer’s work is noticed a few times, and on certain
occasions he did not recognize himself. Thus, he does not speak,
according to Mr. Oates, he “thunders’‘-although it turns out a
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few pages further on that Oates agrees with the “thunder.”
Further, this reviewer is made to remark that John Brown would
be a fine model for black children to emulate. He did not say this,
although there are features in John Brown that all people, and
especially adult white people in the United States, would do well
to emulate. On the whole, this book is a provocative one and
aptly summarizes the important work Mr. Oates has so far produced.
San Jose, California

HERBERT APTHEKER

Our Masters the Rebels: A Speculation on Union Military Failure
in the East, 1861-1865. By Michael C. C. Adams. (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1978. xiv, 256 pp. Preface, notes,
index. $12.50.)
Civil War historians and buffs alike still ponder the question
as to why that magnificent army of General George B. McClellan
failed so repeatedly to carry out its assigned mission of defeating
the Army of Northern Virginia. Why did not the larger, betterequipped Army of the Potomac triumph sooner in a war of unequals? What mysterious force drove the outmanned Confederates
from victory to victory in the woods and swamps of Virginia,
against the best that the industrial North had to offer?
In Our Masters the Rebels, Michael Adams offers still another
theory in attempting to answer these questions. He believes that
from General McClellan to the lowest ranking private in the
Army of the Potomac, the Federals appear to have overestimated
the South’s military potential and misdirected their actions as a
result. Yankee troops fell back to the sounds of myths and not to
the force of guns. They left the battlefields to the Confederates in
the face of symbols and not from the strengths of reality. And the
corollary: the South was not as strong as it dreamed, but its
soldiers fought as they dreamed and not as they were. Psychologically, Southerners faced the war with great advantage; a belief in
themselves. The North, its will weakened by its acceptance of the
myths of superior southern military and physical strength,
faltered before the attacks of Lee and Jackson and left the field to
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the enemy. While the South built its image upon who its people
thought they were, the North built its image upon what the
South thought it was and suffered the consequences.
In this important work, Adams presents cogent and reasonable
arguments that in the eastern theater of operations, the South
showed “a peculiarly martial culture . . . and because of this was
able to extend the Civil War into a long four year bloody conflict.” (p. 179) This is no new theory. John Hope Franklin and
Frank Vandiver are two prominent exponents of the visibility of
unusual southern militancy, and the poetic pages of Stephen
Vincent Benét’s John Brown’s Body crackle with the theme: “The
pistol-hearted horsemen who could ride/ Like jolly centaurs
under the hot stars. . . ./And all the chivalry that went to seed.”
Mythology does inspire. Throughout the early months of the
war, especially in the Virginia campaigns up to Gettysburg, a
southern force possessed of amazing self-confidence tightened the
screw against an invading Federal army and continually threatened Washington. As if by self-fulfilling prophesy, northern commanders reached in desperation for larger numbers, more equipment, better trained cavalry, more time for preparation-any
excuse to delay the encounter with the magnificent Lee, who in
his very person gave cogency to the southern myth of invincibility,
inspiring his own men with a contagion for victory that sent them
into battle with yells of derision for their industrial enemy and a
special appetite for victory, themselves proof of their own invulnerability. Northern generals too often moved with “Lee on
the Mind,” sacrificing the elán of self-confidence and well-being
so necessary in the art of war.
It is finally only with Grant, who doggedly resists any
mythology, that the northern victory comes. In his fine Civil War
novel, The Killer Angels, Michael Shaara’s hero, Joshua Chamberlain, must also dispel certain southern myths and myths about
himself before he can win the field. When he, like Grant, applies
the killer instinct of reality with more firepower, larger troop
units, aggressive attacks, better tactics, and no quarter given, the
mythology crumbles.
Obviously, Adams’s interpretation shows the influence of the
recent Vietnam War. A small agrarian nation, with a special spirit
of will, of determination, of belief in themselves, violates the
major premise that industrial nations must always win. Adams
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turns to psychology to support the thesis that smaller nations can
win. He focuses upon what he believes to be two misconceptions
in the characterization of the antebellum South that suggest a
society more violent and better prepared for war. The first was
“the abolitionist portrait of the planter as savage slaveocrat”; the
second, “the romantic South . . . of pillared mansions, courtly
manners, and smiling black servants.” These concepts support the
theory that it was the Southerner who needed violence in his
slave system, that he did have a certain rigid order in his society
that supported war. In theory, he sent his sons to West Point, his
sons remained in military service while Northerners turned to the
more lucrative but less military practices of business. It was the
Southerner who lived the harshness of nature as daily fare; it was
his slave system that stabilized a social discipline that war demanded from the belligerent. Adams refutes these concepts as
fact, but effectively supports their effectiveness as myth. Both
regions took this mythology seriously and translated it into
military policy.
There appear to be two major weaknesses in this otherwise
fine work. The first one is the author’s sometimes myopic emphasis upon his single theme as answer to the questions raised
about southern militancy. The complexities of war are many, and
single answers seldom satisfy the historian’s doubts. Like Franklin’s The Militant South, there is always the danger in these
studies that the writer will inadvertantly screen out other possibilities. The second weakness is in his concentration upon the
Virginia theater. Though he makes this point clear, even in his
title, there is a return here to the old, now outdated idea, that this
was the important theater of the war. Tom Connolly’s fine studies
of the war in the “Heartland” show emphatically that it would be
most difficult to draw the same conclusions in the West about
southern myths of invincibility that one could draw in the East.
Bragg and Beauregard and the host of generals in Tennessee,
Mississippi, and Georgia hardly created the images that Lee and
Jackson did in Virginia, and southern victories in the West are
much fewer and farther between than in the East.
Nevertheless, this a good study of the complexities of war,
certainly a lesson for the contemporary world as well as for the
world of the Civil War. We will encounter this thesis often in
new works, and we can look forward to Adams’s similar interpre-
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tations of the war in the “Heartland.”
Wittenberg University

R OBERT H ARTJE

Revolt Against Chivalry: Jessie Daniel Ames and the Women’s
Campaign Against Lynching. By Jacquelyn Dowd Hall. (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1979. xiv, 373 pp. Preface,
notes, selected bibliography, index. $14.95.)
This is an interesting study of Jessie Daniel Ames, a southern
woman who played significant roles in several regional social
movements between the two World Wars-as a leader in the
Texas Equal Suffrage Association, the first president of the Texas
League of Women Voters, Director of Woman’s Work for the
Commission on Interracial Cooperation in the 1920s, and during
the following decade as the head of the Association of Southern
Women for the Prevention of Lynching (ASWPL). This book
deals both with Ames’s work in the women’s movement and with
her efforts as “a white liberal in the racist South.” Ames’s long
battle against lynch law gave her an opportunity to merge two
basic interests-feminist concerns and racial reform. She saw antilynching primarily as a woman’s issue and used it to build female
solidarity. Among her arguments against socially-sanctioned mob
violence was the fact that its justification in the guise of chivalric
protection of white females actually demeaned women and reinforced the myth of female vulnerability.
Since Ames devoted her career to the race problem in a region
characterized by extreme racial tensions, the way she functioned
as a movement leader should be of substantial importance to
American historians. Yet is Professor Hall correct in identifying
Ames as a “white liberal” advocate of “the cause of racial justice,”
a leader of militant anti-racism? Hall’s own evidence contradicts
this assessment. Ames functioned as a racial moderate incessantly
concerned about avoiding controversies that might alienate her
from the “impeccably conservative” mainstream social institutions she sought to influence. Ames’s constituency was white
middle class members of missionary societies, women’s clubs, and
YWCAs. Seeking to convert them to moderate the extremes of
regional racism, she was so conscious of adopting the “southern
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viewpoint,” that her public career as a movement leader was
replete with racist behavior.
The Texas Equal Suffrage Association operated “For Whites
Only,” but when it reconstituted as the Texas League of Women
Voters with Ames as president, she did not tamper with the
racially-exclusive pattern. Moreover, both the League and the
Association sought the franchise for white women. And not only
did the League and Ames not oppose the poll tax, but the organization and its leader devoted themselves to registering white
women. Through at least the 1930s, the ASWPL declined to support black voting rights, and rarely, if at all, did Ames publicly
raise the issue of black disfranchisement. Until the tail end of the
NAACP’s struggle against the Texas white primary, which
brought a Supreme Court victory in 1944, Ames was publicly
silent on the issue.
Hall asserts that Ames’s “racial liberalism” became evident in
the 1920s when, dissatisfied with “a woman’s movement for whites
only,” she became a leader in the southern “Interracial Movement.” But Hall shows that neither this movement nor Ames were
anti-racist. While it is true that the latter did not share the racial
etiquette of some associates who refused to call a married black
woman “Mrs.,” both Ames and the Movement were paternalist
and segregationist, and neither challenged current notions of
racial inequality. Ames favored enforced residential segregation to
keep blacks out of white neighborhoods, although she generally
felt that blacks, when “educated toward thrift and refinement by
the white man,” would stay riveted in upgraded ghettos.
For all the “Interracial Movement’s” rhetoric about establishing cooperative ventures with black women, meetings across the
color line were generally “ritualistic” because the caste system and
the pursuit of “racial integrity” prevented equalitarian interactions. Blacks were clearly defined as “the weaker race” who
would forever be the South’s efficient labor force if only the whites
would treat them better. Yet despite the Movement leaders’talk
about improving black living conditions, little amelioration actually occurred.
With the “Interracial Movement’s” ineffectiveness apparent to
Ames, she decided to create the ASWPL at the end of the 1920s.
Characteristically, the Association was for whites only, despite the
fact that black southern women, many of whom had long
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crusaded against mob violence, wished to join. Closing the door
to their membership, Ames “frankly” said that there was no
“contribution the Negro race itself could make in the eradication
of lynching.” She was, to the end, paternalistic and as Professor
Hall notes, Ames “seldom saw blacks as equals even in the
struggle against their own oppression.” In the 1930s she actually
went out of her way to offend blacks who pleaded for her support
of the NAACP’s efforts to obtain a federal anti-lynching law.
Ames, whose strategy hinged on “state’s rights,” not only rejected
the entreaty but gratuitously defended a southern filibuster of the
bill.
So conscious of the “southern viewpoint” was Ames, in fact,
that some blacks felt that she was concerned more with law-andorder than with racial justice. And indeed, ASWPL leaders sometimes acted as if observing the formalities of the legal system was
what counted, whether or not blacks were really guilty of a particular crime. In effect, these white women were behaving as if
they thought that extralegal lynchings were unnecessary, since
blacks could be more efficiently subjugated by the white-controlled
legal system. And in the celebrated Scottsboro case, Alabama
ASWPL leaders (and Ames) actually refused to protest what they
knew was a miscarriage of justice because they feared that their
action might impair future anti-lynching campaigns.
Through the 1930s official lynchings declined, as did their
justification in the name of chivalry toward white women, and
Ames decided to shut down the ASWPL, although, of course,
white terror against blacks continued to flourish.
Revolt Against Chivalry is a case study of the paradox surrounding social protest movements and their leaders. A leader
who gets too far out in pressing for social change tends to have
only a small following and often accomplishes little. But a leader
who broadens the support base -risks settling for a narrow scope
of change. Ames exemplified the latter course in coping with
southern racism, and therefore to term her a “liberal” rather than
a moderate distorts the way she actually functioned. With this
reservation in mind, I believe that this book deserves to win a
wide audience.
Kent State University
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In Search of Canaan: Black Migration to Kansas, 1879-80. By
Robert G. Athearn. (Lawrence: The Regents Press of Kansas,
1978. xii, 338 pp. Acknowledgments, prologue, illustrations,
epilogue, notes, bibliography, index. $14.00.)
In 1879-1880 thousands of southern blacks, pushed by mistreatment, discontent, and fear, and drawn by dreams of freedom
and prosperity, fled to Kansas where they expected to receive
government land. In this meticulously researched and imaginatively-written study, Professor Athearn documents the difficulties
the exodusters encountered in their search for Canaan. Athearn
is especially effective in tracing the northern response to the
exodus. The migrants soon discovered that many whites were no
more sympathetic than the ones they had just abandoned. Others,
though, made valiant attempts to care for the poverty-stricken
refugees until they could become self-sustaining. Generally the
Democrats denounced the movement while Republicans believed
that mistreatment by southern whites caused the migration.
The author focuses, perhaps too sharply, on the political implications of the movement. He somewhat cynically intimates
that most of those who wished to help the refugees were politically motivated. He discusses at length the theory that the migration was caused by Republicans who wished to import new and
dependable voters. Yet most of the exodusters went to Kansas
which was already clearly Republican, and a majority of the
migrants were women and children who could not vote. Those
Northerners who had always opposed “soft” treatment of the
South are identified as “extremists,” and most of the Republicans
sympathetic to blacks are “Radical Republicans.” One sympathizer was branded as an “out-and-out Republican Radical,”
while another had “come perilously close to being converted’to
“Radical” Republicanism. A Maine editor who believed that
southern whites were holding blacks in “thralldom” was accused
by the author of still being at war with the southern white establishment. No doubt the Republicans gave national publicity to
the flight hoping that it would gain votes for them, but surely
some Northerners were more concerned with the fate of the
exodusters than with politics.
While Professor Athearn is aware of the black role in the postReconstruction South, he rejects the theory that blacks left the
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South simply to escape bad conditions. The migration was rather,
“an unreasoned, almost mindless exodus from the South toward
some vague ideal, some western paradise, where all cares would
vanish once the beckoning gates were reached.” Thousands were
“deluded” by false reports. Although most migrants probably
expected government assistance which was not forthcoming, and
some may have been deluded by false promises of high wages and
easy life, it is likely that most left the South in order to secure
land and to escape serfdom.
Whatever their reasons for going, the exodusters often found
the new Canaan inhospitable. As Athearn said, “Aside from the
moral aspects of southern mistreatment of former slaves and the
righteousness of the black’s cause, almost everything else about
the exodus was wrong.” Harsh winters, barren land, and lack of
capital made it improbable that many would succeed on homesteads. Many an exoduster, having no farm equipment, “was
reduced to battling nature with his bare hands.” While some
homesteaders succeeded admirably, many were forced to retreat
to small towns where they subsisted by performing menial labor.
Professor Athearn treats the 1879-1880 migration to Kansas
as an episode in western history and does it well. He is less
persuasive when dealing with the South and why blacks left.
Nevertheless, he contributes significantly to Kansas, western, and
black American history.
Florida State University

J OE M. R ICHARDSON

Pat Harrison: The New Deal Years. By Martha H. Swain. (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1978. viii, 316 pp.
Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$15.00.)
Martha H. Swain’s study of Senator Pat Harrison contributes
to a better understanding of the New Deal, southern congressional leadership, and Mississippi politics. The author has pruned
her doctoral dissertation, which was a full biography of Harrison,
into a study of the senator’s activity during the New Deal. Two
brief chapters introduce the subject and move the narrative rapidly to 1932.
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This approach has both liabilities and assets. The work becomes a rather dry political study, a biography of the public man
that largely ignores the private. On the credit side, this approach
allows the author to reconstruct Harrison’s New Deal years rather
fully.
In many ways Harrison was a typical member of that group of
elite southern senators who chaired powerful committees and who
cooperated with Roosevelt during the early New Deal, but became
restive in the late 1930s. Among his closest friends were other men
like himself, especially Senators Joseph T. Robinson of Arkansas
and James F. Byrnes of South Carolina. Although conservative in
philosophy and temperament, Harrison supported measures he
did not like and loyally served the President and the Democratic
party until the mid-1930s. As chairman of the powerful Senate
finance committee, he first broke with F.D.R. over the President’s attempt to use the tax structure to implement economic
and social reform. This controversy demonstrated that Roosevelt
sometimes created problems for himself by generating so many
conflicting signals about what kind of legislation he desired that
Harrison finally despaired of understanding, much less enacting,
the administration program. Had Roosevelt known more precisely
what he wanted, and had he introduced his tax bills earlier in the
congressional sessions, he might have avoided a rupture with
Harrison.
Although Florida’s Senator Duncan U. Fletcher was both more
liberal than Harrison and a good deal more pliable, there are
many similarities between the two men. Both were essentially
conservative politicians allied to like-minded constituencies. But
they were also realists responding to grievous economic conditions
in their states, and they were party loyalists who gave the Democratic administration what it requested. They were also masters
of compromise and caucus intrigue. As Swain suggests, they were
a curious mixture of ideological conservatism and practical liberalism which make them difficult to understand.
Swain’s attempt to reconcile this conflict is not entirely convincing. In one place (p. 252) she concludes that Harrison’s
quarrel with idealistic and unyielding New Dealers was the result
of differences in personality and method, on the very next page,
however, she argues that the senator’s break with Roosevelt resulted from the threat posed “by the liberalism injected by the
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urban East and the progressive West.” In my own view, it is
virtually impossible to distinguish as to whether ideology, personality, or method played a larger role in the growing southern
disaffection. By 1938 the conflicts in all three areas were so intense
that neither patronage nor party loyalty could control men like
Harrison.
One final contribution which Swain makes is really inferential
rather than direct. The power and sagacity of men like Harrison
helps explain Roosevelt’s inability to enact fundamental economic
and social reform. Too many revisionist historians have argued
this question primarily in terms of what Roosevelt should have
asked for and not in terms of what he could realistically hope to
obtain from Congress. Had they known more about men such as
Pat Harrison, who so easily outmaneuvered Alben Barkley,
Roosevelt’s choice as Senate majority leader, they would have
been more impressed with how much Roosevelt accomplished and
not by how much he left undone. Martha Swain’s biography requires that no serious student of the New Deal ignore Pat Harrison.
Auburn University

W AYNE F LYNT

Let Them Be Judged: The Judicial Integration of the Deep
South. By Frank T. Read and Lucy S. McGough. (Metuchen,
New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, 1978. xiv, 658 pp. Preface and
acknowledgements, prologue, notes, illustrations, epilogue,
appendices, index. $22.50.)
The post-World War II civil rights and education rulings
from the federal bench have triggered renewed interest in legal
history. Not only have scholars focused on the United States
Supreme Court, but increasingly they have turned as well to the
federal circuit courts, where most of the crucial cases implementing various phases of the civil rights revolution have been heard.
No court has had a stronger voice in these decisions than the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, centered in New Orleans. Supervising all federal judicial activity in Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, the Fifth Circuit, according
to the authors of this work, “shepherded independent federal
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district judges of widely varying abilities and persuasions through
the nation’s Second Reconstruction.” (p. xii)
Strongly approving of the court’s majority position in civil
rights cases, Read and McGough present what is, in effect, an
amicus curiae brief for the Fifth Circuit’s strongest liberal judges,
especially Elbert P. Tuttle and John Minor Wisdom. Utilizing
short biographical vignettes for each of the Fifth Circuit’s judges,
the authors examine the role played by each judge and assess his
contribution to the work of the Court. Floridians will read with
interest the discussion of court-enforced integration in Jacksonville, the early effort of Virgil Hawkins to integrate the University
of Florida Law School, and the work of Florida judges in implementing public school desegregation. In addition, the authors
include an examination of the Nixon administration’s effort to
elevate Judge G. Harrold Carswell from the Fifth Circuit to the
Supreme Court, which they properly entitle “The Carswell
Fiasco.” (p. 455)
The book’s principal strength is descriptive. Read and McGough use a wide lens in covering their story, and they have examined a subject which had not found its scholar. Utilizing
contemporary newspapers and magazines, secondary works, and
court opinions, the authors’ narrative usually holds the reader’s
interest. Heavy reliance on personal interviews adds a touch of
familiarity and intimacy. Unfortunately, the interviews frequently
provide information which lacks specific attribution. “Reliable
sources” is hardly a method of documentation to inspire a reader’s
confidence.
Despite such methods, however, Let Them Be Judged is, on
balance, a work of considerable merit. Unfortunately, the merit
of exposition does not disguise serious flaws. The book is excessively digressive, lacks focus, and is too long. Much of the material is undigested, leaving the reader to provide a perspective
which the authors should have offered.
Repeatedly, for example, the authors castigate southern
lawyers and bar associations for their refusal to give moral and
organizational support to Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit rulings on desegregation, public accommodations, and other matters.
Such criticism may be merited, but the actions of attorneys and
bar associations should hardly be surprising. One wonders why
people who disagreed strongly with a Court decision, as most
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southern lawyers did from Brown on, should rally support for
positions which they believed to be ill-founded and even unconstitutional.
Despite its shortcomings, however, Let Them Be Judged is a
book worth reading. One only regrets that the book falls short of
the mark as often as it does.
University of Florida

AUGUSTUS M. BURNS III

Protest at Selma. Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Voting Rights
Act of 1965. By David J. Garrow. (New Haven, Connecticut:
Yale University Press, 1978. xiii, 346 pp. Preface, introduction,
illustrations, tables, notes, index. $15.00.)
Few events in the twentieth century have affected the lives of
Americans as dramatically as the civil rights movement, for it not
only brought equality for black Americans, but it also initiated
the drive for equal rights by women and other ethnic and racial
minorities. In this excellent book, author David Garrow reexamines the events as they unfolded in Selma, Alabama, and
their impact on the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
Garrow is particularly interested in the strategy employed by
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., in Selma. He finds that during the period between the Montgomery bus boycott (1956) and
Selma, King abandoned his strategy of nonviolent persuasion for
coercive nonviolence. The latter first unfolded during the Birmingham campaign in 1963 (and subsequently in St. Augustine,
Florida, in 1964), when King deliberately sought confrontations
which were designed to promote violence. These encounters between nonviolent demonstrators and Klan-like elements insured
news media coverage which in turn served to mobilize public
support for the civil rights cause. Thus, when King selected Selma
“as the focal point of the SCLC’s efforts to win from the federal
government a new voting rights statute,” he did so with the full
realization that Sheriff Jimmy Clark and his deputies were prepared to use any means to stop the demonstrations. While King
and his aides consistently employed the rhetoric of nonviolence,
Garrow argues convincingly that they utilized tactics that sought
to promote violence.
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SCLC also developed a wide variety of tactics to heighten
media interest and to insure coverage of the protest activities.
Although King never referred to the significance of the media,
Garrow suggests that King fully understood the importance of
news coverage to the success of the civil rights movement. While
remarking that some people might condemn the provocative
nature of King’s tactics, Garrow believes the SCLC leader exhibited a political “sagacity not yet fully appreciated.” (p. 235)
Did King’s tactics in Selma influence the passage of the Voting
Rights Act? Garrow says that contrary to what other observers
have written, Lyndon Johnson had decided to submit a voting
rights bill to Congress prior to the Selma campaign. Events in
Selma, however, led Johnson’s advisers to draft a stronger and
more comprehensive measure and rallied congressional support
for the bill when the initial response had been unenthusiastic.
The violence SCLC encountered in Selma was of crucial importance in mobilizing public and congressional support for the
voting rights bill, especially the events of Bloody Sunday, March
7, 1965.
Garrow has done a superb job of recounting the dramatic
events of Selma and of placing them within the context of national developments. He has also rendered for the first time a
portrait of Martin Luther King and SCLC that is more than onedimensional. King was an enormously complex man who had a
remarkable way of presenting himself to the public as a relatively
simple, forthright soul (not unlike Abraham Lincoln).
Garrow’s study is not without its shortcomings, but they detract only slightly from the excellence of the volume. His failure
to use congressional papers in assessing the votes of individual
congressmen raises questions about his conclusions in that chapter.
Furthermore, Garrow does not take into account the impact of
the sit-ins and the policies of SNCC and CORE on the evolution
of King’s nonviolent strategy. Despite these problems, this is a
book everyone should read if they want to begin to understand
the civil rights movement.
University of Florida
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The White Man’s Indian: Images of the American Indian from
Columbus to the Present. By Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr. (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978. xvii, 261 pp. Acknowledgments,
preface, illustrations, epilogue, notes, index. $15.00.)
Surely most American Indian scholars have, as I, felt at times
that after all we have written and all we have said about Indians,
the image of the Indian, glacial in the popular mind, will be the
same as before. Surely all of us have feared that the heat of our
polemics will not have melted one speck of the frozen encrustations of centuries. Why this image should be so obdurate is a
matter of some interest, and this is what The White Man’s Indian
attempts to explain. Hence, this book is not about Indians, it is
about the images which Europeans attach to the word Indian. It
is about the historical genesis of these images, how Europeans
have occasionally sought to bring them in line with reality, and
how these images have shaped European treatment of the Indians
in literature, the arts, philosophy, history, and policy.
From the earliest period of European exploration of the New
World, the key component of our image of the Indians has been
that they are deficient in one way or another. Interestingly, however, this deficiency on the part of the Indians may be valued
either negatively or positively. During the time of exploration and
colonization, when compared to European civilization and Christianity, the Indians seemed deficient, and if European culture
were positively valued-and at first it always was-then the
Indians in their deficiency were to be deplored, even despised.
Hence, in early Spanish descriptions the Indians are generally
described in terms of their lacking writing, government, clothing,
trade, laws, morals, religion, metals, and so on. If, as the Aztecs,
they did possess some of these traits, they still lacked others, viz.
Christianity. Alternatively, if European culture and society were
believed to be corrupt or in need of change, the Indians could
still be judged to be deficient, but insofar as they represented
alternatives, they could be admired in their deficiency, even defined as noble. This image of positive deficiency could only exist
among Europeans who had grown critical of their own social
institutions, as was the case with eighteenth-century social philosophers such as Rousseau, and more recently the American
“counterculture.”
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(A third image, of lesser importance, is reserved for Indians
who have chosen or been forced to become assimilated; namely,
the drunken, degraded, dissolute Indian.)
Berkhofer argues that our bent for forming an image of the
Indian in terms of their being deficient when measured against
certain aspects of our culture is one of our persistent errors. This
has been particularly unfortunate when it has led people to
assume that because Indians lacked certain European institutions
(e.g. legal codes) they therefore had no equivalent institutions of
their own. In some cases these “deficiencies” seemed to place the
Indians outside the realm of humanity, as, for example, their
allowing sexual intercourse between certain kin categories where
we disallow it. Hence, they semed promiscuous, or incestuous.
And yet Berkhofer overlooks the fact that in historical context it
is difficult to see how Europeans could have judged the Indians to
be anything but deficient. In the conflict between the Indians and
the whites, the Indians lost, and they lost decisively. And even
when we leave their military failure aside, it is the Indian who
has adopted the white man’s culture, not vice versa.
Berkhofer has read widely and well. The White Man’s Indian
draws upon a diversified, voluminous literature-so much so that
one sometimes loses track of his argument. Moreover, he does not
succeed in answering his most interesting question. Namely, why
have these images of the Indians lasted so long in the European
mind? In his favor it should be said that this is not so much a
failure of his scholarship as it is a failure of some of the central
notions of modern anthropology, which he uses more or less uncritically. Regretfully, because of space limitations, I must here
forgo a full discussion of these conceptual weaknesses in anthropology.
The University of Georgia
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Tallahassee and Leon County, Florida, Cemeteries, compiled
by Floreda Duke Varick and Phyllis Rose Smith, contains over
3,000 tombstone inscriptions, including those from two of the
oldest and largest cemeteries in Tallahassee-St. Johns Episcopal
Cemetery and Old City Cemetery. For each cemetery the inscriptions are listed alphabetically and provide name, birth and
death dates, and other descriptive information, all of which are
important for researchers doing work in Florida and Leon County
history. An index adds to the value and usefulness of this volume.
It sells for $15.00, and it may be ordered from Mrs. Varick at 116
Glenhaven Terrace, Tallahassee, Florida 32312.
Older People in Florida: A Statistical Abstract, 1978 was prepared by Carter C. Osterbind and Angela M. O’Rand for the
Center for Gerontological Studies, University of Florida. The
editors point out that the elderly population, both in Florida and
in the United States, is growing faster than the population as a
whole, and is having a major impact on the economy and on
public policies regarding health and other supportive human
services. This volume, part of an on-going program to maintain
and disseminate information on older people in Florida, provides data on population, income, employment, housing, transportation, social insurance, health, and vital statistics. Published
by the University of Florida Press, Gainesville, this study is one
of a series of reports from the Florida Data Bank on Aging administered by the Consortium of University Centers on Aging.
It sells for $10.00.
Three Churches: One Spirit is by three ministers-James F.
Graves, Delos L. Sharpton, and Lewis C. Lampley. They describe
the efforts to restructure and revive three St. Petersburg churches:
Southside Baptist, First Baptist, and Tabernacle Baptist, the
latter a black church. Concerned about the deterioration of
Southside Baptist, which was located in a transitional neighborhood, Sharpton stimulated discussions with his colleagues, which
resulted in the emergence of two integrated religious establish[362]
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ments: Southside Tabernacle Baptist and Southside Baptist
Church. The book was published by Broadman Press, Nashville,
Tennessee, and it sells for $2.95.
No Castles On Main Street, by Stephanie Kraft, discusses
thirty American writers and poets and the houses in which they
lived. Two of these are in Florida: Ernest Hemingway’s house in
Key West, and Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings’s cracker cottage at
Cross Creek, near Gainesville. Hemingway first came to Key West
in 1928. Three years later he purchased the Asa Tift house on
Whitehead Street which had been built in 1851. Hemingway
wrote Death in the Afternoon, To Have and Have Not, and the
beginning of For Whom The Bells Toll in the converted carriage
house behind the main house. In 1963 the house was sold by the
Hemingway family, and the following year it was opened to the
public as a house museum. Mrs. Rawlings’s Cross Creek property
included seventy-four acres, most of it planted in citrus. She
farmed and tended stock while writing stories and books, such as
The Yearling and Gal Young Un, which have become American
classics. The house, now open to the public, is maintained like it
was when Mrs. Rawlings died in 1953. New Castles On Main
Street was published by Rand McNally & Co., and it sells for
$9.95.
Florida: Chapters From The Past and Present is the work of
Ann M. Wheeler and Iris R. Yatter. With support from the
Bicentennial Commission of Florida, data about the state’s history
was organized into a set of twenty lesson plans designed for
teachers of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. This material was
developed together with staff members of Teacher Education
Projects, an agency associated with the Colleges of Education at
Florida State University and Florida Agricultural and Mechanical
University. For information about this volume, write TEP, 403
Education Building, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306.
Everglades, The Story Behind The Scenery, by Jack de Golia,
is one of the paperback volumes in the Story Behind The Scenery
series, published by KC Publications, Box 14883, Las Vegas,
Nevada, 83114. The softcover edition sells for $3.00. Mr. Golia is
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a National Park Service career employee, who served in the Shark
Valley and Royal Park districts of Everglades National Park and
at Biscayne National Monument. Glenn Nimwegen, Patricia
Caulfield, and Hunter R. Fox have contributed to the color photography of Everglades, The Story Behind The Scenery.
The University Presses of Florida, in cooperation with the
Florida Audubon Society and the Florida Defenders of the Environment, has published four volumes in the Rare and Endangered Biota of Florida series. Peter C. H. Pritchard is series
editor. Volume one, Mammals, edited by James N. Lane, sells for
$5.00; volume two, Birds, edited by Herbert W. Kale II, sells for
$7.00; volume three, Amphibians & Reptiles, edited by Roy W.
McDiarmid, lists for $5.50; and the price of volume four, Fishes,
edited by Carter R. Gilbert, is $5.00. All may be ordered from the
Presses office, 15 N. W. 17th Street, Gainesville, Florida 32603.
A Guide to the Manuscripts and Special Collections of the
John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida, was compiled
under the supervision of James Servies, director of the Pace Library, and Marian Viccars, Special Collections librarian. It contains descriptions of some 300 collections of papers, historical
manuscripts, and other research resources in the library. Microfilm files, maps, and newspapers are also included in the guide.
Most of the items relate to individuals and organizations living
in, or associated with the Panhandle area of Florida from the
eighteenth-century to the present. An earlier guide, The First
One Hundred, was published in 1972 by the John C. Pace Library.
The Unlikely Legacy is a brief account of John Ringling and
the Ringling Circus and the impact on Sarasota and Florida.
It was written by Kenneth Matthews and Robert McDevitt.
Ringling bequeathed his great art museum and collection, his
home, “Ca-Zan,” and other properties to “the people of the
State of Florida,” and they have since become major cultural
assets to the state. The Unlikely Legacy was published by Aaron
Publishers, Inc., P. O. Box 2572, Sarasota, Florida 33578, and
sells for $3.95.
”No Dimes,” A Tribute To Old Mooney is the brief account
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of a former slave who settled in Walton County after the Civil
War. It was written by Harold W. Gillis, and the booklet may be
ordered from the Historical Society of Okaloosa and Walton
Counties Museum, Box 488, Valparaiso, Florida 32580. The
price is eighty cents.
Historical, Mysterious, Picturesque New River is a collection
of black-and-white sketches of early Fort Lauderdale and Broward
County compiled by Austin Smith. Published by The Friends of
The Library of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, Inc., Box 4831, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida 33338, it sells for $3.00.
Long Gone is a baseball novel by Paul Hemphill. The setting
is Graceville, a small town in West Florida. It is the story of the
Oilers, a local Class D team playing in the Alabama-Florida
League. Published by Viking Press, New York, it sells for $8.95.
Documentations of Collections, is the fourth volume in the
Bibliography on Historical Organization Practices series published by the American Association for State and Local History.
It was compiled by Rosemary S. Reese and was edited by Frederick L. Rath, Jr., and Merrilyn R. O’Connell. It lists more than
2,900 sources of information about cultural artifacts, and is
valuable for large and small museum curators and directors,
registrars, and private collectors. It identifies the best and most
recent sources of information on historic artifacts, decorative arts
and antiques, fine arts, and folk arts. In the sections relating to
historical organizations and collections documentation, major
national and international organizations are listed. It also includes information on sources for social, cultural, and regional
studies, material on the history and art of collecting, and indicates what to be on the lookout for with fakes, forgeries, and reproductions. The volume sells for $12.50, but is available to
AASLH members for $9.25, Order from AASLH, Nashville,
Tennessee 37202.
The Preservation and Restoration of Sound Recordings, by
Jerry McWilliams, provides up-to-date methods of preserving and
restoring sound recordings on disc, tape, and cylinder. It provides
information for institutions and individuals with recorded sound
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collections. This is still another of the valuable studies being
made available by the American Association for State and Local
History for private collectors and museums, archives, and libraries.
Order from AASLH, Nashville, Tennessee 37202. It sells for
$8.95; $7.00 to AASLH members.
Social Relations In Our Southern States was first published
in 1860. Its author, Daniel R. Hundley, wanted to provide an
image of the South that might in some way dispel erroneous
notions about the region that were prevalent in the North. A
native of Alabama, he practiced law in Chicago after graduating
from Harvard. At first Hundley opposed both southern secession
and northern abolitionist zealotry, but with the coming of the
war, he felt compelled to side with the South. He became a
colonel in the Thirty-First Alabama Infantry, was captured in
1864, and remained a prisoner until the end of the conflict. His
Social Relations has been republished in a paperback edition by
Louisiana State University Press in its Library of Southern Civilization series. The new edition was edited by William J. Cooper,
Jr., who also wrote the introduction. The price is $5.95.
Florida and East Florida are mentioned only a few times in
the South Carolina Journals of the House of Representatives,
1785-1786. This is the most recent volume in the program of
publishing all of South Carolina’s state records. It covers the three
sessions of the sixth general assembly which sat in Charleston
during the years 1785-1786. The series will eventually include all
of the legislative journals from 1783-1831. This volume was edited
by Lark E. Adams and Rosa S. Lumpkin, and was published by
the University of South Carolina Press, Columbia, for the South
Carolina Department of Archives and History. It sells for $27.50.
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HISTORY NEWS
Awards
The American Association for State and Local History, at its
annual meeting in Tucson, Arizona, in September 1979, voted
Certificates of Commendation to August Burghard of Fort
Lauderdale for his long career dedicated to the collecting, interpreting, and publishing of the history of Fort Lauderdale,
Broward County, and the state of Florida. The City of Gainesville was recognized for its successful efforts to save the Thomas
Hotel from demolition and to restore and develop it as a community cultural center. The Gainesville award was presented at
special ceremonies at the Thomas Center in Gainesville in November 1979. Mr. Burghard will receive his award at the meeting
of the Florida Historical Society in May 1980.
The Tampa Historical Society presented the D. B. McKay
Award for 1979 to William M. Goza of Clearwater and Madison.
Mr. Goza, former president of the Florida Historical Society and
the Florida Anthropological Society, served on the Historic Tallahassee Preservation Board and is presently a member of the
recently established Florida Folk Arts Council. He is the author
of articles on Florida, has taught Florida history, and has been
active in the affairs of the Tampa Historical Society, Madison
County Historical Society, and in other local, regional, and state
historical and cultural organizations. In recognition for his many
contributions to the state, Goza was honored as a Distinguished
Alumnus by the University of Florida. Mr. Goza, and his wife
Sue, have been active in historical preservation and have restored two homes in Madison: Magnolia Hall and the WardlawSmith House in which they now reside. The Tampa Historical
Society annually presents the D. B. McKay Award to a person who
has made important contributions to the understanding and
interpretations of Florida and community history. Mr. Dunn,
who received the award for 1978, made the presentation. At the
banquet, Chesterfield Smith of Bartow, former president of the
American Bar Association, unveiled the historic marker that is
being placed outside the Peter O. Knight honeymoon cottage in
[367]
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Tampa. This building was given to the Tampa Historical Society
by the Knight family and is being restored.
Announcements and Activities
The Fourth Annual Conference on Jacksonville History is
being sponsored by the Jacksonville Historical Society and the
Roundtable for Jacksonville History on February 23-24, 1980.
The meeting will be held in the Gooding Auditorium, Jacksonville University. Dr. Jerrell Shofner of the University of Central
Florida and president of the Florida Historical Society, and Dr.
Samuel Proctor, of the University of Florida, director of the University’s Oral History Program, and editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly, will be the speakers. John P. Ingle, Jr., is the
coordinator of the conference. It will be a “do-it-yourself” seminar
on how to find and utilize Jacksonville history. Dr. Proctor will
direct an all-day oral history workshop.
The Jacksonville Historical Society honored its founders at a
reception on November 14, 1979. Charter members and families
of charter members now living in Jacksonville were special guests.
The Society has sponsored several events throughout the year
marking its fiftieth anniversary.
The third annual Florida Folk Arts Conference will be held
in the R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee, January 25-28, 1980. The
sessions will discuss folk arts, cultural resource agencies, folk arts
and museums, parks, and recreational facilities, university folklore studies, state agency programming, and collecting Florida
folk music and folklore. A traditional foods banquet, square
dance, and folk media screenings are also planned. For information, write Florida Folk Arts Program, Box 265, White Springs,
Florida 32096.
The Newfound Harbor Marine Institute at Big Pine Key is
organizing a series of activities to develop a comprehensive awareness of the maritime history of South Florida and the Florida
keys. A three-day conference beginning February 29 will bring
together archeologists, anthropologists, and historians to discuss
how best to collect, preserve, and interpret the maritime heritage
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of the area. For information, write Duncan Mathewson, Route 3,
Box 170, Big Pine, Florida 33043.
The Maritime Heritage of Florida will be the theme of a
conference in Tampa the weekend of March 21-23, 1980. Speakers
from various disciplines will discuss the preservation of Florida’s
maritime history. The proceedings of the conference will be published. For information, write to Dr. Barbara Purdy, Department
of Social Sciences, Florida State Museum, Gainesville, Florida
32611.
The Florida State Museum has received a maritime preservation grant from the National Trust for Historic Preservation to
investigate and stabilize prehistoric and historic dugouts and
other artifacts of wood from the waterways of Florida. It will
develop a systematic statewide investigation of wet sites and
identify, preserve, and restore existing prehistoric canoes and
artifacts. Objects will be available for display purposes. For information, write Dr. Barbara Purdy, Florida State Museum,
Gainesville, Florida 32611.
A traveling exhibit entitled “Down at the Court House: Photographs and Stories of Florida’s County Court Houses,” is traveling
throughout the state. Produced by the Museum of Florida History,
Division of Archives, History and Records Management, the exhibit features courthouse photographs and illustrations, and a
sampling of stories, facts, and anecdotes from county residents and
official records.
Florida Secretary of State George Firestone has announced a
number of federal grants and grants-in-aid awarded for restoration
projects in the state: assistance to the Tallahassee Area Chamber
of Commerce for The Columns roof restoration project; Old St.
Luke’s Hospital, Jacksonville; Llambias House, St. Augustine;
Peleg Peckham House, Orlando; city of Orlando to assist in
preperation of a preservation planning project to identify architectural and historic conservation areas; Miami Beach Historic
District; Quincy Historic District; and DeFuniak Springs for
Chautauqua Hall.
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Florida history is the theme of a new permanent exhibit in the
Florida State Museum at the University of Florida. The six sections treat specific themes of Florida history and trace its development from exploration and discovery through the twentieth century. Population diversity, political history, transportation, lifestyle, and economics and the land boom are the major topics developed interpretively.
A Department of State historical exhibit opened at John
Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park near Key Largo in October
1979. The exhibit is part of the department’s Cannon Recovery
program which will raise a number of eighteenth-century cannon
from wrecks off the Atlantic coast. The wrecks were part of the
Spanish Plate fleet lost during the hurricane of 1715. The reconstructed shipwreck at Pennekamp Park consists of fourteen cannon, an anchor from a 1733 site in Monroe County, and ballast
stones arranged in the shape of the hull of a small Spanish ship
of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
The second annual meeting of the Florida Trust for Historic
Preservation will convene March 27-30 at the Harley Hotel,
Orlando. For information, write the Florida Trust for Historic
Preservation, Inc., Box 10368, Tampa, Florida 33679.
The Florida State Genealogical Society’s conference, held
November 16-17, 1979, in Winter Park, was part of the activities
of Family and Local History Week as proclaimed by Governor
Bob Graham. The Florida State Genealogical Society was formed
to promote, educate, and encourage the study of family and local
history.
A reprint of the article, “John Forbes & Company and the War
of 1812 in the Spanish Borderlands,” by William S. Coker, has
been reprinted by Perdido Bay Press, Route 2, Box 323, Pensacola,
Florida 32506. The article appeared originally in HispanicAmerican Essays in Honor of Max Leon Moorhead which was
edited by Professor Coker. The reprints are selling for $2.50.
South Florida Pioneers is one of the most useful of the increasing number of genealogical publications appearing in Flor-
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ida. Two double-issues are printed each year. The editor is
Richard M. Livingston, Box 166, Fort Ogden, Florida 33842, and
inquiries should be directed to him. Annual subscriptions are
$8.00.
The Broward County Historical Commission’s new office is at
100-B South New River Drive, Fort Lauderdale. The building is
being refurbished as a museum-library and as a meeting center
for the county’s history and history-related organizations. The
latest issue of the Historical Commission’s publication, Broward
Legacy, is being distributed. For information on the journal, contact George McClellan or Madge Turpen at the Commission’s
office.
The business and executive offices of the Southern Historical
Association will transfer from Tulane University to the University of Georgia as of July 1, 1980. Bennett Wall will continue
to serve as secretary-treasurer. After that date, all correspondence
about SHA business affairs and subscriptions to the Journal of
Southern History should be directed to Professor Wall, University
of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30601.
The first annual Sewanee Economics Symposium will be held
April 3-5, 1980, at the University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee. The theme is “Business in the ‘New South’: A Historical
Perspective.” There will be panels on the early problems, modern
success, and future possibilities of southern business and industry
and on preserving the record of economic development. Historians, economists, librarians, archivists, and persons from the
business community will participate. For information contact
Professor Marvin E. Goodstein, Department of Economics, The
University of The South, Sewanee, Tennessee 37375.
The Eugene B. Debs Papers project at Indiana State University is seeking material on Debs to be included in the publication of his complete works, which will include correspondence,
speeches, and writings. The project, supported by the National
Historical Publications and Records Commission and Indiana
State University, will publish Debs’s entire works in a microform
edition and selected correspondence in letterpress volumes. Any-
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one having Debs papers, personal recollections, and graphic and
other relevant materials is asked to write to J. Robert Constantine,
Department of History, Indiana State University, Terre Haute,
Indiana 47809.
The Georgia Department of Archives and History is accepting
applications for a three-week training seminar for archivists to be
held in Atlanta, August 4-22, 1980. The institute will offer instruction in basic concepts and practices of archival administration and management of documentary materials. For information
and applications, write Institute Coordinator, Georgia Department of Archives and History, 330 Capitol Avenue S. E., Atlanta,
Georgia 30334.
The Confederate Memorial Literary Society is receiving
nominations for 1979 awards for historical research and writing
on the period of the Confederate States of America. The Jefferson
Davis Award is for a book-length narrative history. The Founders
Award is for work in the area of research or editing of primary
sources resulting in publication of one or more volumes. The
Award of Merit will be given for a published article or monograph. Entries are due by March 1, 1980. For information, write
the Museum of the Confederacy, 1201 E. Clay Street, Richmond,
Virginia 23219.
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